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S UMi12L , tY 
This work is an applied, comparative study in lexicography 
for cognate lexical items in Portefio Spanish and British English. 
The dictionary is intended for learners and teachers of both lan- 
guages. 
The thesis sustained is that for a dictionary of this type 
to fulfil its aims, its compilation must take into account linguis- 
tic principles based on modern linguistic theory, i.e. it must 
include, as well as cultural differences, all relevant information 
from the three components of a linguistic theory of description, 
viz., the phonological, the syntactic and the semantic component. 
But, because drastic changes in lexicography are undesirable in a 
dictionary with a practical aim, whose would -be -users are for the 
most part laymen with respect to linguistic theory, this type of 
lexicography is seen as a compromise between traditional lexico- 
graphy and modern linguistic theory. 
The work is divided into two parts: a Theoretical Part and a 
Practical Part, in which the linguistic principles adhered to are 
applied in practice to the analysis of the cognate lexical items in 
both languages, extracted from "lexical subsets" of the "field" of 
education. 
Part I consists of an Introduction and eight chapters. The 
first chapter is devoted to the definition of the terms contained 
in the initial statement of this summary, and in it a preliminary 
definition of''cognates "as "dictionary entries in English and Spanish 
historically derived from the same root" is given. 
In Chapter II, after an analysis of the "components" of the 
vocabulary of Porte.o Spanish, with special reference to borrow- 
ings, and after an analysis of borrowings in English, the defini- 
tion of'cognates "is enlarged to include them. Thus, cognates are 
"dictionary entries in English and Spanish historically derived 
from the same root and borrowed lexical items from English into 
Spanish and viceversa." 
Chapter III is devoted to an investigation of which cognates 
(from the "complete list" as found in the vocabularies of English 
and Spanish) the students of English (or Spanish) will be exposed 
to during the process of learning a language. Thus, according 
to the definition of cognates given in Chapter II, two frequency 
lists, M.West's A General Service List of English 'fords and 
Juilland and Chang -Rodríguez's A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish 
Words was analysed. The percentage of cognates which the lists 
yielded was 48% for English and 74 for Spanish. But in the course 
of the analysis several facts emerged about factors other than ety- 
mological cognateness, which play an important part in the recog- 
nition and understanding of cognates, the consideration of which 
is taken up in Chapter IV. 
To prove certain of the points discussed, a series of text- 
books of English as a foreign language, viz. Hornby and Mackin's 
Oxford Progressive English Alternative Course, Books A - D, in use 
in Argentina, was analysed from the point of view of cognates. 
The main conclusion derived from the consideration of factors 
other than etymological cognateness is that similarity of graphic 
substance is a crucial criterion for the definition of cognates and 
so the "final" definition (for the purpose of this paper), viz., 
"Dictionary entries in English and Spanish, similar in graphic 
substance, derived from the same root, and oorrowed lexical items 
from English into Spanish or viceversa" was reached. 
In Chapter V, after an introductory discussion of the relation- 
ship between theoretical and applied linguistics and lexicography, 
the basic Principles of transformational grammar to which we adhere 
are outlined, and the theoretical framework for semantic analysis 
which has been developed by Katz and, Fodor is discussed, with a view 
to its application in a dictionary of cognates. For reasons stated 
in this chapter we have deviated from the said framework in the 
sense of adopting conventional definitions of "readings" of lexical 
items instead of adhering to Katz' system of decomposing a "reading" 
of an item into Semantic Markers and Distinguishers, and in the 
sense that the systematization of cultural differences (part of 
what Katz calls "knowledge of the world ") via Cultural Semantic 
Markers is considered all important in this type of lexicography. 
The principle of Semantic Marker is also used as a cross -reference 
between conventional and conceptual (or ideological) dictionaries 
via what we have called Conceptual Field Semantic i.Iarkers. 
The information from the phonological and syntactic components 
which is relevant for the dictionary is discussed in Chapter VI. 
For this purpose, in order to be able to generalize, and due to the 
fact that the majority of cognates found in the research are marked 
with the category features noun or adjective or verb or adverb, 
cognates are divided into four main groups. After considering the 
phonological, syntactic (and sometimes semantic) questions involved, 
the information from the phonological and the syntactic components 
which entries for each of these "word- classes" should contain is 
specified. 
Ways and means for extracting and, specifying cultural features 
via the comparison of the structure of the lexical "fields" in 
English and Spanish, i.e., taking into account syntagmatic and para- 
digmatic relations between words (sense relations), are outlined in 
Chapter VII. 
A corollary of the need for the inclusion of cultural features 
in readings of cognate lexical items, i.e. the necessity to break 
with the word -for -word translation equivalence tradition in bilin- 
gual dictionaries is also discussed. 
In Chapter VIII, after a comparison of the aims of bilingual 
dictionaries and a dictionary of cognates, proposals for a) what 
the Introduction to a dictionary of cognates should contain, b) 
whether the dictionary ought to be monolingual or bilingual, c) for- 
mat of the dictionary, d) whether the dictionary ought to be 
inclusive or restrictive, e) the question of head -entries, f) the 
inclusion of "compound- words" and "idioms ", g) what an entry in 
the dictionary should contain, h) the ordering of "readings" of 
entries, and i) the inclusion of labels used in conventional 
lexicography, are listed. 
In the introductory section of Part II, background information 
for the comparison of. the "fields" of education in Britain and 
Argentina is outlined according to relevant dimensions. From this 
preliminary work three lexical "subsets" emerged, and from these 
the list of cognates for the practical analysis was compiled. 
The lexicographical procedures to be applied are discussed 
prior to the actual analysis of the cognates. 
The general conclusions arrived at in this work are listed 
at the end of the Practical Part. 
A bibliography of articles, books, reference books, etc. 
which were read and /or consulted for this work is included at this 
point. 
Appendixes I - III, consist of the lists of cognates found 
in our research. Appendix IV contains Idr. üackin's letter in 
reply to questions put to him about the series Oxford Progressive 
English Alternative Course. 
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It W1;LLCO11ïE, TO THE CAVES OF ARTA;" 
"They are hollowed out in the see coast at the municipal terminal of 
Capdepera, at nine kilometer from the town of Arta in the Island of 
Mallorca, with a suporizing infinity of graceful colums of 21 meter 
and by downward, wich prives the spectator of all animation and plunges 
in dumbness. The way going is very picturesque, serpentine between 
style mountains, til the arrival at the esplanade of the vallee called 
"The Spider ". There are ood enlacements of the railroad with auto - 
buses of excursion, many days of the week, today actually .r'ednesday and 
Satturday. Since many centuries renown foreing visitors have explored 
them and wrote their eulogy about, included Nort- American geoglogues." 
(From a Tourist leaflet) 
Such subtile filigranity and nobless of construction 
Here fraternise in harmony, that repiracion stops. 
While all admit thier impotence (though autors most formidable) 
To sing in words the excellence of Nature's un:erprops, 
Yet stalactite and stalagmite together with dumb language 
Make hymns to God wich celebrate the stregnth of water drops. 
You, also, are you capable to make precise in idiom 
Considerations magic of ilusions very wide? 
Alraedy in the Vestibule of these Grand Caves of Arta 
The spirit of the human verb iscärked and stupefyed; 
So humildy you trespass trogh the forest of the colums 
And listen to the grandess explicated by the guide. 
From the darkness into darkness, but at measure, now descending 
You remark with what esxactitude he designates each bent; 
"The Saloon of Thousand Banners ", or "The Tumba of Napoleon ", 
"The grotto of the Rosary ", "The Club ", "The Camping Tent ". 
And at "Cavern of the Organ" there are knocking streange formations 
Vich give a nois particular pervoking wonderment. 
¡Too far do not adventure, sir! For, further as you wander, 
The every of the stalactites will make you stop and stay. 
Grand peril amenaces now, your nostrills aprehending 
An odour least delicious of lamentable decay. 
It is some poor touristers, in the depth of obscure cristal, 
Wich deceased of thier emotion on a past excursion day. 
Robert Graves. 
P A R T I 
INTRODUCTION 
The linguistic and pedagogical problems of cognate lexical 
items in historically related languages dire not new. In the case 
a Go3 sates 
of English and Spanish, t'e problemwhas been studied along a 
number of different dimensions. The study of the bibliography on 
the subject shows that most of it consists of articles in which 
lists of cognates appear. Uith few exceptions the authors have 
(a) not recognised the need to consider the question of the defini- 
tion of cognateness, (b) they have assumed without discussion the 
relevance in language teaching: of cognate lexical items in the 
two languages, and (c) they have made generalizations about 
English and /or Spanish which take little or no account of dialectal 
differences within both languages. 
On the semantic aspect of cognates Kendrick (1943) has based 
her analysis on dictionary definitions which ignore the "cultural 
functions" of cognate lexical items within the structure of the 
vocabularies of the two languages. 
The parallelism of the vocabularies of English and Spanish 
from the point of view of visual recognition has been studied by 
Miller and Farr (1939) and Rodriguez -Bou (1950). 
From the language -teaching point of view _Fries (1945) and Lado 
(1955; 1957; 1964) have acknowledged the importance of cognates. 
Some books of and on Spanish as a foreign language, Terry (1920); 
Ramsey /Spaulding (1956); Politzer and Staubach (1965) have also 
given some consideration to cognates. 
Two recent books in the field of Applied Linguistics, Mackey 
aacL Mart:i 
(1965) and Stockwell,`o.J N.(1965) have devoted special sections to 
the matter of cognates. 
:+rorn the lexicographical point of view existing studies cannot 
be called dictionaries in the traditional sense, as they are no 
more than incomplete glossaries of "faux amis" and are notable, in 
general, for the absence of a s;;rsterìatic linguistic basis for their 
analysis. 
A study of the bibliography on cognates shows, therefore, that 
there is no comprehensive study on cognates, with special reference 
to specific dialects of English and Spanish. 
This work is an attempt to analyse the meaning of cognates 
¡JO ó,XEs al. view, pornC of u,ew 
fromVa comparativel(in the sense of comparing Porteño Spanish with 
an óiaé of v,eN 
both Peninsular Spanish and British English) andlapplied /, as regards 
(a) the application of linguistic principles based on modern lin- 
guistic theories to the analysis of the meaning of cognate lexical 
Ehe 400 
items, (b)I applicab.thAto specific dialects of English and Spanish, and 
(c) the application of the foregoing to the problems of teaching. 
The conclusions arrived at from the consideration of the lin- 
guistic problems involved form the basis for proposals for a dic- 
tionary of cognates. A section of such a dictionary is offered. 
This work is, then, a Lexicographical Study of Cognate Lexical 
Items in British English and Porteño Spanish. 
C H A P T E R I 
1 
1. Definition of Terms. In the Introduction it was stated that 
this work is a Lexicographical Study of 
Cognates in British English and Porteño Spanish. This chapLt -r 
will be devoted to the definition of the terms contained in the 
above statement. 
1.1. Lexicology and Lexicography. Casares (1), in his Intro- 
ducción a la Lexicología 
Moderna distinguishes between Lexicology and Lexicography as 
follows: 
... Podemos distinguir dos facultades, que 
tienen por objeto común, el origen, la forma 
y el significado de las palabras: la Lexico- 
logía, que estudia estas materias desde un punto 
de vista general y científico, y la Lexicografía, 
cuyo cometido, principalmente utilitario, se define 
acertadamente en nuestro lóxico como el "arte de 
componer diccionarios." 
Casares thus states that the common aim of Lexicology and 
Lexicography is the study of "the origin, form and meaning of 
words." Now, Cognates in English and Spanish form a "set" of 
vocabulary items contained within two larger, independent, 
though related in origin (2) "sets ". 
a 1a iex;ccio4'a noderna 
(1) Julio Casares, 1rthoáuccdnL, Publicación del Consejo Superior de 
Investigaciones Científicas, Revista de Filología Española, 
Anejo LII, Madrid (1950), p.10. 





The overlap between the two larger "sets ", which consists of 
the smaller "set" of Cognates, is the result of, either identity of 
origin, and /or identity or similarity of graphic /phonic substance 
(Casares' "form "), and /or congruence or partial congruence of meaning. 
The study of the origin (only to a certain extent as will be seen 
in Chapter IV), graphic substance and meaning of cognate lexical items 
in English and Spanish is central to this work, which is therefore, 
directly concerned with both Lexicology and Lexicography. And, if 
Lexicology is understood to mean "the study of the relationships in 
the vocabulary of a language or languages" (1), it follows that Lexi- 
cology is the input for Lexicography, which, as the "art of dictionary 
making" has as its aim the coding of all the relevant information 
for the analysis and comparison (2) of the items the dictionary contains. 
(1) cf. Mack y, W.F., Language Teaching Analysis, Longmans (1965) p.72. 
(2) Especially in bilingual and in the type of dictionary which is 
proposed hes;s. See chapter 2- and 4. 
3 
1.2. Preliminary Definition of "Cognate;;: With the immediate aim 
of identifying the "set" 
of Cognates in English and Spanish, Cognates will be defined 
according to the criterion of identity of origin, thus following 
the definition given in the Shorter Oxford Dictionary, viz. 
"Descended from a common ancestor; of the same 
family; coming from the same root or stock." 
As the source of our research will be reference books, both 
Etymological Dictionaries and Lexicons of Spanish and English, 
Cognates will be taken to be: 
Dictionary entries in English and Spanish derived 
from the same root. (l) 
1.3. English. Professor Strevens, in "The Study of the Present 
Day English Language "(2) says: 
"... the Present Day English language, in both 
written and spoken forms, masks a complexity that 
few of us appreciate until we attempt the task of 
describing English. This language called 'English' 
is not, in fact, one single, unified language. ... 
Large numbers of different sub -languages co- exist." 
(1) This definition will be modified in Chapters II and III 
according to other relevant criteria. 
(2) In Five Inaugural Lectures, ed. P. Strevens, O.U.P. (1966) p.107 
4 
Bearing the above in mind, we will attempt to limit our field 
according to the follo:aing dimensions: Aim of this study, Geographi- 
cal Dialect, Temporal Dialect. 
1.3.1. Aim of this study. The aim of this work is to analyse 
Cognates in English and Spanish, with 
the purpose of providing codified information as to their meaning. 
The specific language -teaching situations which this study is con- 
cerned with are those of speakers of Porteño Spanish learning 
British English, and viceversa. 
1.3.2. Geographical Dialect. A Geographical Dialect is under- 
stood to be a language 'variety' 
related to a certain geographical area. Now, the geographical 
Dialect of English aimed at in most language- teaching situations 
in Argentina, (1) is British English. According to 1.3.1. above, 
the Geographical Dialect of English that will be described is 
British English. 
It may be argued that within the Geographical Dialect of 
(1) It must be pointed out here that the American Dialect of 
English is taught in several Educational establishments in 
Argentina. Cf., for instance, the variety of English taught 
at the American College, at the Colegio Ward, at the Instituto 
Cultural Argentino -norteamericano and at the pilot scheme at 
the Instituto Nacional Superior del Profesorado en Lenguas 
Vivas. It follows that the choice of British English as the 
variety to be described is to a certain extent arbitrary, but 
justified by the number of language- teaching situations in 
which it is taught. 
5 
British English there are Regional Dialects, i.e. varieties whose 
distinctive features (lexical and /or phonological and/or syntactic) 
characterize smaller geographical areas within the larger Geographi- 
cal Dialect, and even, Local Dialects, i.e., varieties whose dis- 
tinctive features characterize yet even smaller geographical areas 
within the Regional Dialects. (1) But for our purpose we are 
interested in the "core" of the British Dialect, which may be 
called Standard British English, understanding by this, "a codified 
form of language, accepted by, and serving as a model to, a larger 
speech community ". (2) 
The above applies to considerations of the three components of 
a linguistic theory, viz. the Phonological, the -syntactic and the 
semantic Components. (3) It follows that any syntactic feature or 
transformation or transformational property, etc., will conform to 
British English syntax, and, the phonological representation of the 
(1) cf. " Hacia los Conceptos de Lengua, Dialecto y Hablas ", Alvar, 
fiI., Nueva Revista de Filología Hispánica, IV (1961), pp. 51 -60. 
(2) Garvin, P.L., "The Standard Language Problem, Concepts and 
Methods", Anthropological Linguistics, I, (1959), pp. 28 -31. 
We are aware, as will be discussed later, of the shortcomings 
of the codified version of Standard English as found in Reference 
books. cf. also, the Research Project by Crystal, D. 
now in progress. 
(3) From this it becomes evident that the theory which will serve 
as a basis for the theoretical framework to be used is a 
Transformational -Generative model. A statement of the princi- 
ples within this theory, which we will adhere to, will be 
discussed in Chapter V. 
6 
English cognate lexical items which will be entered in the analysis 
will conform to British English Pronunciation, and within this to 
that known as Received Pronunciation. (1) 
1.3.3. Temporal Dialect. It was stated in 1.3.1. above, that the 
aim of this work is to analyse Cognates 
in English and Spanish with the purpose of providing codified infor- 
mation as to their meaning. It may now be specified that it is 
present day (2) meaning with which we are concerned. It follows 
that our description will be a synchronic description of Standard 
British English. 
1.4. Spanish, Spanish Conquest of America 
began in 1492. The Spaniards 
brought to America, amongst other things, the language of Peninsular 
(1) As codified in Enlish Pronouncing Dictionary, Jones, D., 
Everyman's Reference Library, Dent, London, (1963). The choice 
of this Reference Dictionary is based on the fact that it is 
the pronouncing dictionary mostly used in Argentina. See 
6.1. below. 
(2) "Present day" does not imply in any way that language is 
considered as static. The dynamics of language is hereby 
acknowledged. cf. Valverde, J. i., Guillermo de Humboldt y 
la Filosofía del Lenguaje, Gredos, Hadrid, (1955) ,p ac "El 
lenguaje es algo en cada instante permanentemente transitorio. 
No es un producto (ergon) sino una potencia (energeia)." 
(See chapter V, 5.2., below). 
7 
Spain. (1) Hence, Central and South America, where Spanish (2,; 
(1) Peninsular Spanish is a generalization, as Spanish linguists 
are well aware of, for it is really a complex of Regional 
Dialects, cf. García de Diego, V., "Dialectismos ", Rev. de 
Filología :spaaola, III (1916), pp. 310 -18; Alonso, A., 
"Lingüística e Historia ", Humanidades, La Plata, XVIII (1928), 
pp.30-38, and "El Descubrimitnto de América y el Idioma ", 
Ditto, XXX, (1944 -45), PP. 117 -27; Malmlerg, B. " L'Espagnol 
dans le Noveau Monde, Probl'eme de Linguistique Générale", 
Studia Linguistica, I, (1947), pp. 79 -116, and II (1948), 
pp. 1 -36; Garcia de Diego, "El Castellano como Complejo 
Dialectal ", Rev. de Fil. Espaíola, XXXIV (1950), pp.107 -24; 
Entwhistle, :1.J., The Spanish Language, Faber, London, (1956). 
The Geographical origin (within Spain) of the Conquistadores 
who came to America ;ave rise to the hypothesis as to the type 
of Spanish which later developed in Hispanic America, a hypo- 
thesis based on the distinctive features of the Conquistadores' 
Dialects (regional), cf. Henríquez Ureña, "Observaciones sobre 
el Español en América", (i) Rev. de Fil. Espafiola, VIII, (1921) 
pp. 357 -90; (ii) Ditto, XVII (1930), pp. 277 -84; (iii) Ditto, 
XVIII, (1931), "Datos sobre los Españoles de la Conquista, 
Andalusia y el Seseo ", pp. 120 -48; Alonso, A., Estudios Lin- 
güísticos, Temas Hispanoamericanos, Gredos, Madrid, (1951). 
(2) And Portuguese, see Footnote (1) on Page 8. 
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is spoken, became known as Hispanic America. (1). The first 
two geographical Dialects which evolved, after the Conquest, were 
Peninsular Spanish and Hispanic American Spanish. (2) 
The controversy of whether in Hispanic America there is a 
diversity of National languages (3) or a homogeneous type of 
Spanish spoken throughout Central and South America has been the 
(1) As regards the correctness of "Hispanic" versus "Latin" America, 
cf. Henríquez Ureña, C. "Introducción a la Biblioteca Americana, 
folleto, Fondo de Cultura Económica, Iviéxico, (1945), P.144, 
footnote on page 1, in Serís, H. Bibliografía de la Lingüística 
Española, pub. del Inst. Caro y Cuervo, XIX, Bogotá, (1964), 
p. 666, "América Hispánica. Preferimos esta.denominación a 
las de América Latina o Iberoamerica - más conocidas, pero no 
más exactas - para designar el conjunto de los países ameri- 
canos de habla española y portuguesa, de acuerdo con el cri" 
terio de Pedro Henríquez Urea (in Literary Currents in His- 
-,panic America, Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, Iass. (1945).) "; 
Castro, Américo, Iberoamérica, N.Y., (1946) p.63, quoted in 
Serfs, op. cit. p.666. "Al hablar sólo de los países de len- 
gua española, diremos his-oanoamerica. La denominación latino- 
americana o América Latina es inexacta; quieren fundarla en 
el hecho de que el español y el portugués son lenguas deriva- 
das del latín. Pero en una importante zona de Canada se habla 
-irancét - idioma también latino - y sin embargo nadie piensa 
en el Canadá francés al decir América Latina. Este nombre es 
tan inoportuno como lo sería el de América Germánica aplicado 
a los Estados Unidos, fundándose en que el inglés es una 
lengua germánica." 
(2) We must call attention to the fact that we are aware of the 
m Ûd,s,Dà the ewsu[a/ 
existence of other Geographical Dialects of Spanish,rbesides 
the two cited above, but they do not concern us here. 
(3) i.e. not merely Geographical dialects of Spanish, but lan- 
guages sufficiently different from ,Spanish in lexis, syntax 
and phonology, so as to be considere1ANational languages. 
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source of innumerable publications. (1) The present day trend is 
to accept dialectal differences mainly in lexis and phonology, but 
also in syntax, but with an underlying "core" of Peninsular 
,Spanish. (2) -`his underlying "core ", or as Kany calls it (3) 
"Peninsular Standard Spanish ", is the 'ideal norm' "which is re- 
garded as a unifying force and a model of common reference for all 
Spanish speaking persons," i3v , in actual fact, the 
'ideal norm' is the ideal of the purists of the language, and is 
used by a minority of the population of Hispanic America (4), 
whilst the majority fall on local dialects for communication. 
Furthermore, this 'ideal norm' is codified in the Diccionario de 
la Lengua Española,(edición de la Real Academia Espanola) the 
accepted authoritative lexicon of the Spanish- speaking peoples (5), 
which, apart from a few and sporadic references to Hispanic American 
usage, entered unir the name of the country or countries where it is 
(1) See Bibliography, esp. Presente Futuro de la Lengua Española, 
I and II, Actas de la Asamblea de Filología del Primer Congreso 
de Instituciones Hispánicas, Cultura Hispánica, Madrid, (1964). 
(2) cf. among others, Alonso, A. "El Porvenir de Nuestra Lengua ", 
Sur, Bs.As., tI° 8 (1933), pp. 141 -50; Casares, J., "El Castella- 
no en América ", in Crítica Efímera, I, (1947), pp. 259 -66; Alonso, 
D., "Para Evitar la Diversification de Nuestra Lengua ", Arbor, LX, 
Madrid, (1963), pp. 7 -19; "Tendencias a la Unification Idiomá- 
tica Hispanoamericana e Hispánica, Factores Externos ", Arbor, 
LV, (1963), pp. 21 -42; "Unidad y Defensa del Idioma ", Bol. de 
la Real Acad. Española, XLIV, (1964), pp. 387 -95. 
(3) Kany, C.E., American -Spanish Semantics, p. 14. 
(4) Mostly writers and people with a high level of education. 
(5) There are other dictionaries besides the dictionary of the 
Academy (see Bibliography), but the dictionary of the Academy 
has to 9enrral been recognised as the "official" lexicon of Spanish. 
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used, provides no insight into present day usage in Hispanic 
America. (1) 
1.4.1. 1lis anic- American Regional Dialects. Henríquez Ureña, in 
his article, "Obser- 
vaciones sobre el Español de America" (2), provides a classification 
of Regional Dialects based on "Orijenes del Lenguaje Criollo", by 
Juan Ignacio de Armas (3), in which he divides Hispanic America 
into five Regional Dialects on the basis of substrata (4), historical 
and political influence, geographical environment, nuclei of Spanish 
culture, and characteristics of the "conquistadores" and settlers, 
as follows: 
The 
Antilles, a large part of Venezuela and the 
Atlantic coast of Colombia, with a substratum 
of Arawak and Carib. 
(1) The shortcomings of the Diccionario de la Lengua Espanola, 
edición de la Real Academia Española, have been discussed in 
several publications. See bibliography. 
(2) (i) Rev. de gil. Española, VIII, (1921) pp. 357 -90; (ii) Ibid. 
XVII, (1930), pp. 277 -84; (iii) Ibid. XVIII, (1931)pp. 120 -48. 
(3) Mentioned in Kany, American -Spanish Syntax, p. viii. 
(4) On substrata, see, Menéndez Pidal, R., "Nodo de Obrar el 
Substrato Lingüístico ", Rev. de Fil. Española, XXXIV, (1950), 
pp. 1 -8; Alonso, A., "Substratum y Superstratum ", Rev. de 
Fil. 14íspánica, III, (1941), pp. 209 -18, and Malmberg, ßp. citi, 
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2. The Mexican Zone (from 1519 on) comprises 
Southwestern United States, Mexico and Central 
America with a substratum of Náhuatl and 
Maya- Quichó . 
3. The Andean Zone (from 1517 on) includes part 
of Venezuela, most of Colombia, all of Ecuador, 
Peril, Bolivia and Northwestern Argentina with 
a substratum of Quechua and Aimará. 
4. The River Plate Zone (from 1536 on) includes 
Argentina, Uruguay and Paraguay, with a sub- 
stratum of Tupi- Guarani and Mauche. 
5. The Chilean Zone (from 1514 on) with a sub- 
stratum of Mapuche. 
Henríquez Ureña's classification has served as a starting 
point for further classifications based on different hypotheses 
and criteria. (1) From our point of view his classification is 
useful in that he limits our field to Regional Dialects. 
(1) cf. Rona, J.P., "El Problema de la División del Español Ame- 
ricano en Zonas Dialectales ", in Presente ;L Futuro de la Lengua 
Española, Cultura Hispánica, Madrid, (1964), which also inclu- 
des a criticism of Henríquez Ureña. And, Vidal de Battini, B. 
E. "E1 Español .dela Argentina ", ditto, pp. 183 -92. Also other 
articles in the same volume on the Spanish of several Hispanic - 
American countries. 
HENRIQUEZ URENA S FIVE ZONES 
UN /TED STATES 
1? 
Zone I. 
= Zone SL 
Zone SIL 
111111 Zone SQ 
Zone 
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1.4.2. River Plate Spanish, a Regional Dialect. In his fourth 
Zone, Henríquez 
Ureña grouped together the countries of Argentina, Paraguay and 
Uruguay, mainly on the basis of substratum. But if other criteria 
are considered, for instance, lexis or phonology, this grouping 
together is not acceptable, especially if one takes into account 
that Argentina, the largest of the three countries concerned, is 
in itself a complex of Local Dialects.(1) A consequence of this is 
that several linguists have redefined the River Plate Zone restrict- 
ing it to a smaller geographical area, thus converting the larger 
Zone into a smaller Regional Dialect. A. Barabino, for instance, 
in "English Influence on the Common Speech of the River Plate" (2) 
defines the River Plate Regional Dialect as 
"The River Plate will be here understood to mean 
both shores of the Río de laPlata." 
whilst A. Castro in La Peculiaridad Lingüística Rioplatense y su 
Sentido Histórico, (3) restricts it further still, viz. 
(1) cf. Vidal de Battini, B.Tl. op. cit., especially maps according 
to pronunciation of /s /, ,1rr, , /ll,y/ and use of /vos/ and 
as well as several articles on lexis. See Bibliography. 
cf. also Malmberg, B. op.cit. p.59 Footnote 71, "C'est a dessein 
que je choisis la région de la Plata comme spécimen, et non pas 
l'Argentine toute entire. Le vaste territoire argentin n'est 
guere une unité linguistique, ni non plus une unité ethnique." 
(2) Hispania, XXXIII, (1950), pp. 163 -65. Barabino's criterion 
is the number of Anglicisms in the language of Buenos Aires 
and Uruguay. 
(3) Losada, Bs.As., (1941). Castro's criterion for classification 
is mainly lexical. 
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"Yalta en las páginas que anteceden la importante 
indicación de que al pensar acerca del lenguaje 
rioplatense me refiero principalmente a la lengua 
de Buenos Aires." 
For our purpose we will follow Barabino, and define River 
Plate Spanish as a Regional Dialect spoken on both shores of the 
Río de la Plata. 
1.4.3. iorterio SPanish a Local Dialect of River Plate Regional 
Dialect. Above it was stated that Argentina is a complex 
of Local Dialects; which of these then, is to be 
chosen as representative of the language of Argentina? The answer 
is without doubt, that of Buenos Aires and its suburbs. The choice 
is based on several factors, as follows: 
a) Of the twenty million inhabitants of Argentina, 
over eight million live in Buenos Aires and its 
suburbs. Considering that other zones of Argentina 
are sparsely populated, Buenos Aires and its suburbs 
may be considered as representative of the whole 
population. 
b) Linguists have accepted the importance of this 
Local Dialect. A. Alonso, for instance, has called 
Buenos Aires "La Capital Idiomática del Río de la 
Plata ". (l) Two further quotations will serve to 
prove this point. 
(1) Quoted in Vidal de Battini, op. cit. p.184. 
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"Un problema particular de lengua, en el Pano- 
rama general del país, corre:: ,sonde a Buenos 
Aires, pero que es de singular importancia por 
la influencia que ejerce su jerarquía política 
y cultural en el total de las provincias." (1) 
"Hasta el primer tercio de este siglo el habla 
porteña se diferenciaba del español usado en 
el resto del territorio argentino. Por dis- 
tintas causas, política centralista, suprema- 
cía administrativa, desigualdad económica, 
viajes, cambios de residencia, facilidad de 
comunicaciones, influencia de la radiotelefonía, 
etc., el habla de Buenos Aires se ha extendido a to- 
da la Repûblica y la va uniformando aceleradamente. 
El problema del habla porteña ha llegado a ser el 
problema del Español en la Argentina." (2) 
c) Buenos Aires may be regarded as the centre of the 
teaching of English as a Foreign Language in 
Argentina. This statement is based on the number 
of bilingual schools, academies, institutes and 
monolingual state schools etc. where English is 
taught. 
d) Last, but not least, it is the Local Dialect with 
which we are most familiar. 
The Local Dialect of Buenos Aires and its suburbs is known in 
Argentina as Porteño (from the Port of Buenos Aires). (See second 
quotation above). 
The variety of Hispanic American Spanish which will be described 
in this work is the present day usage of the Local Dialect known as 
Porteño Spanish. 
(1) Vidal de Battini, op. cit. p.184. 
(2) Alfonso, L. "Tendencias Actuales del Español en la Argentina ", 
in Presente .LPaturo de la Lengua Española, op.cit.,I, p.180. 
F 
RIVER PLATE REGIONAL DIALECT 
AND PORTEÑO SPANISH 
River Plate Regional Dialect 
/ Porteño Spanish 
C HAPTE R II 
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2. Inclusion of Borrowings in the Definition of "Cognates,! The compo- 
nents of 
the vocabulary of Porteño Spanish will be analysed in this chapter. 
The outcome of the analysis, together with an account of borrowings 
from Spanish into English, will justify the inclusion of borrowings 
in the definition of ilCognates." 
2.1. The Vocabulary of Porteño Spanish. Host linguists agree that 
one of the main differences 
between Porteño Spanish and Peninsular Spanish lies in the voca- 
bulary. (1) 
According to Vidal de Battini, (2) the components of the 
vocabulary of Porteño Spanish are as follows: 
1. The Lexis of Spain a) Archaisms. 
b) The lexis of modern Spanish. 
c) Lexical items (3) from Penin- 
sular Regional Dialects. 
2. Spanish (of the time of the conquest) -American words 
a) Spanish lexical items with 
new Argentine, or Regional 
or Local meanings. 
(1) cf. V. de Battini, op. cit. p. 188 "Las mayores discrepancias 
del Hispanoamericano con la lengua general se advierten en el 
léxico." 
(2) op. cit. p. 183. 
(3) We are using "lexical item" in the abstract sense in which Lyons 
uses "lexeme " - cf.hbroAc i pp. 196 -99. The use of the term "word" 
will also be used in Lyons' sense, to refer to graphological 
and /or phonological and /or grammatical words. (cf. opocit.196 -7). 
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3. Indigenous Lexical Items 
a) Indian Lexical items which the 
language of the Conquistadores 
brought into general use. 
b) Indian Lexical items of the 
native Indian languages of the 
country and /or of the neighbour- 
ing countries. 
4. The Lexis of Foreign Languages 
Borrowings from Italian, French, 
12,nglish, Portuguese, etc. 
5. Newly coined Lexical items 
a) From a Spanish core. 
b) From an Indian base. 
2.1.1. Importance of Each of the Components of the Vocabulary. 
From the point of view of Cognates each of these components offers 
interest, viz. 
N° 1. Because within these lexical items there will be many 
which are derived from the same root as English lexical 
items. 
N° 2. Will enter into play when we come to analyse the 
meaning of Cognates. '.le will find not only differences 
between Portetio Spanish and British English, but also 
between Porteño Spanish and Peninsular Spanish. 
No 3.a) Because some of the Indian lexical items which entered 
into Spanish via the speech of the Conquistadores were 
in turn borrowed by other languages, including English 
(for instance, canoe, maize, chocolate, etc.) 
Ho d. 
;:11I'r;r; Iv71'l''ïlilf,Il 1 , ! ,;;:.I item 1 !"il 
Will I:1,r; i 1 _1- 1::.I.r_; th" Lear ng of th': '/',': .r, 
I t;r:sLf;n I:erlguage (in our case, lEnglishi. 
i this í :, that if the Argentine 
:.I I l i.: .r i 1,1-1 an Encjitlh (or ,+1^,::. ;,; 
Jr] . í-:; ntn 'l,t1Y1[-*t1é,go, provided it has the ur11-1,: . 
ru, in English (2), when ho in e.-,e.:<.d to it he r.. . . 
oonise and understand it. (3 ) 
Id° 5. Some of the new coinagos are directly related to , 
inge from English, as we shall see below. 
From the above, the most interesting as regards th 
(1) Borrowinç in Spanish from Italian, Portuguese, `_r-:;i ;, 
will be relevant only if they in turn have been -ú ,rr ..'-r>. 
English. 
Sri; °fish L ,n^.uagÚ, (2) cf. Baugh, A.C. A History of th., _ 
1t... On the other hand, more than half of its (t:r_ _,..,oaN -.._ pry 
of English) vocabulary is derived from Latin. Some of =,7e 
borrowings have been direct, a great many through French, 
through other Romance languages. As a result, English a_:. 
shares a great many number of words with those langsages of 
Europe which are derived from Latin, notably _+`re- ̂ch . Italian, 
Spanish and Portuguese. All this means that 
a somewhat familiar appearance to any one = tier a 
Germanic or a Romance language. There are parts of t_e lan- 
guage which he feels he does not have to learn, or learns with 
little effort." The underlining is ours. Ba,ug ' 
course, has to be qualified, f or,because of -'_^-_e fact thatjthe 
tiro latguages look alike, it does not follow that the lexical 
items concerned mean the same i h bm &ti Ianc3"9eS. 
(3) There is the question here of whether the exposure is oral or 
written, i.e., if the recognition is aural or visual. Tr 711iS 
ñest5 we will deal with visual recogni} lei .tall. As far as we _-__: w, 
no study has been carried out on the aural recognition of ;7,cz7nates. 
For a Phonological Study of Co:- nates, cf. Ball gjerrazI, _ , 
liminary Investigation into the Phonological Recognisa ilf -_. 
Cognates in English and River Plate Spanish ", 1Jnpubli i ser-- 
tation for the Diploma in Applied Linguistics, Univ. 4= (1 7) 
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-borro4inr, 014:111.§101TO 
and bori,,: . ":,e-rent 1-715e§ of 
each of ih í efigtence in vreoent &Ay -iforteo min 
be analyoed below. 
2.1.2. 3orro4ings from 2rench (GalliciensL ?be inflnenoe of 
7rench on Za-an.ish 
was felt especially during the 17IIIth ami part of tbe 111th 
unes. After the unc cause by the "invasion of nallicissmi" half 
subsided' many lemical items, whi ck cont: 7te 
used, were finaLly Y Academy anf irnto 
dictionary, (1) 7=.7et17_ar with 1..--2_77-'LC borro-Agimgp 
which are common a.:.a still ::am mell "hgr tle 
Academy. 
Borrowings from Y-1no cc:: t :f: 
a) Borrowed lexical itenz into 
Spanish, either in the ::::E form, far L-,tnqter 
or items which have been into Sa:mith MICCOM7;1.Z.:SI.L 
by changes in graphic E-f:etancel, TSfl camfarn ta 
(1) cf. Casares, J. Mcciimpario admï© Aar, 
Madrid, (1=3), -D.1= :.,-;.a.La.E.mzia de galicistas qpie alarm 
reciben el es.--_,aldar= :aestra a las claras fame el criterto 
de la Acadoia an e 7mmta ha cami:Aada mataMenemte. 3o47 /9 
mu- uI .d: el antiz-m: casticista T miz stemta 1. Ica- 
demi,-. la le kaLloms- 
tado r: -c:: -7oor um ,iciene Inaca lvoca. es de 
sustituciSn y moalta em adamisici 
para dar1 t. nis el visto 
4114 I 
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the graphology and Phonology of Spanish, e.g. matins, tualé, 
chófer, etc. (1). 
b) Syntactic borrowings, for instance, the use of "a" for "de ", 
e.g. máquina a vapor, cocina a gas, buque a vapor; omission 
of "a" as in "visitaré noma también "; ¿es que? in ¿Quién es 
que habla ?, ¿Es que no lo hiciste /has hecho todavía ?, etc. (2). 
(1) cf. Robins, General Linguistics, An Introductory Survey, n.314. 
"Normally loan words are assimilated to the phonetic sound 
classes and the phonological patterns of the borrowing lan- 
guage, the original consonants and vowels being replaced by 
consonants and vowels as close to them as are available; 
thereafter, synchronically as opposed to historically, they 
are no longer recognizable by their form as loans. However, 
in certain cases words continue to be recognised and treated 
as foreign in origin, and attempts are made to pronounce them 
as such ... This does not mean that they are pronounced in 
the same way as they are in the languages from which they have 
been taken (except by a few specially gifted or trained per- 
sons), but it does mean that they continue to be uttered with 
sounds or sequences of sounds not found in the bulk of the 
vocabulary of the borrowing language ". In transformational 
At 
terms, borrowings are either made to comply with phonological 
tAe 
rules of the borrowing language, orkphonological rules from 
the source (of the loan word) language, - are incorporated 
into the phonological system of the borrowing language. As 
regards the latter, cf. Aspects of Phonological Theory, 
Harper & Row, (1968), p.284. "Studies of complex cases of 
phonological grammar have actually been carried out recently 
within the framework of generative grammar. This work, to be 
reported in a forthcoming monograph (Keyser & Halle, to appear) 
shows quite clearly that English has borrowed a number of 
Romance phonological rules." 
(2) For more examples of syntactic borrowings, cf. Kany, American 
Spanish Syntax, op. cit. cf. also "Los Galicismos", Castro, A. 
in Lengua, Enseñanza y Literatura, Imprenta Clásica Espa7ola, 
(1924); Portnoy, A., "Notas sobre la evolución del Castellano 
en la Argentina ", Bol. de la Academia Argentina de Letras, V, 
(1937), pp. 249 -65; Baralt, R.IMI., Diccionario de Galicismos, 
Gib, Bs. As. (1945). 
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2.1.3. Borrowings -from English (Anlicisms). Borrowings from 
French had books 
and the oral word as their chief vehicles (1), but the influence 
of English Spanish (both lexical and syntactic) which started at 
the end of the XIXth century and has continued throughout this 
century is due to several media. 
Alfaro, for instance, says, (2) 
"E1 Anglicismo tiene varios conductos de penetración 
por donde se cuela como corriente, ora impetuosa, ora 
sutil, siempre efectiva. Las agencias noticiosas, la 
prensa periódica, la industria, el comercio, las 
ciencias, el cinematógrafo, los deportes, los viajes, 
las mayores y más estrechas relaciones internacionales 
y sociales entre los países de habla española y los de 
habla inglesa, y por último, la enorme preponderancia 
económica, científica de los Estados anglosajones en 
el mundo contemporáneo, son las causas de que el 
inglés sea lengua con la cual es forzoso mantener un 
intenso contacto diario, ya directo, ya indirecto." 
To Alfaro's list we must add the medium of television (3) 
and, in Spain, the great influx of British tourists. 
Alfaro, R.J. 
(1) cf. 11El Anglicismo en el Español Contemporáneo ", /Bol. del 
Inst. Caro y Cuervo, IV, (1948), pp. 102 -28, and Preface to 
his Diccionario de Anglicismos, Gredos, Madrid, (1964). 
(2) op. cit. pp. 105 -6. 
l . ) cf. Lorenzo, "El Anglicismo en el Español de Hoy ", in El 
Español de Hoy, Lengua en Ebullición, Gredos, Madrid, (1966), 
P. 79. "Un nuevo elemento ha venido a sumarse a las tradi- 
cionales vías de invasión, la televisión." 
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There are two prevalent attitudes amongst Spanish (both Penin- 
sular and Hispanicamerican) linguists, towards borrowings from 
English, on the one hand the condemning attitude, coupled with an 
attempt (not always successful (1)) to replace these Anglicisms by 
either neologisms or by existing Spanish lexical items, and, on 
the other hand, the attitude of those who accept the fact that 
Spanish is a language capable of incorporating foreign lexical 
items without cleavage of the system. (2). 
Lorenzo, (3) for instance, says, 
"Frente a los extranjerismos idiomáticos de todo 
orden, el peligro no estriba en dejarlos entrar 
sino en el riesgo, que hoy creemos infundado, de 
que la lengua acreedora no sepa rechazar lo super- 
fluo ni depurar y encasillar lo necesario o fértil 
en su sistema. Precisamente el inglés es exponente, 
como hemos indicado más arriba, de una facultad de 
asimilación, especialmente lexica, sin igual, La 
actitud que se debe adoptar en la actualidad frente 
a la irrupción de anglicismos no debe estar inspirada 
en el temor ciego e inconsciente de las víctimas pa- 
sivas de una inundación, sino en la confianza inque- 
brantable de que los cimientos de nuestro edificio 
idiomático son firmes y de que los esfuerzos y el 
poder creador de nuestros escritores constituyen 
sólidos muros de contención que luego canalizarán 
la corriente invasora Para fecundar el idioma." 
(1) cf. for instance the Academy's attempt to replace "balonpié" 
for the Anglicism "Football" and its final acceptance of "fútbol ". 
(2) cf. as a representative of the former opinion, Mallo, J. "La 
Invasión del Anglicismo en la Lengua Española de América ", 
Cuadernos Americanos, Mexico, N° 4, pp. 115 -23 (1959). 
(3) Lorenzo, E. "El Anglicismo en la España de Hoy ", Arbor, XXXII, 
(1955), pp. 262 -74. 
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Alfaro in his Preface says, 
... hay que inclinarse en cambio ante la necesidad 
de adoptar voces exóticas .o neologismos útiles o 
que no tienen equivalente en castellano." 
And Dúrlaso Alonso (1) goes one step Further, when he discusses the 
lexical differences in Hispanic America. He says, 
"Afortunadamente, la preponderancia del influjo 
norteamericano desde el segundo tercio de este siglo 
altera las cosas. Es tan grande, los mismo en 
países hispanoamericanos que en España,. que la 
mayor parte de las nuevas voces nos llegan por esa 
sola via. He aquí un hecho curioso: el influjo 
norteamericano puede ser un elemento unificador de 
nuestro desaraciado léxico." (2) 
Our standpoint in this dispute is the acceptance of borrowings 
as a fact, and a fact directly relevant to the teaching of. English 
as a foreign language, and as such their inclusion is justified in 
a study of this kind. 
T res of borrowi n's from English (Anglicisms l. Alfaro, in 
his preface 
to his Diccionario de Anglicismos (3) classifies Anglicisms into 
(1) In "Para Evitar 
LX, (1963), pp. 
(2) The underlining 
(3) See op. cit. pp. 
Contemporáneo ", 
la Diversificación de Nuestra Lengua ", Arbor, 
7 -19, p.16. 
is ours. 
17 -19, as well as "El Anglicismo en el Español 
Bol. del Inst. Caro y Cuervo, IV, (1948) pp.115 -18. 
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eleven types. But he takes into account the language of the whole 
of hispanic America, as well as the language of Mexicans who live 
in the south and south west of the United States. As such, some 
of his generalizations do not apply to Porteño Spanish. (1) The 
analysis of Anglicisms which follows, is limited to Porteño Spanish. 
Anglicisms in Porteño Spanish are of two main types: 
a) Lexical 
b) Syntactic 
2.1.4.1. Lexical Anglicisms. These fall into several groups, as 
follows: 
1) English lexical items incorporated directly into 
Spanish, i.e. with English morphology but accompanied 
by phonological changes. 
e.g. standard, ferry, film, living, gangster, jet, radar. 
2) English lexical items incorporated into Spanish with 
phonological and orthographical changes. 
a) Items for whose meaning there already 
exists a Spanish synonym. 
e.g. to park parquear (Sp. estacionar) 
(l) See for instance, Alfaro's N° 2 "Los Pochismos ", i.e. the 
language of the "poches" or "pochos" whom he describes as 
"Los norteamericanos descendientes de españoles o mejicanos" 
... "El término se aplica particularmente a los californianos 
de origen mejicano y por extensión a los mejicanos de nacimien- 
to avecinados en Estados Unidos." 
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b) Cognate items in English and Spanish 
used in Spanish with their English 
meaning, 
e.g. crucial, financiar, entrenar, salva- 
guardar, educacional, balance (por saldo) (1) 
3) Anglo- Gallicisms, i.e. English items of French 
origin whose usage in Spanish has come via English. 
e.g. masacre, debut, confort, ancestral. 
4) Pseudo -Anglicisms, i.e. uncommon Spanish lexical 
items whose cognates in English are more frequent, 
thus their use in Spanish makes them suspect. 
e.g. tentativo, reservación, hesitar. 
5) Spanish lexical items joined to others in colloca- 
tions typical of English but not of Spanish. 
e.g. rendir servicios,(2) provisiones de la ley. 
There are two further types of Anglicisms which have 
never been dealt with in comparisons of the vocabularies of English 
and Spanish, namely, Acronyms and Lexicalized Trade-Marks. (3) 
(1) Most of these have already been accepted by the Academy. 
(2) " Rendir $ervicios" could either be a direct calque from French 
(cf. on rend un service) or via English. Alfaro considers it 
an Anglicism whilst Portnoy (1937) considers it a Gallicism. 
(3) cf. "Acronyms in Porteño Spanish ", Colmenero, N. forthcoming 
in Lenguas Vivas, Review of the Instituto Nacional Superior 
del Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas,ßv,ehosPiAes. The only article on 
Lexicalized Trade -Marks in Spanish which was found is "Lexica - 
lización de Marcas Comerciales", Solari, H.E., PoL de Fil., 
Montevideo, (1962), IX, pp. 41 -55. For processes and patterns 
in modern Trade -name creation, see Praninskas, J. Trade -Name 
Creation, Mouton, (1963). 
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6) Acronyms. The influx of acronyms in Hispanic America 
is a relatively new linguistic phenomenon. 
Acronyms are of four main types: (1) 
a) Those formed by Putting together the initial 
letters of words, e.g. 
YCI+' Yacimientos Carboníferos Fiscales 
LUDEBA :editorial Universitaria de 
Buenos Aires. 
b) Those formed by putting together the initial 
syllables (in some cases more than the ini- 
tial syllables, cf. second example) of words, e.g. 
CONADE Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo 
ARGENTORES Sociedad General de Autores 
de la Argentina. 
c) Those formed by combining types a) and b), e.g. 
CONART Consejo Nacional de Radio - 
fusión y Televisión 
SOMISA Sociedad IIixta Siderúrgica 
Argentina. 
d) Those formed by putting together two words, 
or an acronym and a word, or viceversa, 
FIBRALANA, CARBOMETAL, V-i1CO", _ i'IL. 
(1) This statement is an over simplification. There are several 
factors (phonological, graphological and semantic) which 
enter into play in the formation of acronyms as is stated 
in the cited article. 
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The above examples are of acronyms in Spanish in use in Porteño 
Spanish, but acronyms constitute a source of Anglicisms, mainly due 
to International Organizations founded in or by the United Nations, 
and organizations in the world of international commerce. 
eg UN United Nations 
UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organization. 
F.B.I. Federal Bureau of Investigations. 
U.F.P. United Foreign Press. 
7) Lexicalized Trade -Marks. Lexicalized Trade -Marks 
are foreign trade -marks 
which are now used in the language of Buenos Aires 
as names for the objects themselves, regardless of 
the trade -mark. (1) They have thus become lexical- 
ized. e.g. 
Birome Lapicera a bolilla (ball point pen) 
Cuáquer Avena (oats, from Quaker Oats) 
Durex(2) Cinta transparente engomada 
(Seilotape ) 
Flit Producto insecticida lírniido 
(liquid fly killer) 
Gillette (3) Hojas de afeitar (razor blades) 
Royal Polvo de hornear (baking powder). 
(1) On metonymy and semantic implications of lexicalized trade -marks, 
cf. Solari, op. cit. 
(2) The author has personal experience as regards the use of this 
lexicalized trade -mark in Britain, and is well aware of the 
misunderstandings it creates. 
(3) Gillette is a French trade -mark (the name of the inventor and 




Syntactic Anglicisms. Syntactic borrowings from English 
are fewer then lexical borrowings. 
Some of the most common are: 
estar siendo ... 
ley disponiendo ... 
curso a seguir ... 
aprobado por ... 
entrarla al, salida del y permanencia en el país.(1) 
2.2. Borrowings from Spanish into English. The attitude of British 
linguists towards borrow- 
ings in English has been on the whole much more tolerant (2) than 
the attitude of Spanish linguists towards borrowings in Spanish. 
English has always been "favourably disposed" towards borrowings, 
and has incorporated them into its vocabulary. Alfaro sans, (3) 
"Esta lengua estâ favorablemente dispuesta a recibir 
cualquier vocablo nuevo que prometa ser útil, sea cual 
fuere su origen. A este respeto el inglés es como los 
Estados Unidos; posee un notable poder de asimilación, 
y una vez adoptada una palabra, se incorpora tan com- 
pletamente a nuestro idioma, que dejamos de pensar en 
ella como voz extranjera." 
(1) l'or examples of other syntactic anglicisms, see Alfaro, op. cit. 
(2) cf. Baugh, op. cit, pp. 264;260ff. and D. 346. 
(3) In op. cit. p.20, in which he quotes Baugh. 
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Spanish (both Peninsular and Hispanic American) has contributed 
to the lexis of English in several fields. (1) Some of these borrow- 
ings have been incorporated into English with changes in graphology 
and phonology, as for example, sherry, vanilla, cork, etc., whilst 
others have retained their original morphology, though, of course, 
accompanied by phonological changes, (2), for instance, sombrero, 
pampa, llama, poncho, etc. 
2.3. Lodi ication of the Definition of "Cognates'' The borrowings 
from English into 
Spanish and viceversa have contributed to enlarge the number of 
lexical items "common" to the two vocabularies. This constitutes 
justification enough to modify the previous definition of "Cognates" 
as follows: 
Dictionary entries in English and Spanish derived 
from the same root, and borrowed lexical items from 
English into Spanish and viceversa. 
(1) For these see Alfaro, op. cit. pp. 20 -3. 
(2) See 2.1.Z. footnote (1) 
C H A P T R III 
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3. This and the following chapter will be devoted to the identi- 
fication and compilation of the "set" of cognates found in 
language teaching situations. 
3.1. Related Origin of English and Spanish. Historical linguistics 
has provided us with 
the fact of the related origin of English and Spanish. (1) If the 
borrowings discussed in Chapter II are added to this fact, the 
hypothesis that there exists a large number of cognates which 
students of English or Spanish will be exposed to during the process 
of learning the foreign language may be put forward. 
3.2. The "Set" of Cognates in English and Spanish from the Point 
of View of Language Teaching. The above hypothesis may be 
tested by comparing the 
vocabularies of English and Spanish. One way of doing so would be 
to take two dictionaries, for instance, the Shorter Oxford English 
Dictionary and the Diccionario de la Lengua Española, (ed. Real 
Academia Española). This would provide the "complete" (2) "set" 
(1) cf. Menéndez Pidal, R. Manual de Gramática Histórica Española, 
Espasa -Calpe, Madrid (1944); Enciclopedia Lexis, IV, "Ciencias 
J?ilológicas ", Seix, Barcelona (1954); Entwhistle, J.J., The 
Spanish Language, Faber (1965); Posner, R. The Romance Lan- 
guages, Bell (1966); Robins, op. cit. pp. 321 -2; Baugh, op.cit.)etc. 
(2) As "completeas it might be expected when one is dealing with 
open sets as the lexis of both languages are. Other factors 
must also be taken into account, namely, the outdatedness of 
dictionaries, their inclusion of archaisms, etc., which contri- 
bute to make the "complete set" "incomplete ". 
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of Cognates in the two vocabularies. But it is a recognised fact (1) 
that the teaching of all of the vocabulary of a foreign language is 
an impossibility in language teaching situations, where factors like 
length of the course, actual number of teaching hours, who it is 
planned for (i.e. the learner, his age, maturity, knowledge of the 
language, etc.) must be taken into account. Thus it is not the 
"complete" set which concerns us, but those which occur in language - 
teaching situations (as found, for instance, in well -known text- 
books). Thus, an alternate way for testing the hypothesis is by 
analysing Vocabulary` Lists and/or textbooks. (2) 
3.3. =Frequency Lists. The pros and cons of vocabulary lists as 
the basis for textbooks have been discussed 
(1) cf. Goulhenheim, Michéa, Rivenc and Sauvageot, L'Elaboration 
du Francais Elémentaire, Didier, Paris, (1956); Lado, R. 
Linguistics Across Cultures,Chapter IV, "How to Compare Two 
Vocabulary Systems ", Ann Arbor, Michigan Univ. Press (1957); 
Mackey, F. °I. Language Teaching Analysis, Longmans, London, 
(1965), VI and VII; Halliday, M.A.K., McIntosh and Strevens, P. 
The Linguistic Sciences and Language Teaching, Longmans, London, 
(1965); Strevens, P. "The Teaching of Foreign Languages" in 
Papers in Language and Language Teaching, O.U.P. (1965) pp.23 -41; 
Corder, S.P. "film and Television in Modern Language Teaching" 
in Modern Language Teaching, ed. Japing, H., O.U.P. (1965), 
pp.63 -73; Dutton, B. A Guide to Modern Language Teaching Methods, 
Cassell, (1965), pp. 56 -9. 
(2) See Chapter IV, 4.5.ff. 
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at length in several publications. (1) Their main shortcomings 
have been found to be that 
a) they take into account only the written medium; 
b) they ignore questions of language varieties;(2) and 
c) some of them were compiled so long ago as to be outdated. 
In spite of these shortcomings, which are here acknowledged, 
because our purpose at the outset is to prove the hypothesis put 
forward above, we will take the analysis of Vocabulary Lists as a 
(1) cf. among others, Fries, C.C. and Traver, A.A., English Word 
Lists. A Study of Their Adaptability for Instructions American 
Council on Education, Washington, (1940); Bongers, H., The 
History and Principles of Vocabulary Control as it Affects the 
Teaching of Foreign Languages in#ënera:l and in Particular, 
Woerden, Netherlands, (1947); Hiddowson, H.G. "A Case for 
the Teaching of L as a Medium for Science ", 'Unpublished 
Dissertation for the Diploma in Applied Linguistics, Univ. of 
Edinburgh, (1965); An Account of "Spanish Frequency Lists 
and of Statistical Studies on the Spanish Word" in A Fre- 
quency Dictionary of Spanish Words, Juilland, A. and Chang - 
Rodriguez, E., Mouton, (1964); Chomsky, N. Syntactic 
Structures, Mouton, (1965), pp. 15 -16; Morris, I.seáercinciples 
of Vocabulary Control" in English Language Teaching'Selections I, 
ed. Lee, W.R., O.U.P. (1967), pp. 32 -39; Hornby, A.S., "Vocab- 
ulary Control -History and Principles ", Ditto, pp. 40 -45. 
(2) "Language Varieties" is here used in a broad sense to include 
dialectal varieties, such as geographical, social, etc. (cf., 
the use of "register" and "style" for social varieties by 
Catford, J.C. (1965)). The present day controversy over 
"register" and "style" is the cause for the choice of "variety" 
rather than using the terminology under dispute. cf., for 
instance, "Dialect" in Aspects of Language, Bolinger, D., 
Harcourt, Brace & World, (1968), where Bolinger groups these 
"social" varieties under Dialect. 
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basis. (1) 
After the consideration of the bibliography on frequency lists 
and after the examination of several of them,(2) two lists were 
chosen for analysis, viz. A General Service List of English 'lords (3) 
and A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words. (4) 
3.3.1. A General Service List of English Words. The General Service 
List is based on 
the Interim Report on Vocabulary Selection (5) which was itself the 
outcome of the Carnegie Conference which was attended by the "big 
four" of vocabulary selection - Faucett, Thorndike, West and Palmer. 
In this conference they set down the criteria for establishing word 
(1) Cognates found in the analysis of both lists could be used as 
a basis for which cognates to include in the Dictionary. (See 
8.5) Another possibility of use is in the study of "History 
of the Language ", a compulsory subject in Teacher Training 
Colleges (for English) in Argentina. 
(2) Bibliography cited on previous page, footnote 1. See also 
Eaton, H.S. An English -French- German -Spanish '.!ord Frequency 
Dictionary, Dover, N.Y., (1940); Hoz, V.C. Vocabulario 
Común, Usual, y Fundamental, Inst. San José de Calasanz, 
Madrid, (1952). 
(3) West, M., Longmans, (1953). 
(4) Juilland, A. and Chang -Rodriguez, E., Mouton, (1964). 
(5) ed. King, P.S., (1936). 
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value according to the following scale: 
a) Word Frequency. 
b) Structural Value. 
c) Universality. 
d) Subject Range. 
e) Definition Value. 
f) Word- building Elements. 
g) Stylistic Words. 
With this set of criteria, the two thousand words of the 
Interim Report were decided on as the basic vocabulary for the 
teaching of English as a foreign language. 
This list was revised after the second world war by M. West, 
who also made use of Lorge's Semantic Count,(l) which is a "count 
of the occurrence of the various meanings and uses of words as 
found in a study of five million (or for-:some words two and a half 
million) running words." (2) This Semantic Count is based on the 
differentiation of meanings in the Oxford English Dictionary. 
West has included the frequency of the meanings "expressed in per- 
centages." (3) The list consists of two parts: the first is the 
main list of "General Service Words ", and the second is a supple- 
mentary list of Scientific and Technical words. There is no 
(1) For an account of the Semantic Count, see West, M. op. cit. 
PP. XI!XIII. 
(2) West, M., op. cit. p. VII. 
(3) Ditto, p. VII. 
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frequency index for words in this list. 
It must be noted that although the list includes 2,000 main 
entries, there are, in fact, 4,928 entries. (1) This discrepancy 
arises from the fact that West has conflated different "word - 
classes" (grammatical words) of the same orthographical word and 
derivations, into one entry. (2) 
Each of the 4,928 entries will be taken separately, mainly to 
try to adapt the General Service List to the way in which words 
were treated in A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words. 
3.3.2. A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words. This frequency list 
is part of The 
Structure of the Romance Languages. Juilland's list is the most 
sophisticated Spanish word count, if by sophisticated we understand: (3) 
a) It is the most modern (1964). 
b) It has taken into account the shortcomings of other 
Spanish lists (Buchanan, Rodríguez Bou and García de 
Hoz) and has tried to overcome them. (4) 
(1) cf. p.VIII "No attempt has been made to be rigidly consistent 
in the method used for displaying the words: each word has 
been treated as a separate problem, and the sole aim has been 
clearness." 
(2) In which are included'`compound- words, phrases, etc. He does 
separate derivations by dotted lines. 
(3) For an account of procedures followed, entries, indexes, etc. 
cf. Introduction, op. cit. pp. V- LXXVIII. 
(4) cf. reviews by Contreras, H. in Language, 42, N °4, pp. 817 -21 
and Huddleston, R. Journal of Linguistics, 3. N °1 (1967) pp.165 -6. 
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c) It was compiled via electronic devices. 
d) It was weighted using principles of Mathematical 
Linguistics. 
e) It has indexes of usage and dispersion (1) as 
well as those of frequency. 
Juilland has entered 5,024 words. Each word is entered accord- 
ing to its word -class (homographs are entered separately), Lexical 
homonyms are also entered separately.(2) So are derivations. (3) 
The Dictionary consists of two parts: Part I provides information 
about word entries and word variants in alphabetical order; Part II 
provides information about entries in decreasing order of usage, 
frequency and dispersion. 
The frequency coefficients range from "a high of 35,144 
occurrences, the preposition 'de', to a low of 5 occurrences, a 
coefficient shared by 110 words." (4) 
(1) For an account of Dispersion, see op. cit. pp. XLV -LIX, and 
for iisage, pp. LVI- LXXIV. 
(2) As regards this point, Juilland's work is unsatisfactory, for 
he takes into account only a few cases of homonymy and ignores 
cases of polysemy. cf. Contreras, H. op. cit. p.820, "There 
is also inconsistency in the treatment of lexical homonyms ..." 
(3) Derivations are not equivalent to Juilland's "word variants" 
by which he means inflections, for instance, plurals, feminine 
forms, verb paradigms, etc. Derivations are takekt to mean 
words in Spanish derived from the same root morpheme by affix- 
ation or suffixation, e.g. accidente, accidental, accidentalmente. 
(4) op. cit. Introdiiátion, p. XLIII. 
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It must be pointed out that the list is of Peninsular Spanish (1) 
and therefore does not take into account Porteño dialectal differences. 
But as no exclusively (2) HisDanic- American list exists, (3) 
Juilland's will be taken as representative of Spanish. 
3.3.3. Analsis of the Lists. The criterion for the analysis of 
the lists was the definition of 
'CognateSin English and Spanish given in Chapter, II, 3, i.e. entries 
in English and Spanish derived from the same root, plus borrowed 
lexical items from English into Spanish and viceversa. (4) 
(1) cf. Huddleston, op, cit. p. 165, "It (the list) is homogeneous 
to the extent that all works sampled originate from the Spanish 
Peninsula, and were written between 1920 and 1940 ..." 
(2) Buchanan, Rodriguez Bou and Garcia Hoz have included Hispanic- 
American sources as well as Peninsular Spanish sources. cf. 
Juilland, op. cit. Introduction, p. XIV. 
(3) Nor any list of Regional or Local Dialects. 
(4) It must be stated that "derived from the same root" is taken 
to cover cognates that have had a parallel development in 
both languages as well as those that have developed along 
different lines, i.e. those that have acquired the same pre- 
fixes and /or suffixes in English and Spanish, and those that 
have acquired different prefixes and /or suffixes and or affixes. 
From a teaching standpoint, the strict etymological definition 
of"Cognate'; i.e. a word derived from the same root, is cognate 
only if it had a parallel development in both languages, is 
impractical in the sense that it eliminates words that are 
sufficiently similar in graphic substance and /or meaning so 
as to be recognised as cognates. cf. Kendrick, E.J. "A Semantic 
Study of Cognates in English and Spanish ", Unpublished Ph.D. 
Thesis, Urbana, Illinois, (1943). 
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Because of the differences in the entries (Jtilland keeps to 
words, whilst Jest includes''compound -words °and phrases), each list 
yielded a different number of subdivisions, as follows: 
General Service List 
Subdivision (a) Etymological Cognates and Borrowings. 
Subdivision (b) Etymological Cognates (including compound - 
words and phrases) with non- cognate trans- 
lation equivalents. 
Subdivision (c) Etymological Cognates (including compound - 
words and Phrases) ,,ii th at least one C og- 
nate translation equivalent =gord. 
Subdivision (d) Entries of i rknown or unndertain origin. 
Subdivision (e) Non- Cognate entries. 
Frequency Dictionary of Spanish words 
Subdivision (a) Etymological Cognates and Borrowings. 
Subdivision (b) Etymological Cognates with non -Cognate 
translation equivalents. 
Subdivision (c) Entries of unknown or uncertain origin. 
Subdivision (d) Non- Cognate entries. 
The items on the lists were entered as follows: 
1. Each entry is followed by an abbreviation of the "word - 
class" to which it belongs. 
2. The figures to the right of the entries (both for Spanish 
and for English) are the frequency indexes as found in 
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Jest and Juilland. (1) 
3. A / +/ sign following an English entry means that it was found 
in Uest's supplementary list. 
4. The letter /e/ after the English entry is an estimated 
frequency of the word as calculated by '.-lest et al. 
5. In Subdivision (a) of the General Service List, if the Spanish 
cognate is a borrowing or a Porteño Spanish Anglicism, the 
name of the author of the dictionary or the article where 
it was found is included between brackets. 
6. In Subdivisions (b) (both lists) we have included the 
etymological root; below it, -- between brackets, cognate 
pairs of words in English and Spanish, derived from this 
root, and below this, preceded by the sign / =/ the trans- 
lation equivalent(s) of the entry as found in the bilingual 
dictionaries which were consulted. (2) 
7. In Subdivision (d) (General Service List) and Subdivision (c) 
(Frequency Dictionary of Spanish .lords), we have included 
the renderings of the following etymological dictionaries, 
for English, The Oxford Dictionary of English Etymology, 
ed. Onions, C.T. (abbreviated 'Onions' in the lists) and 
An Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, Skeat, . W.T. 
( Skeat); for Spanish, Breve Diccionario Etimológico de la 
Lengua Castellana, Corominas, J. ( Corominas) and Diccionario 
Etimológico Español e Hispánico, García de Diego, V. (G. de D,) 
8. In Subdivision (d) (Frequency Dictionary of Spanish 'lords) 
and Subdivision (e) (General Service List) a / +/ sign before 
the entry shows that it was found to be more remotely related. 
A /+?/ sign shows that the relationship is not certain. 
9. A list of abbreviations precedes each list. 
10. A list of the bibliography which was consulted is included 
after Appendix III. 
(1) Note that for comparison of the frequencies, Juillane s 
frequencies must be converted into percentages. 
(2) See Bibliography at the end of Appendix III. 
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3.3.4. Statistical Results. The statistical results are as follows: 
General Service List 
Total number of entries (including those 
in the Scientific and Technical vocabulary ... 4,928 
Subdivision (a) Etymological cognates and 
borrowings 
Subdivision (b) Etymological cognates 
(including compound -words and phrases) with 
non -cognate translation equivalents 
Subdivision (c) Etymological cognates 
(including compound-words and phr saes with at 
least onevtranslation equivalent1in Spanish .. 
Subdivision (d) Entries of unknown or 
uncertain origin 
Subdivision (e) Non- cognate entries 
Frequency Dictionar of Spanish -.lords 
Total number of entries 
Subdivision (a) Etymological cognates and 
borrowings 
Subdivision (b) Etymological cognates with non - 
cognate translation equivalents in English ... 
Subdivision (c) Entries of unknown or 
uncertain origin 












3.4. Conclusion. From the statistical results we may conclude 
that the number of etymological cognates in the 
two vocabularies is of considerable size (43;i in English, and 74á 
in Spanish, if we take into account only subdivisions (a)). We 
could, at this point, agree with Baugh (1), when he says, 
"English presents a somewhat familiar appearance 
to any one who speaks a Germanic or a Romance 
language (in our case, Spanish). There are parts 
of the language which he (the learner) does not 
have to learn, or learns with little effort." 
But in the course of the analysis of the lists several facts 
evolved about factors other than etymological cognateness which 
play an important part in the recogna.tion and understanding of 
cognates. These will be analysed in the next chapter. 
(1) op. cit. p.9. 
CHAPTER IV 
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4. Etymological cognateness (including borrowings) was the only 
dimension which was taken into account in the previous chapter as 
a basis for the compilation of the "set" of cognates in British 
English and Porteño Spanish. But from the point of view of visual 
recognition and inference of meaning, there are other dimensions to 
,)cue, p 
be considered, viz., similarity of graphic substance and,lmeaning. 
4.1. Visual Recognition of Cognates and Similarity of Graphic 
:substance. The graphic substance of cognate lexical items 
ranges from totally identical to so different in 
substance as not to be recognised as in any way related. Between 
the two extremes there is a "zone" of varying degrees of similarity. 
Graphically: 
Identical 
GRAPHIC SUBSTANCE OF COGNATE LExIcAL ITEMS 
e.3. Aciarc+Ador 
Va i?ÿ Deqrees of 
PartáK S i rfii lari t Diff ere tit e.9. fan 4Abanico 
SoaPdsabcin 
The "set" of cognate lexical items identical in graphic substance 
has been listed by several writers. (2) 
(1) E-> is to be read "etymological cognates ". '.;henever pairs of 
cognates are identical in graphic substance, the English item 
has always been entered first. 
(2) cf. especially, Bolinger, D., "1464 Identical Cognates in English 
and Spanish ", Hispania, XXXI, (1948), pp. 280 -94; Nunn and Van 
coy, Glossary of Related Spanish-English ' :Tords, Univ. of Alabama 
studies, N° 5, (1949). 
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The difficulty of recognition arises when we move from one 
extreme to the other. The question, how similar must similar in 
graphic substanceLbe in. order to be recognisable, has been ignored 
by some writers but made explicit by others. 
Lacio, for instance, leaves this question unanswered, cf. Lin - 
v-uistics Across Cultures (1), p.52, 
"English and Spanish have thousands of words that 
are reasonably similar in form and meaning." 
Nunn and Van Scoy, (op. cit.) relate similarity of graphic 
substance to the root -morpheme. In their list they have included 
words "which do not vary in more than two letters within their res- 
pective Roots ". (2) 
(1) Ann Arbor, Univ. of Michigan Press (1957). 
(2) op. cit. p.l. A point to notice here, which Nunn and Van 
Scoy have ignored, is that the graphological systems of English 
and Spanish are different. There are graphetic realizations in 
Spanish, e.g. C ñ], which do not exist in Standard British 
English, and some in English, e.g.[th][ph] which have no coun- 
terpart in Spanish. The system of accents in Spanish, a 
feature of graphology (as well as phonology) works according 
to a system of rules (cf. Gramática Española, Edición de la 
Real Academia Española (1959) pp. 479-82; and'Nuevas Normas 
de Prosodia y Ortografía de la Academia Españold', in Seco, M. 
Diccionario de Dudas de la Lengua Española, Aguilar, (1967), 
pp. 503 -505. Information about the graphological systems could 
be included in the introductory seekbx of the Dictionary. 
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Miller and Farr, in their study of visual recognition: of cog- 
nate lexical items by High School students (1) take a wider view. 
If the root - morphemes were recognised, the differences in deriva- 
tions, differences in "word- class ", etc. were ignored. cf. 
"The student was given credit for any related word 
even though the English word was not the same part 
of speech as the corresponding Spanish word. For 
example, "agitator" and "agitation" were considered 
satisfactory answers for "agitar ". (2) 
From the teaching standpoint, their attitude seems reasonable. 
If the root -morpheme is recognised, difficulties in false analogy 
are matters to be dealt with in the actual teaching situation. It 
is a fact that words are not presented in isolation, but within 
situations and in the environment of other items. Jhat is required 
from the teacher's point of view is information as to the deriva- 
tional rule, i.e. if all possible realizations of the rule are in 
actual use or not. And this information ought to be included 
within the dictionary. It is to be noted that in several publi- 
cations on cognates, derivational correspondences have been listed, 
(1) "Student Recognition of Some Spanish -English Cognates ", 
Modern Language Journal, XXIV, (1939), pp. 216 -20. 
(2) op. cit. p. 218. 
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but none of the writers have listed exceptions. (1) 
Two results of Miller and Farr's study are relevant if simila- 
rity of graphic substance is to be taken as a criterion for the 
inclusion of items in a dictionary of cognates, namely, the role 
that the linguistic sophistication of students plays in recognition, 
and the proportion of easily recognizable cognates in each successive 
thousand words in frequency lists. 
cf. p. 220 
And, 
"A study of the percentage of correct responses at 
the various high school levels reveals a tendency 
toward a directly proportional relationship between 
high school advancement and the ability to recognize 
cognates ... The general upward tendency may be attri- 
butable to improvement in English vocabulary and to 
increased experience within foreign languages." 
"The proportion of easily recognizable cognates 
diminishes with each successive thousand (of the 
Buchanan word list), while that of those cognates 
not generally recognised increases." 
If the number of recognizable cognate lexical items is larger 
(1) cf., for instance, Ramsey, N.M. A Textbook of Modern Spanish, 
Revised edition by R.K.Spaulding, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
(1956), pp. 619 -22; Nunn and Van Scoy, op. cit. p. 3 -5; 
Terry, P.T., Terry's Shortcut to Spanish, Houghton, Mifflin & 
Co., (1920); Ball- Kiernan, D. "Preliminary Investigation into 
the Phonological Recognizability of Cognates in English and 
River Plate Spanish ", Unpublished Aissertation for the Diploma 
in Applied Linguistics, Univ. of Reading, (1967); Espinosa, A.M. 
"Palabras Españolas e Inglesas", Hispania, V, (1922), pp. 219 -28; 
Johnston, M.C. "Spanish- English Cognates of High Frequency ", 
Modern Language Journal, XXV, (1941), pp. 405 -17; Crawford, P. 
And Vittorini, D. "English Cognates and Spanish Masculine Nouns ", 
Modern Language Journal, XL, (1956), pp. 391 -5. We will return 
to this point in Chapter VI, 6.2.1. below. 
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in the first thousand words in frequency lists, and ability to recog- 
nize cognate lexical items is in direct Proportion to high school 
advancement, it follows that in a series of textbooks where the 
vocabulary was chosen on the basis of frequency lists, there will 
be quite a larga number of easily recognizable cognate lexical items. 
As regards etymological cognateness and similarity of graphic 
substance, there are still two points which are relevant. First, 
in the investigation of etymological cognates, it was found that 
some English lexical items have cognates in Peninsular Spanish, but 
such Spanish items are not common in Porteño Spanish, for instance, 
kettle -. catino; coat i Iota; inks -encausto. Furthermore, even 
in Peninsular Spanish these items may be archaic. (1) A consequence 
of the above is that in spite of being etymological cognates and, 
in some cases, similar in graphic substance, these items will not 
be within the vocabulary of the users of the dictionary. (2) 
Second, similarity of graphic substance may or may not be due 
to etymological cognateness. There are some lexical items in English 
and Spanish which are not related in origin and yet are similar in 
graphic substance, for example, 
red red 
dinner (Spanish etymological dinero 
cognate: desayuno) 
curse curso (English etymological 
cognate: course) 
pan pan 
(1) The fact that some of these words are entered in the Diccionario 
de la Lengua Española is no safeguard against this. See 6.2.1. 
(2) i.e. available to them. For the principle of Disponibilité see 
Goughenheim, C., Michéa, R., Rivenc, P. and Sauvageot, A., L'Ela- 
boration du Francais Elémentaire, Didier, Paris, (1956). 
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Although from the point of view of teaching these items should not 
be troublesome, if they are presented within situations, the rele- 
vant features of which will clear up misunderstandings as regards 
similarity of graphic substance and meaning, the question which 
arises is whether in actual teaching situations the number of these 
words is really important. We will return to this point in 4.4, 
below. 
4.2. Translation Equivalence and Meaning. For the purpose of the 
following section, cog- 
nate lexical items whichere translation equivalents of each other 
will be regarded as congruent in meaning. The term "translation 
equivalent" is here used independently from the "cultural functions" 
which the cognate items,might have within their respective vocabula- 
ries (in English and Spanish). (This point will be discussed in 
Soy. below). A translation equivalent for our purpose is thus taken 
to mean "an English lexical item which 'normally' translates. a 
Spanish lexical item, or viceversa." 
4.3. Etymological Cognateness, Similarity of Graphic Substance and 
Translation Equivalence in Vocabulary Items in English and 
Spanish. By taking the vocabulary items in English and Spanish 
as marked ( +) or unmarked ( -) for these three dimensions, seven sub- 
sets emerge as follows: 
a) [T) Represents the set of all English lexical items 




[C] represents the 
which are cognate 
[S] represents all 
similar in graphic 
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set of all English lexical items 
:rith Spanish lexical items. 
English lexical items which are 
substance to Spanish lexical items. 
The subsets are as follows: 
1. + T - C - S 
2. + S - T - C 
ie 
ie 
Translation ecruivalents, but 
neither cognates nor similar 
in graphic substance. 
e.g: sand /arena 
Similar in graphic substance, but 
neither cognates nor translation 
equivalents. e.g. dinner /dinero; 
rope /ropa. 
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3. + C - T - i.e. Cognates, but neither translation 
equivalents nor similar in graphic 
substance. 
e.g. c attle capital; 
dangers ,dominio. 
4. + T + C - S i.e. Translation equivalents and cognates, 
but not similar in graphic substance. 
e.g. fang abanico; soaps -. -- jabón. 
5. + T + S - C i.e. Translation equivalents and similar 
in graphic substance, but not 
cognates. e.g. eye /ojo; news/ 
nuevas. (1) 
6 . + f.i + C - T i.e. Similar in graphic substance, and 
cognates, but not translation 
equivalents. .e.g. actual -*actual; 
sympathy sirnpatîa. 
7. + S + T + C i.e. Similar in graphic substance, 
translation equivalents and cognates. 
e.g. hospital -- hospital; 
doctore-- ,doctor. 
Subset 1) consists of the items in English and Spanish which are 
not cognates, and as such is beyond the scope of this work. 
If similarity of graphic substance is taken as a crucial criterion 
for inclusion in the dictionary, two further subsets (in which the 
items are unmarked for similarity of graphic substance may be excluded, 
(1) Presumably, in the case of Spanish and English, most of the items 
in this subset are remotely related. See lists: Subdivision (e) 
of A General Service List of English ?lords, and Subdivision (d) 
of A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish 'lords. 
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i.e. subsets 3) and 4). (1) 
lJe are therefore concerned with subsets 2), 5), 6) and 7), in 
which similarity of graphic substance is present in all, cognateness 
is present in all but 2) and 5), and translation equivalence (meaning) 
varies. It is with the investigation of meaning of cognate lexical 
items in British English and Portefio Spanish that this _yñ'L3;s is 
primarily concerned. 
4.4. Relevance in Language Teaching of Lexical Items which are 
Similar in Graphic Substance but neither Cognates nor 
Translation Equivalents. Before reaching a final definition 
of "cognates" (for the purpose of 
this thesis) it is necessary to investigate how important subset 2) 
(1) It might be argued that "very" linguistically sophisticated 
users of the dictionary will be able to identify these 
cognates. Their inclusion or exclusion rests on whether 
the dictionary is intended for the general reader who is not 
interested in nor acquainted with etymology, or exclusively 
for specialized students, i.e. students of English (or Spanish) 
from training colleges or universities. Furthermore, we 
are of the opinion that etymology is the least relevant 
dimension in cognates. This, together with the fact that 
the proposed dictionary includes but is not solely intended for 
linguistically sophisticated readers is justification enough to 
exclude etymology as a crucial criterion. Information as regards 
etymology will be included in cases where two words having the 
same graphic substance are derived from different roots. cf. 
don- don (in Part II, Practical Analysis). 
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(lexical itéms which are similar in graphic substance but neither 
cognates nor translation equivalents) is for language teaching. 
A convenient way of doing so is to analyse a series of textbooks 
in actual use in the type of lánguage teaching situation we have 
in mind. 
4.5. Choice of a Series of Textbooks Of English as a Foreign Language 
for Analysis. From the point of view of the author, there are 
two types of textbooks for English as a foreign 
language in use in Argentina, those written by native speakers of 
English, and those written by Argentine authors. For obvious reasons, 
the choice must fall on a series of the former type. Three series 
on British English are in actual use: (a) Foundations of English, (1) 
(b) A Direct Method English Course, (2) and (c) The Oxford 
Progressive English Alternative Course. (3) (4) 
The Oxford Progressive English, Alternative Course has been chosen 
for analysis on two main counts. The authors state in the Teacher's 
Book A, page XIII, 
"The words used in the four books of the course cover 
the vocabulary of A General Service List of English 
Words." 
(1) Hicks,D,, Foundations of English, Longmans, (1959). 
(2), Gatenby, A Direct ï.ethod English Course, Longmans, (1958). 
(3) Hornby, A.S. and Mackin, R., O.U.P., (1965). 
(4) The latter is mentioned as being in use at the Instituto Nacional 
Superior del Profesorado en Lenguas Vivas, Buenos Aires, in 
El äimposio de Cartagena, "Argentina, Paraguay y Uruguay ", Suárez,. 
J.A. Publicación del Inst. Caro y Cuervo, Bogotá, (1965), P. 143. 
and, 
"The likelihood that many of those who use this 
course will speak a language in which there are 
many cognate words has not been allowed to influence 
the choice of vocabulary." 
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thus it serves the purpose of counter checking the cognate lexical 
items found in the frequency lists and the second criterion is a 
safeguard against the over -inclusion of cognate lexical items in 
the texts. 
4.5.1. Analysis of the Series Oxford Progressive E alish Alternative 
Coursez Books A , B, CI. and D. The analysis was carried out 
bearing three points in mind, 
a) The definition of "cognates"in Chapter II (i.e.. not taking 
into account similarity of graphic substance.) 
b) The subsets in the vocabularies of English and 3panish 
as listed in 4.3., above. 
c) The possibility of finding out the relevance of acronyms 
in actual language teaching situations. 
The list is thus divided into four subdivisions, as follows: 
Subdivision (a) Etymological Cognates and Borrowings. 
Subdivision (b) Non- cognate,3 but similar in graphic substance 
and meaning. 
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Subdivision (c) Non -cognates, different in meaning, but so similar 
in graphic substance as to suggest an item 
in Spanish. 
Subdivision (d) List of Abbreviations (of cognate items) 
and Acronyms. 
Eight new borrowings (i.e. too new to have been recorded in dictionaries) 
were included. They are marked / °V. Their usage in Porteño Spanish 
was checked with native informants. 
The entries in subdivisions (c) were given translation equivalents 
in English and Spanish. 
eg, pan pan (loaf, bread) 
= cacerola 
4.5.2. Statistical Results. The results obtained are as follows: 




Etymological Cognates and Borrowings 2,605 
Non- cognatP, but similar in graphic 
substance and meaning 128 
Non- cognates, different in meaning, but 
so similar in graphic substance asto, - 
suggest an item in Spanish 17 
?subdivision (d) Abbreviations (of cognate items- and 
Acronyms 52 
4.5.3. Comments on the Analysis. In the course of the investigation 
it was found: (a) that the whole 
approach of the series had been changed in the new edition, i.e. 
JJ 
whilst previous editions had been intended for learners of English 
in general, it seemed that the new edition was intended for :spanish 
speaking learners of English (cf. for instance, the introduction of 
an Uruguayan girl student as one of the main characters in the book), 
and (b) the number of cognates found and the times they were used in 
each text was not in conformity with the criterion specified by the 
authors. 7Je wrote to i -`r. Ronald Ilack_in about this, and in his reply 
he confirmed both points. (1) 
The number of words in subset 2) (non- cognates, different in 
meaning but similar in graphic substance) shows that this subset 
is hardly important. 
Abbreviations and Acronyms are more numerous. 
Another important point is that the number of cognates found is 
smaller in Book A than in Book B, and greater in Books C and B. 
A result of this is that the number of cognate lexical items that 
the students will encounter is in direct proportion to their 
knowledge of the language. If to this we add Biller and Farr's 
result, i.e. that with greater sophistication in the language 
recognition of cognates is easier, we may conclude that once the 
students are initiated into the recognition of cognates in the 
first stages of learning the language (Book A) recognition will become 
easier as their knowledge of the language improves. 
(1) IIis letter is included as Appendix IV. 
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4.6. Conclusions. From the above we may conclude that similarity 
of graphic substance of the root -morpheme is 
important in the recognition of cognate lexical items. The number 
of cognate lexical items found in "actual teaching situations" is 
around 2,500. Out of these, only those similar in graphic substance 
and in common present day use in Porteño Spanish are to be included 
in the dictionary. Thus we may define 'cognates' as : 
"Dictionary entxíes in English and Spanish, 
similar in graphic substance, derived from 
the saine root,a711 borrowed lexical items 
from English into Spanish and viceversa." 
CHAPTER V 
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5. The theoretical principles that will underlie the analysis of 
the meaning of cognates will be discussed in this chapter. 
5.1. Theoretical Linguistics, Applied Linguistics and Lexicography. . 
Theoretical linguistics studies language from a scientific point of 
view in order to make generalizations. In turn, these generalizations 
are the basis of hypotheses which, until disproved, constitute a lin- 
guistic theory. Applied linguistics utilizes linguistic principles 
for the solution of specific language problems. In applied linguis- 
tics the choice of these principles rests on how well they serve the 
purpose in hand. 
Lexicography, as is well known, is not the work of an individual 
isolated in time and space, but a collective enterprise, i.e. the 
lexicographer cannot ignore previous work in his field, but must look 
at it with a critical eye. As Gili Gaya says, (1) 
"la lexicografía de las grandes lenguas de cultura 
no es obra individual, sino colectiva. Nadie puede 
escribir un diccionario original, sino que todos los 
autores se copian unos de otros, ariadiendo y quitando 
a las obras de sus antecesores lo que les parece ade- 
cuado a su epoca y a los fines que se proponen." 
Modern lexicography has to put to use the findings of modern linguis- 
tics. Linguistics has in the past sixty years moved at a tremendous 
pace and so the requirements to be met by lexicography are such that 
(1) Prólogo al Tesoro Lexic ráfico (1492-1726), ed. del Consejo de 
Investigaciones Científicas, Madrid, (1960), p. VIII. 
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dictionaries have become "companions to grammar" (1). As Bolinger 
says, "One general linguist advises lexicographers to prepare a com- 
plete syntactical grammar of their language as a necessary prelimi- 
nary to writing their dictionary." (2) But for English and Spanish 
rather than the preparation of a complete syntactical grammar (for 
several comparisons and grammars exist) it is the exploitation of the 
available linguistic theory, i.e. the application of linguistic 
principles, that is the main task of the lexicographer. Furthermore, 
as drastic changes in lexicography are undesirable in a dictionary 
with a practical aim, whose would -be -users are for the most part 
laymen with respect to linguistic theory, this type of lexicography 
is seen as a compromise between traditional lexicography and modern 
linguistic theory. The task is twofold: the application of modern 
linguistic principles and the refinement of the "traditional frame- 
work" of dictionaries in order to incorporate new requirements. 
In the following sections, the basic principles of transforma- 
tional grammar and the theoretical framework for semantic analysis 
(1) Bolinger, D. Aspects of Language, Harcourt, Brace and Uorld (1968). 
(2) Householder, F.W. Jr. "Lists in Grammars ", Logic, Methodology 
and Philosophy of Science, Proceedings of the 1960 International 
Congress (Stanford, California. Stanford Univ. Press, (1962)), 
p.576. (Quoted in Bolinger, op. cit. pp. 289 -90). 
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developed by Katz et sal (1), will be outlined .rith a view to t' eir 
application in the dictionary. 
5.2. Transformational Grammar. Basic Principles. The concept of 
transformational 
grammar was developed by Chomsky et al. (2) One of its basic prin- 
ciples is that "language is based on a system of rules determining 
the interpretation of its infinitely many sentences." (3) This idea 
that language makes "infinite use of finite means" is not new in 
linguistics. Wilhelm von Humboldt expressed the same principle in 
his Introduction to General Linguistics (4). Furthermore, the 
Spanish school of linguistics has based the analysis of language 
(along different lines from those of Chomsky) on several of von 
(1) cf. "The Structure of a Semantic Theory ", in The Structure of. 
Language, Readings in the Philosophy of Grammar, ed. Fodor, J.A. 
and Katz, J.J., Prentice Hall, (1964); An Integrated Theory of 
Linguistic Descrijtions, Katz, J.J. and Postal, P.M., M.I.T. 
(1964); The Philosophy of Language, Katz, J.J., Harper & Row, 
N.Y. (1966); "Recent Issues in Semantic Theory ", Katz, J.J., 
Unpublished Monograph, (1966); Weinreich, U. "Explorations 
in Semantic Theory ", in Trends in Linguistics, IV, Mouton, The 
Hague, (1966); j "On -the Semantic Structure of .Languagé', in 
Universals of Language, ed. Greenberg, J., M.I.T. (1963); etc. 
(2) cf. Chomsky, N., Synta ctic Structures, IIouton, The Hague, (1957); 
Current Issues in Linguistic Theory, lïouton, The Hague, (1965); 
Aspects of the Theory of Syntax, M.I.T., (1965); Topics in the 
Theory of Generative Grammar, Mouton, The Hague, (1966); Carte- 
sian Linguistics, Harper & Row, (1966), etc. See Bibliography. 
(3) Preface to Aspects, p.v. 
(4) cf. Valverde, Guillermo de Humboldt y la Filosofía del Lenguaje, 
Gredos, Madrid, (1955). 
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Humboldt's ideas, notably the above, cf., for instance, what Amado 
Alonso (1) says, 
"La Lengua consiste en un instrumental numerable 
capaz de expresar pensamientos innumerables." 
which reflects Humboldt's way of thinking. 
Another of Humboldt's principles which has been adopted by both 
transformationalists and Spanish linguists is the dynamic creative 
aspect of language. Von Humboldt expressed this principle thus, 
"El lenguaje es algo en cada instante permanentemente 
transitorio. No es un producto (ergon), sino una po- 
tencia (energeia). Su verdadera definición sólo pue- 
de ser genética. Es la labor, perennemente renovada 
del espíritu, para hacer al sonido articulado capaz 
de la expresión del pensamiento. Ello indica la con- 
dición flúida, de potencialidad, sin restricción, del 
lenguaje: 'El lenguaje no consiste sólo en sus pro- 
ducciones concretas, sino en la posibilidad de obtener 
otras innumerables'. Debe hacer uso ilimitado de me- 
dios limitados, y lo logra merced a la identidad de 
la fuerza que produce el pensamiento y el i -enguaje. 
0 sea, el lenguaje no es una suma de palabras, ni 
aún una suma de palabras y silencios, además de todas 
las reglas que las estructuran, sino una movediza dis- 
ponibilidad organizada. Su organismo no yace como 
una masa inerte en lo oscuro dei alma, sino que actúa 
como ley, las funciones de la mente." (2) 
(1) 'Prólogo a la edición del Curso de Saussure, pp. 24 -5. Quoted 
in Catalán Menéndez Pidal, D., La Escuela Lingüística Española 
y la Concepción del Lenguas e, Credos, Madrid, (1955). 
(2) Valverde, op. cit, p. 36. 
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The creative aspect of language is thus seen to be related to 
mentalism in linguistics, and in this respect too, both transforma- 
tionalists and Spanish linguists have adopted von Humboldt's stand- 
o) ?ooéaote C)'p 
point. cf. Alonso (op. cit :'pp. 24 -5), 
"Si todo cambio (lingúístico) se origina en un 
hablante individual y se ctmple mediante su adopción 
por la colectividad hablante, ¿cómo podrían los cam- 
bios ser ciegos, inconscientes e involuntarios, qué sino 
la voluntad expresiva, qué sino la conciencia idiomática, 
quién sino el espíritu - con iniciativa intencional o 
por abandono - los ha podido iniciar, empujar y cumplir ?" 
Chomskyan mentalism in linguistics is related to the hypothesis 
of the existence of an innate mechanism for the acquisition of lan- 
guage present in all human beings. Katz, in his defense of mentalism 
in linguistics (1) says, 
"To explain how speakers are able to communicate in 
their language, the mentalist hypothesizes that, under- 
lying a speaker's ability to communicate, there is a 
highly complex mechmism which is essentially the same 
as that underlying the linguistic ability of other 
speakers. He thus views the process of linguistic 
communication as one in which such mechanisms operate 
to encode and decode verbal messages." 
(1)" Mentalism in Linguistics ", Language, XL, (1964), pp. 124-37. 
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5.2.1. Competence and Performance. The distinction between competence 
and performance put forward by 
Chomsky is roughly equivalent to de Saussure's distinction between 
langue and parole. (1) As regards de Saussure's distinction, Lyons 
states that, 
"the relationship between langue and parole is very 
complex, and somewhat controversial. For the moment 
we may be content with the statement that all members 
of a particular language- community (all those who 
speak a particular language, e.g. English) produce 
utterances (2), when they are speaking the language, 
which, despite their individual variations, are des- 
cribable in terms of a particular system of rules and 
relations: in some sense, they have the same struc- 
tural characteristics. The utterances are instances 
of parole, which the linguist takes as evidence for 
the construction of the underlying common structure 
of the language." (3) 
Competence in Chomsky's terms is the "linguistic knowledge 
which the speaker /hearer has of his language" whilst performance 
is "the actual use of language in concrete situations." 
The distinction between competence and performance is necessary 
(1) cf. Lyons, J. Introduction to Theoretical Linguistics, P..51; 
Postal, P. op. cit. p. 269 and Chomsky, Aspects (1965), 13^ 4 
"The distinction I am noting here is related to the langue - 
parole distinction of Saussure; but it is necessary to reject 
his concept of langue as merely systematic inventory of items 
to return rather to the Humboldtian conception, of underlying 
competence of a system of generative processes." 
(2) For the distinction between utterances (instances of parole) 
and sentences (units of language) see Lyons, op. cit, Chapter V. 
(3) Lyons, op. cit. pp. 51 -2. 
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to determine what the linguist purports to describe. It is the com- 
petence (or langue) or language system which the linguist actually 
describes. (1) 
5.2.2. Deep -and Surface Structure. The principle of the distinction 
between deep and surface struc- 
ture was implicit in the Port -Royal theory of language.(2) Chomsky 
distinguishes between the "inner" and "outer" aspect of language as 
Cartesian linguistics saw it, thus, 
" ... we can distinguish the "deep structure" of a 
sentence from its "surface structure ". The former 
is the underlying abstract structure that determines 
the semantic interpretation; the latter the super- 
ficial organization of units which determines the 
phonetic interpretation and which relates the 
Physical form of the actual utterance, to its per- 
ceived or intended form ", and he concludes, "In these 
terms we can formulate a second fundamental conclu- 
sion of Cartesian linguistics, namely, that deep and 
surface structures need not be identical. The under- 
lying organization of a sentence relevant to semantic 
interpretation is not necessarily revealed by the 
actual arrangement and phrasing of its given com- 
ponents." (3) 
(1) But in the dictionary, because its main aim is to provide as 
complete a picture as possible of cognates, some instances of 
performance will be entered, see 6.Z.4.3,below, and Chapter VII. 
(2) But the principle had, as Chomsky points out, "Cartesian origins 
and it may be traced to scholastic and renaissance grammar." cf. 
Chomsky, Cartesian Linguistics, footnote, 67, p.97. 
(3) op. cit. p. 33. 
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The principle of the distinction between a surface and a deep 
structure in language is a characteristic of transformational 
grammars. As Lyons points out, (1) 
"Any grammar that claims to assign to each sentence 
that it generates both a deep -structure and a surface - 
structure analysis and systematically to relate the 
two analyses is a transformational grammar." 
The distinction between deep and surface structure is relevant 
to our work because the meaning is related tocbep syntax. (2) It 
is also important to point out the possibilities of transformation 
of deep structure into surface structure in both languages, and to 
show differences in surface structure produced by transformations. 
(1) op. cit. p. 248 
(2) cf. what Lyons says, op. cit. pp. 268 -9, "It has been tentatively 
suggested that deep -structure analysis (generated by the base 
component) is irrelevant for the operation of the phonological 
rules and that the surface structure (resulting from the appli- 
cation to the deep- structure phrase- marker of the singulary. 
transformations) is irrelevant for the semantic interpretation 
of sentences. This is undeniably an attractive hypothesis; but 
its empirical validation, or refutation, will require a consider- 
able amount of further detailed work. Until such work has been 
carried out and evaluated, both parts of the hypothesis must be 
treated with qome degree of scepticism. Although the irrele- 
vance of surface structure to semantic analysis remains to be 
proved or disproved, most linguists who accept the validity of 
the distinction between. deep grammatical structure and surface 
grammatical structuretassume that there is some particularly 
intimate connexion between deep syntax and semantics." Follow- 
ing Lyons we shall make the same assumption throughout this work. 
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To sum up: Transformational grammar is mentalistic in outlook, it 
stresses the creative aspect of language. It states 
that language is based on a system of rules determining the inter- 
pretation of its infinitely many sentences. It presupposes the 
existence of an innate language- learning mechanism in human beings. 
It distinguishes between competence (the knowledge that a speaker/ 
hearer has of his language) and performance (actual use of language 
in concrete situations) and between a surface and a deep- structure 
in language. 
5.3. The Components of an Integrated Theory of Linguistic Description. 
According to transformational grammar, the linguistic description of 
a natural language consists of three components: the syntactic com- 
ponent, the semantic component and the phonological component. Each 
of these three components of a linguistic description is a function- 
ally interdependent part of the conceptual machinery of a single 
integrated theory. The syntactic component is fundamental in the 
sense that the two other components both operate on its output. That 
is to say, the syntactic component is the generative source of lin- 
guistic description. It consists of a base that generates deep - 
structures of sentences upon which transformations operate to produce 
surface structures of sentences. The base, in turn, consists of a 
categorial component, which generates pre- terminal strings and a dic- 
tionary or lexicon which contains lexical entries. The other compo- 
nents of a linguistic description provide respectively a semantic 
interpretation and a phonological rePresentation for each particular 
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syntactic structure. Thus, the semantic interpretation of a particular 
syntactic structure describes the meaning of the sentence which that 
structure underlies. The phonological representation assigned to a 
structure generated by the syntactic component includes a phonetic 
representation of the surface structure which serves as the input to 
the mechanism of speech production. 
5.3.1. The Semantic Component. The semantic part of the linguistic 
description has been developed by 
Katz et al. The hypothesis put forward by them is that "the semantic 
competence of a speaker enables him to obtain the meaning of new 
sentences, and other new compound syntactic constituents, as a compo- 
sitional function of their parts and grammatical relations." (An 
Integrated... pp. 12 -3). 
The semantic component consists of a dictionary that provides 
a meaning for each lexical item in the language, and second, a finite 
set of 2.12jection rules. 
A dictionary entry contains a phonological representation of a 
word and syntactic and semantic features. (1) Syntactic features 
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are of three types ((Topics, p. 72 ff.): inherent and contextual. 
Contextual features are further subdivided into strict subcategori- 
zation features and selectional features. An inherent feature is 
defined as "a non -contextual category feature "; a strict subcategori- 
(1) cf. Katz, "Recent Issues ", p. 24, and hleinreich, op. cit. p. 417 
in which he considers a dictionary entry as a triplet (P, G, {) 
in which P is a set of Phonological features, G a set of syn- 
tactic features and It a set of Semantic features. 
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zation feature is defined as "a contextual feature which sryecifies 
the frame in which an item can be substituted" and, a selectional 
feature is defined as "a contextual feature which specifies lexical 
features of the items with which the item enters into grammatical 
relations ". 
and semantic 
ments that a 
properties." 
into which a 
Semantic features are of two types: semantic markers 
distinguishers. Semantic markers are the "formal ele- 
semantic component uses to express the general semantic 
They represent, as Katz says, "the conceptual elements 
reading (in the dictionary) decomposes a sense." Seman- 
tic distinguishers are "the formal elements employed to represent 
what is idiosyncratic about the meaning of a lexical item." (An 
Integrated ... p.14) Unlike semantic markers which represent con - 
ceptual components of lexical items and expressions, distinguishers 
mark "purely perceptual distinctions among the referents of concept- 
ually alike senses." (Ibid.) Eaèh reading in the dictionary entry 
for a lexical item must contain a "selection restriction, i.e. a 
formally expressed necessary and sufficient condition for that 
reading to combine with others. Thus, the selection restriction 
attached to a reading determines the combination with the reading of 
other lexical items into which that reading can enter when a Projec- 
tion rule (see below) is applied." 
The meaning of a lexical item is divided into readings or senses. 
Projection rules operate on " underlying phrase- markers that are 
partially interpreted in the sense of having a set of readings assigned 
only to the lowest level elements in them. They proceed from the 
bottom to the top of an underlying phrase- marker, i.e. from the lowest 
level elements to the whole sentence. There is a projection rule for 
each distinct grammatical relation, thus the number of Projection 
rules required is dictated by the number of grammatical relations 
defined in the theory of the syntactic component. In "ìlew Trends in 
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Semantics" Katz puts forward the hypothesis that projection rules are 
universal. He says, "The claim then is that there is a set of pro- 
jection rules in semantic theory, members of which apply in the 
process of semantic interpretation; for any language whenever the 
process reaches the point at which their conditions of application 
are satisfied. This does not imply that every grammatical relation 
appears in every language, but only that, for every language in which 
a grammatical relation appears there is the same definition of R (Pro- 
jection Rule) in terms of a configuration of symbols in a phrase - 
marker. Likewise, this does not imply that every language has the 
semantic operation for combining readings corresponding to R, but 
only that every language that has occurrences of R has the same 
semantic operation for the meaning of the constituents that bear R 
to each other. Finally, this does not imply that every language has 
the same readings, semantic markers, distinguishers or selection res- 
trictions, but only that the semantic structure of every language be 
best described in terms of constructs that qualify as readings, seman- 
tic markers, distinguishers, and selection restrictions." 
About the relevance of the "universality" of projection rules, 
he continues to say, "It is wotth commenting, in passing, that, on 
the view that projection rules are universals, we obtain a very 
realistic picture of what happens in second language learning. On 
this view, what we learn beyond phonology, and besides transforma- 
tions, is a dictionary in which readings, most of which are already 
in the dictionary for the native language, are correlated with mor- 
phemes in the foreign; tongue (i.e. a dictionary of the foreign lan- 
guage). We do not also learn a new set of projection rules according 
to this view and according to everyone's experience in such situations. 
Once the learner has mastered the phonology and transformations of the 
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new language, and can obtain the underlying phrase -markers for a 
sentence in it, he can use the dictionary he has learned to obtain 
the meaning, because he already knows the right projection rule, to 
apply." 
5.3.2. Summary of the Process of Semantic Interpretation. We may 
summarize 
the process of semantic interpretation as follows: Given a sentence, 
the syntactic component yields the structural description and syn- 
tactic features which may be of three types: category features, 
strict subcategorization and selectional restrictions. The semantic 
component makes use of the information provided by the syntactic com- 
ponent, part of which (the syntactic features) are included in the 
dictionary together with semantic markers, distinguishers and selec- 
tion restrictions. Then the "user" of the dictionary uiilizes the set 
of relevant "universal" projection rules which combine the readings 
of the lowest elements working to the top until the whole sentence 
is semantically interpreted. 
5.4. Adherence to the Basic Principles of Transformational Grammar. 
For the purpose of our work we will accept the principles of trans- 
formational grammar. (1) In so doing we commit ourselves to a 
(1) Notice that we are leaving for the moment the consideration of 
the possible application of Katz's semantic framework. This 
will be discussed in 5.7.-, and ff. below. 
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mentalistic conceptual outlook in semantics. But this does not 
imply that we accent introspection, or, as Haas puts it, "a proce- 
dure of people looking into their minds, each into their own" (1) 
as the only means for the identification of differences in the 
meaning of cognates. The lexicographical tradition in both languages 
provides us with a basis for the comparison of the meanings of cognates. 
As was said in Chapter I, the purpose in the construction of a diction- 
ary of cognates is twofold in the sense that differences in meaning 
of lexical items in Porteño Spanish and Peninsular Spanish must be 
identified and recorded as well as differences between Porteño 
Spanish and English. Six main reference books will be taken as a 
basis: for English, The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, (hence- 
forth S.O.E.D.) the Concise Oxford Dictionary, (henceforth C.O.D.), 
the Penguin End fish Dictionary, (henceforth P.E.D.) and The Advanced 
Learner's Dictionary of Current English, (he ceforth Hornby), and 
for Spanish, the Diccionario de la Lena Es añola, Edición de la Real 
Academia Española, (henceforth D.R.A.E.) and Diccionario de Uso del 
Lspaiiol,(2) (henceforth D.U.E.). There are also a number of publi- 
cations on the phonology, syntax and semantics, as well as diction- 
aries of Hispanic-American Spanish (3) which will also be taken as 
(1) quoted by Lyons, op. cit. p. 408. 
(2) Moliner, II., Gredos, Madrid, (1966). This dictionary was found 
to be the most suited to our purpose in the sense that Moliner 
has not only improved on the shortcomings of D.R.A.E. (see 
Casares, Introducción a la Lexicologlá Moderna, Pub. del Consejo 
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, Rev. de Fil. Española, 
Anejo LII, Madrid, (1970); Berro García, A., "Formación del 
Gran Diccionario de la Lengua Española ", Bol. de Fil., Montevideo, 
(1951), pp. 300 -7; etc.,) but has also included relevant 
syntactic information, and, above all, she has included informa- 
tion about Hispanic American usage. See, Presentación, op. cit. 
(3) See bibliography. 
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reference. But whenever differences in meaning are not found recorded 
in reference books, these differences, whenever possible will be den- - 
tfiëd' via the comparison of the structure of the lexical "subsets" 
and "fields" (1) in the vocabularies. In other words, -.chat we are 
here advocating is the need to take into account extra -linguistic 
features, i.e. the need to recognise "that the language of a partic- 
ular society is an integral part of its culture (2), and that lexical 
distinctions drawn by each language will tend to reflect the cultur- 
ally important features of objects, institutions and activities in 
the society in which the language operates ".(3) Implicit in the 
above assertion that particular languages reflect the culturally 
important distinctions of the society in which they operate is, as 
Lyons says, "a commitment to the acceptance of a certain degree of 
linguistic and 'cultural relativity'." (4) This cultural relativity 
(1) For the notion of Field Theory, cf. Ullman, Principles ... 
pp. 152 ff; Giraud, La Semantique, pp. 68 ff. and pp. 81 ff. in 
which he compares Trier's and Matoré's (see La Méthode en Lexi- 
cologie, Didier, (1950)) theories; Oilman, "Theories of the Lin- 
guistic Field ", ?ford, IX, (1953); Waldron, Sense and Sense 
DeveL phnent-,Deutsch, (1967) . See also Chapter VII. 
(2) Culture is here used by Lyons "in the sense in which this term 
is used by sociologists and anthropologists ", op. cit. p.433. 
(3) Lyons, op. cit. p.43 %. Notice that this is a point of departure 
from Katz's theory of semantics where there is no place for the 
systematization of the "knowlëdge of the world ". cf. The Structure ...; 
p. 489, and for criticisms of Katz, cf. Bolinger, op. cit and 
Weinreich, op. cit. 
(4) Notice, however, how far removed this linguistic relativity is 
from the Whorfian hypothesis that our "categorization of the 
world is totally determined by the structure of our language ", 
Lyons, op. cit. p.433; cf. Waldron, op. cit. Chapter IV; 
Carroll, J.B. "Linguistic Relativity, Contrastive Analysis and 
Language Learning ", IRAL, I, (1963), pp.1 -20; Fishman, J.A., 
"A Systematization of the Whorfian Hypothesis ", Behavioural Science, 
V, (1960), pp. 323 -339. 
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is responsible for the difference in meaning of lexical items in 
Porterio Spanish and Peninsular Spanish, for, in spite of the fact 
that the "culture" of the peoples who speak the language (Spaniards 
and Argentines) is basically one, the countries of Hispanic- America, 
due to historical, geographical, economic and other factors, have 
moved away from the traditions of Spain (1) and these differences 
which are absent from the "official" dictionary must constitute a 
basic part of the dictionary of cognates. 
5.5. Cultural Overlap and its Relevance for Language Teaching. 
As regards English and Spanish (both Peninsular and Porteño), if the 
Western European tradition of the peoples who speak the languages, (2) 
plus the influence that Britain has exercised on Argentina (3) are 
(1) cf. Alonso, A. "Americanismo en la Forma Interior del Lenguaje", 
in Estudios Lingüísticosy Ternas Hispanoamericanos, Gredos, Madrid, 
(1967), pp. 61 -83. 
(2) As regards the population of Argentina as a whole (20 million 
inhabitants) there are only 25,000 Indians; the rest are either 
foreigners.(2 million) or Argentines mostly of European descent. 
One is therefore justified in claiming a Western European tradi- 
tion for the people of Argentina, and especially of Buenos Aires, 
where Porterio Spanish is spoken. 
(3) The River Plate area, (especially Argentina and Uruguay) has 
traditional intellectual, economic and cultural ties with Britain. 
See Pendle, G. Argentina, and Uruguay, O.U.P. (1963); Mulhall, M.G., 
The English in South America, Stanford, London, (1878). A point 
to be noted is that the first bilingual school (English and Spanish) 
in South America, St. Andrew's Scots School, was founded by the 
Presbyterian minister, the Rev. J. Brown, in 1826, only ten years 
after Argentina had become an independent country. 
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taken into account, it may be said that there is a large degree of 
cultural overlap between the "cultures" and as such there will be 
many cultural features in common. The differences that exist will 
again be due to the way in which the "fields" and "lexical subsets" 
are structured. This cultural overlap has direct relevance for the 
learning of English or Spanish as a foreign language. As Lyons says, (1) 
"Practical experience of learning foreign languages 
(in the normal conditions in which the languages are 
used) suggests that we quickly identify certain 
objects, situations and other features in the area 
of cultural overlap and learn words and expressions 
that apply to them without difficulty. ...Entry is 
made into the semantic structure of another language 
in the area of cultural overlap; and that, once we 
have broken into the circle by means of the identifi- 
cation of items in this area we can gradually develop 
and modify our knowledge of the rest of the vocabulary 
from within, by learning the reference (2) of lexical 
items and the sense -relations (3) that hold between 
them in the contexts in which they are used." 
If we grant that (a) there is a large degree of cultural over- 
lap between Spanish and English, (b) that entry into the foreign 
S fl bE 
languagevvia this area of cultural overlap, and (c) that the meaning 
of the lexical items in their "field" within t1 e vocablary will 
make overt cultural differences, the conclusion we derive for lexi- 
(1) op. cit. pp. 433 -4 and Structural Semantics, Blackwell, Oxford, 
(1963), pp. 56 and 82. 
(2) Reference is used by Lyons in a different sense from the one in 
which the word is usually used. cf.4Reference and Sense, op.cit. 
pp. 424 -7. See also 5.g. below. 
(3) For sense- relations, hyponymy, synonymy, antonymy, etc. see I4yons 
CivRpEer ot) 
Structural Semantics and Introduction, Chapter on Semantics t; ''2br 
the use of Iyponymy in our practical analysis, see Chanter VII. 
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cography (and it must be remembered that the dictionary is geared 
towards language- learning) is that in order to facilitate the learn- 
ing of the foreign language the differences in cultural features must 
be specified in the dictionary. It must be stressed here that for 
us these cultural features are part of the competence which is to be 
described. Thus, within our mentalistic outlook (in the sense of 
accepting the basic principles of Transformational grammar and in 
accepting as we shall see below, the specification of the meaning of 
cognates as conceptual definitions) methodological procedures along 
structural semantics (1) are welcomed as the least subjective (2) 
and most effective means of identifying and specifying cultural 
features. 
5.6. Information about Lexical Items in an Entry of a Dictionary 
of Cognates. One of the main contributions of an integrated 
theory of linguistic description for the dictionary is that 
the conception of interdependence of the three components allows 
for information from the three sources to be incorporated into a 
dictionary entry.(3) The inclusion of information from the three 
(1) As Lyons understands it. See Structural Semantics and Introduction. 
(2) Though not completely so, as there are subjective factors which 
enter into play, for instance, in the choice of the way in which 
the "field" is to be mapped out and the choice of relevant 
dimensions. cf. Introduction to Part II. 
(3) The scope for the specification of relevant relationships is thus 
extended to cover what is known in some theories as "grammatical" 
and "lexical" meaning. cf. Fries, The Structure of English, An 
Introduction to the Construction of English Sentences, Longmans, 
(1951), and Halliday, "Categories for the Theory of Grammar ", 
Word, XVII, (1961) . 
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components has been favoured in the past by lexicographers to a 
greater or lesser degree according to the aim(s) of their dictionaries. (1) 
But in studies on cognates in English and Spanish,(2) the inclusion 
has by no means been systematic. Shortcomings of the failure to in- 
Ro+, one or kore 6 fhe de/Wome716g 
corporate part of the relevant information (are evident when well -known 
studies on the subject are examined. For instance, in Nunn and Van 
Scoy's Glossary (3) which is evidently intended for students, (4) no 
phonological or syntactic (other than category features) information 
is Provided, stress is laid on "similarity of spelling and meaning ". 
Yet, by equating items such as actual ¿actual; conductor-conductor, 
they ignore the questions of incongruencies of meaning and questions 
of different readings of lexical items (polysemy). In this way they 
actually lead students to pitfalls and this renders their study of 
little use. In other works such as Beyond the Dictionary in Spanish(5) 
and Bmbarassinf Moments in Spanish (6) the haphazard inclusion of 
syntactic markers, exclusion of phonological information and the sub- 
jective treatment of meaning (see 5.10.2. below) are evident. 
(1) For opinions as to inclusion or exclusion of syntactic information 
in dictionaries, cf. Problems in Lexicography, ed. Householder, F.W. 
and Saporta, S. in in ernational Journal of American Linguistics, 
XXVIII, (1962). 
(2) See Bibliography. 
(3) op. cit. 
(4) op. cit. Introduction, p.2. 
(5) A. Bryson Gerrard and J. de Heras Heras, Cassell, (1964). 
(6) Mosél, James N., Ungar, (1945). 
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In conclusion, an entry in the dictionary will be considered 
as a triplet (P, G, )151 n which P stands for a set of phonological 
features, G a set of syntactic features and ),La set of semantic 
features. In the next chapter relevant phonological and syntactic 
features will be discussed. The rest of this chapter will be 
devoted to the discussion of semantic features. 
5.7. Semantic Markers and Distin,'uishers in the Analysis of the 
Meaning of Cognates. In 5.3.1. above the framework of Katz's 
semantic theory was outlined. Semantic 
markers were defined as "the formal elements that a semantic compo- 
nent uses to express general semantic properties." They are the 
"conceptual elements into which a reading (in the dictionary) de- 
composes a sense.(2) Semantic markers are "independent of the parti- 
cular semantic structure of any given language." These components 
"might be combined in various ways in different languages (and thus 
yield 'senses' or 'concepts' unique to particular languages) but 
they would themselves be identifiable as the 'same' components in 
the analysis of all languages." Semantic components are thus said 
to be universal. Taken literally, i.e. valid for all languages and 
all peoples the claim of the universality of semantic components 
seems a doubtful proposition. But it is to be noted that in this 
particular case the consideration of components as universal is 
(1) We follow Weinreich in this. of. op. cit. p.417. 
(2) For the way in which a sense is decomposed into semantic compo- 
nents see Lyons, op. cit. Componential Analysis and Universal 
Semantics,Ipp. 470 -81. 
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limited to considering them universal or "the same" for Spanish and 
English. Referring again to the cultures as well as to the Western 
grammatical tradition of Britishers, Spaniards and Argentines who 
speak these languages, the problem of considering components as "uni- 
versal" for both languages is not so great as if the process of 
equating components were to be carried out between languages spoken 
by peoples whose cultures and traditions have less points of contact. 
And after all, Spaniards, Argentines and Britishers are used to, if 
not exilicit, implicit "semantic markers" as found in dictionary 
definitions. (1) 
In the course of our investigation we tried out a componential 
analysis of meaning via semantic markers and it was found 
a) The identification and naming of semantic markers for cog- 
nates was too subjective and ad hoc at this stage of the 
development of the theory. 
b) Whilst with some lexical items it was found that they were 
easily analysable into semantic markers, with others it 
was found that it was not a question of "black and white, 
but somewhere in between." What we mean by this is that 
the "referential boundaries were hard to determine" (2) 
and as such some items were found to be "resistant" to a 
clear -cut, discrete analysis of this type. 
(1) _'or implicit semantic markers in dictionaries, see Bolinger., 
"TheAtomization of Meaning ", Language, XLI, N° 4, (1965) pp.564 -5. 
(2) Lyons, op. cit. p. 426. 
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c) The number of semantic markers increased as the analysis 
went on and the implication of where to draw the line 
became evident. (1) 
d) But, above all, and this is a criticism also pointed out 
by Lyons, (2) we found that in trying to "name" components 
we were using language far removed from the vocabulary of 
the would -be -users of the dictionary. Let us elaborate 
this point further by taking Bolinger's analysis of 

























(1) On this point see Bolinger, op. cit. 
(2) op. cit. p.479. "It is one of the concomitant dangers of com- 
ponential analysis that it tends to neglect the difference in 
the frequency of lexical items (and therefore their greater or 
less 'centrality' in the vocabulary)." 
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The point in choosing this analysis rather t an any of the 
other exemplifications found in books on the subject is that Bolinger, 
in trying to draw more specific distinctions, has included more 
markers and many of these are cognates. Now, consider the potential 
for misunderstanding and confusion of the markers (Phocine) (Hirsute) 
and (Nubile) which .-could require (at least for some users of the dic- 
tionary) the looking up of the "meaning" of the markers themselves. 
Consider also the use of (Educand): "educando" is common in Spanish 
in the collocation "educar al educando" in textbooks on Pedagogy and 
in the "field" of education, but not in common every day speech, as 
is also the case in English. 
The question which arises from the above conclusion is whether 
the setting out of the different readings (senses) of the meaning 
of cognates in Katz's form, i.e. 
Bachelor (4th reading) (Animal) (Phocine) (Hirsute) 
(Male) (Adult) (Young) 
(Nubile) (Unmated) 
fulfils the requirements of a dictionary of this type (1), i.e. 
whether it is more "explanatory" and above all more "understandable" 
for our would -be -users than the traditional dictionary definition: 
(1) If the dictionary were programmed for machine translation the 
semantic marker type of analysis would be more adrluate. On 
this point see Bolinger, op. cit.; Cohen, The Diversity of 
Meaning, Methuen, (1966), Chapter II; Pottier, S., Lingüística 
Moderna y Filoloía Hispánica, Gredos, Madrid, (1968). 
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Bachelor A young fur seal when without a Mate 
during the mating breeding time. (1) 
According to the conclusions arrived at above, we are of the 
opinion that it is not. We therefore abandoned the idea of speci- 
fying the meaning of cognates via semantic markers and distinguish - 
ers for the more traditional definitions of dictionaries. (2) (3) 
(1) It must be mentioned in passing, that this reading of "bachelor" 
which is included by Katz in most of his books and /or articles 
is not entered either in the S.O.E.D., in the P.E.D., nor in 
Webster's New Twentieth Century Dictionary. 
(2) We will take the definitions as we find them in the dictionaries 
cited above. In some cases (when the language used is too 
"stilted" or "formal ", or when we need to include Porteño 
Spanish readings, etc.) they will be altered. The discussion 
of different types of dictionary definitions is beyond the 
scope of this paper. We refer the reader to Waldron, op. cit. 
pp. 55 -7; Prólogo al Diccionario de Uso del Español, Moliner, 
op. cit.; Prólogo, Introducción a la Lexico:rafía Moderna, 
Casares, J., Pub. del Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cien- 
tíficas, Madrid, (1950), pp. 158 -61. 
(3) As a result of the above choice we need not go into considera- 
tions of the status of semantic markers versus semantic distin- 
guzshers, a point which has also come under criticism by Bolinger, 
op. cit. and iTeinreich, op. cit. Nor do we need to go into the 
question of "at what point in the generative system of the lex- 
ical- substitution rules will apply" which, as Lyons,says (Tmébúetan 
p.166) is a disputed question. What we will assume, as is 
common practice, is that when using a dictionary human beings 
are able to "interpret" and put into use the facts codified in 
the dictionary if these are set down in a clear and comprehen- 
sible way. 
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The above does not mean that the principle of semantic markers 
was not found useful in other respects and to this we turn below. 
5.8. Conventional Definitions, Reference, Sense- Relations and the 
Use of Non -co:nate Lexical Items in the Definitions. Conven- 
tional 
lexicography takes into account two fundamental relationships in 
semantics for the definition of the meaning of lexical items, viz. 
their reference or denotation and their sense relations. By refer- 
ence is understood "the relationship which holds between words and 
the things, events, actions and qualities they 'stand for'." (Lyons, 
(1968) p. 424). Sense -relations are the syntagmatic and /or para- 
digmatic relations which hold between the lexical items of a lan- 
guage. (1) Now, because cognates are a "set" within two larger 
"sets ", the specification of these relations, i.e. the definitions, 
will perforce contain non -cognate as well as cognate lexical items. 
This fact is relevant to and will influence the choice of the lan- 
guage (monolingual vs. bilingual) in which the dictionary will be 
written. 
509. Unambiguous and Ambiguous Lexical Items au Regards the Number 
of Readings in their Meaning. The meaning of a lexical item 
may be made up of one or more 
readings. Lexical items of the former type are, from the point of 
(1) Sense- Relationswill be discussed in Chapter VIII. 
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view of choice of readings, unambiguous (cf. Katz, "Recent Issues ..." 
p. 13) and lexical items of the latter type are ambiguous (op. cit. 
p. 23). (1) 
If we consider unambiguous cognate items (items whose meanings 
consist of only one reading) across languages (in our case English 
and Spanish), t':eir readings may be (a) Congruent, i.e. readings in 
English and Spanish which may be put into correspondence (as.regards 
reference) (2) with one aiother, e.g. planet e- planeta., or (b) Incon- 
gruent, i.e. readings in English and Spanish which may not be put' 
into correspondence with one another, e.g. embarassedc- +embarazada.. 
Graphically: 
A represents all the readings of the English item. 
B represents all the readings of the Spanish item. 
a 
B 
(1) cf. Ullman's one sense - one name, and one name - several senses 
(polysemy) in An Introduction to the Science of Meaning, Blackwell, 
(1964) and Principles, p. 92 ff. For polysemy see Bréal, 
Semantics, Chapter XIV, Dover, (1964). 
(2) Sense- relations may vary within "congruent" cognates in different 
contexts. 
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Now, if we consider ambiguous cognate items (those whose mean- 
ing consists of more than one reading) across languages, given the 
number of readings equal in English and Spanish, the possibilities 
are: (a) that all the readings are congruent (diagram (a) above); 
(b) that all the readings are incongruent (diagram (b) above) and 
(c) that some of the readings are congruent and some are incongruent. 
These items we will call partially -congruent cognate lexical items. 
Graphically 
c) 
I ncon3r ikon E. React ;n3 s 
of A with respect ko B 
Con9nwent_ R-e<*di .n5s of A 4 B 
-)nWttri Rcaá i ngS 
of 6 wJJ d,respect to .JA 
In the case where the number oA readings is not the same, i.e. 
the English item has more readings than the Spanish item or vice - 
versa, the possibilities are: (taking the number of readings of the 
Spanish item as less in number than those of the English item) (a) all 
the readings of the Spanish item are congruent with some readings of 
the English item, (b) none of the readings of the Spanish item are 
congruent with any of those of the English item, and (c) some of the 
readings of the Spanish item are congruent with some of the readings 
of the English item. 
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Graphically: 
A represents all the readings of the English item. 
B represents all the readings of the Spanish item. 
The larger circle represents the more numerous readings 





ConruenReadin9s In c-o¡tgru.ent Read i'n9s 
of- A a ß 1 
Con9rrh.enk Rea.din9s 
ofA9-ß 
5.10. The Concept of Translation Equivalence in Bilingual Diction- 
aries and in a Dictionary of Cognates. Bilingual dictionaries 
are noted for trans- 
lating a word in the s '.Durce language by another word in the target 
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language. (1) The main reason given by this is the lack of avail- 
able space. It may be said that bilingual dictionaries base their 
concept of translation equivalence on decisions about the "culture 
invariant" functions of lexical items. For instance, the transla- 
tion of English "hospital" by its Spanish cognate "hospital" (Cassell's 
Spanish -English Dictionary) is based on such a decision. In other 
words, the cultural or social function of the two cognate words is 
taken as equivalent in both languages. But in a dictionary of cog- 
nate lexical items in Porteño Spanish and British English the "cul- 
tural functions" of the items within the vocabularies concerned 
ought to be taken into consideration. The concept of translation 
equivalence in a dictionary of cognates is thus seen to differ from 
the concept of translation equivalence in bilingual dictionaries in 
that it includes cultural features identified and extracted from 
the of the semantic relations of reference and sense - 
relations within "lexical subsets ". The inclusion of cultural 
features in translation equivalence, as will be discussed in 7.5. 
below, will account for the breaking with the word -for -word trans- 
lation equivalence tradition in bilingual dictionaries. 
(1) We follow Iannucci's use of the terms "source" and "target" 
which he defines as follows: "'source' language is used here 
to mean the language of the words listed alphabetically and 
to be translated in a bilingual dictionary, and 'target' lan- 
guage is used to mean the language of the translations ", in 
"Meaning Discrimination ... ", Modern Language Journal, XLI, 
(1957), p. 272, note 3. 
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5.10.1. Semantic Markers as Cultural Distinguishers. Cultural 
differences 
of cognate. lexical items in English and Spanish need to be speci- 
fied in a clear and economical way in the dictionary. The proposal 
put forward for the specification of cultural features is via 
Semantic Markers. Let us take an example: thé Spanish- speaker 
learner of English (or viceversa) consults a bilingual dictionary 
for the translation equivalent of "hospital" and finds (Engl.) 
"hospital "(1) But is the "cultural function" of the English cog- 
nate "hospital" really equivalent? Let us examine the definitions 
of "hospital" in English and Spanish. 
C.O.D. Institution for the care of the sick or wounded. 
P.E.D. Place where the sick and injured are lodged and 
given medical treatment. 
D.R.A.E. Establecimiento en que se curan enfermos por lo 
general pobres. (2) 
D.U.E. Establecimiento donde se asiste a los enfermos; 
se da este nombre a los de asistencia gratuita, (3) 
para pobres, militares, eta.; pues, al crearse 
establecimientos de esta clase de pago, han ido 
recibiendo otros nombres, para diferenciarlos de 
los tradicionales, que tenían aqué' carácter. v. 
casa de maternidad, clínica, sanatorio. 
(1) In studies on Deceptive Cognates (what we have called Incon- 
gruent and partially- congruent cognates) "hospital" was not found. 
(2) The underlining is ours. 
(3) The underlining is ours. 
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The phrase "por lo general pobres" (D.R.A.E.) which refers to the 
patients, marks the item for a cultural difference. Notice that 
D.U.E.'s "de asistencia gratuita" does not really show up the differ- 
ence between English "hospital" and Spanish "hospital ", for in Britain 
under the National Health Service Scheme hospitals are also free, and 
there is no distinction as to (+ poverty) of the patients. (1) This 
cultural feature may be expressed via a semantic marker (using Katz's 
convention of enclosing markers between brackets) (2) attached to the 
meaning of the Spanish item. Thus a Semantic Marker of this type 
would act as a Cultural Distinguisher. 
5.10.2. Cultural Features in Works on Cognates. Let us now see how 
existing works on 
cognates deal with the problem of cultural features. For this pur- 
pose we will take the reading for "Professor" in Beyond the Dictionar 
in Spanish. (3) 
(1) The English sentence "John is in hospital" would produce no 
reaction other than something like "What's the matter with him ?" 
or, "Has he had an accident ?" or, "Is he ill ? ", but the Spanish 
'equivalent' "Juan está en el hospital" would produce a (perhaps 
unvoiced) reaction of something like "Poor devil, can't he afford 
better treatment ?" 
(2) cf. An Integrated Theory, p. 13. 
(3) op. cit. 
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Professor Something of a falso amigo as its ordinary mean- 
ing is simply "teacher ". The Spanish (i) for 
professor is "catedrático ". As a title attached 
to somebody's name it may do service in either 
language, but you should bear in mind that it 
brings with it far less prestige in Spanish 
than in English. 
Apart from the ys.rtn cway in which the authors gloss the 
word, what does an English speaker understand by "as a title attached 
to somebody' s rame it may do service in either language "? 'shat ser- 
vice? Presumably, if one calls T,Ir. Jones "Professor" ;hat one gathers 
is that he is neither a butcher nor a baker and that in being some- 
body engaged in the teaching profession he has, according to Spanish 
or Hispanic -American standards a certain degree of education and 
a somewhat high social status. And the sequence "you should bear 
in mind that it bringswith it far less prestige in Spanish than in 
English" points to an even higher status in the English item! But 
why? And this is precisely the st ers. A comparison of the lexical 
subsets "Persons Engaged in Teaching" (see Practical Analysis) shows 
that the English lexical item "professor" is marked with the Cultur- 
al Semantic Markers (Higher Education) (Highest Rank on Scale of 
University Teachers) (2) whilst the Spanish item is not, i.e. 
(1) Peninsular. In Port. Sp. "Profesor" is more common than "cate- 
drático", which is used in "formal style ". 
(2) In terms of sense -relations, (which will be discussed in Chapter 
VIII ) "professor" and "profesor" have different sense -relations 
with other items in the "lexical subset ", i.e. the English item 
is "incompatible" with reader, lecturer, etc., as well as being 
a "hyponym "'of teacher. In Spanish, "profesor" is the super - 
ordinate term for the subsets "Persons who have obtained the 
degree of 'Profesor' ". Notice that the syntagmatic modifica- 
tion of the superordinate "profesor" is used at every stage in 
education, thus Profesor Primario, Profesor Secundario and Pro - 
fesor Universitario. 
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"profesor" may be used at all stages of education including, in 
Porte-Ho Spanish, (Higher Education) and (Highest Rank on Scale of 
University Teachers). By means of the above example we see the 
general trend of works on the subject as regards the treatment of 
cultural features. Cultural Semantic Markers would be more eco- 
nomical and more to the point. It must be stressed that in some 
cases (as the above) the Cultural Semantic Markers will have to be 
specified in more than one word, so that the Cultural Semantic 
Markers here proposed will differ from Katz's conception of the 
term, as a discrete, one word specification of components of a 
sense. As these Markers ought to call the attention of the user 
of the dictionary, as they mark relevant cultural differences, the 
proposal for their inclusion is that they should follow after the 
reading of the word, preceded by "Cult. Sem. Mark. ". 
5.11. Semantic Markers in a Dictionary of Cognates as a Cross - 
Reference to Conceptual Dictionaries. Conceptual dictionaries 
vary from conventional 
dictionaries in the sense that in them it is the hierarchical struc- 
ture of the vocabulary which underlies the arrangement of words. 
Roget's Thesaurus (1) is a well known conceptual dictionary of 
English. In it, words are grouped under headings which are them- 
selves subordinate to general categories, Abstract Relations, Space, 
Matter, Intellect, Physics, Sensation, Volition, and Affections. 
(1) Collins, London,` (1962). 
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Its counterpart in Spanish is Casares' (1) Diccionario Idéológico 
de la Ler_ ua Española. But Casares has adopted another framework 
for classification. His two main categories are God and The Uni- 
verse. The Universe is subdivided into the Organic and the Inor- 
ganic 'Jorld. The former is subdivided into Plants and Animals. 
Animals are subdivided into Human and non -Human (notice the para- 
llelism with syntactic subcategorization features of transforma- 
tional grammar, see Chapter VI below); human into the Individual 
and Society, etc. Thus, each dictionary $ìifsthe vocabulary 
according to the Id40Actd éeItskz.tt -Irretewt-trittri er,ft frte 
&f,e. By virtue of the difference in the criteria applied in 
the classifications it would be difficult to "equate" the "labels" 
for the Semantic Markers which we have called Conceptual Field 
Semantic Markers, in both dictionaries. But if the dictionary 
were written in only one language, i.e. everything in the diction- 
ary, except the cognate orthographical and phonological words and 
the translation equivalents, were written, for instance, in English, 
in a dictionary of cognates in English and Spanish for speakers of 
English, Semantic Markers from Roget could be attached to readings 
of cognates both for the Spanish and the English item. Thus the 
user would have at his disposal a "vast array of near syhonyms" 
(see below) of the cognate item in his own language, and, by using 
the English labels for the readings of the Spanish items he would 
be able to place the word within Roget's classification according 
to the structure of the vocabulary in his own language. It may be 
argued that the user would then have a biased view of the Spanish 
(1) Gill, Barcelona, (1963). 
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íEe 
cognate; but the purpose of including English "Conceptual "field 
Semantic Markers" is to show how the Congruent, Partially- congruent 
or Incongruent Spanish cognate lexical item "fits" into the struc- 
ture of his own language. 
A glossary of Conceptual Field Semantic Markers (from the most 
concrete to the most abstract categories) would be included at the 
end of the dictionary with the corresponding number which Roget has 
attached to each reading. (In order to facilitate the looking up 
of the word in Roget's dictionary). 
But there is a point to be noted about conceptual dictionaries. 
The main claim that is made for them is that they'bnable the user 
to make a choice from an array of near -synonyms or for finding a 
word which is 'on the tip of one's tongue' (Waldron, op. cit. p.110), 
but there is nothing in the dictionary to help the student or user 
to distinguish between these "near synonyms ", i.e. there are no 
clues for meaning discrimination" (1), and so, as Lyons points out 
(1) The absence of "clues" for meaning discrimination is a criti- 
cism which is also made of bilingual dictionaries. cf. Williams, 
E.B., "The Problems of Bilingual Lexicography Particularly as 
Applied to Spanish and English ", Hispanic Review, XXVII, (1959) 
pp. 246 -53; Ditto, "Analysis of the Problem of Meaning Discri- 
mination in Spanish and English Bilingual. Lexicography, BABEL, 
VI -VII, (1960 -1), pp. 121 -5; Iannucci, J.E., "Meaning Discri- 
mination in Bilingual Dictionaries, a New Lexicographical Tech- 
nique", Language Journal, XLI, (1957), pp. 272 -81, and "Meaning 
Discrimination in Bilingual Dictionaries ", in Problems in Lexi- 
cography, in International Journal of American Linguistics, 
XXVIII, (1962), pp. 201 -16. 
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(Introduction, p. 447) "the practical utility of reference works 
such as Roget's Thesaurus depends upon a prior knowledge on the 
_)art of the person using them." As such Conceptual Field `semantic 
Markers will be of use only for advanced students, t3achers, and 
textbook writers. In spite of this we have included this type of 
Semantic Marker in our practical analysis of the subsets of the 
"field of education ". (See Practical Analysis, Part II). 
5.12. To summarize: In this chapter we have discussed the prin- 
ciples of Transformational Grammar which we 
have adhered to. The transformational conception of a dictionary 
entry as a triplet, consisting of relevant phonological, syntactic 
and semantic information has been adopted. Due to the conclusions 
arrived at after a try out of a componential (via Semantic Markers 
and Distingiishers) specification of the meaning of cognates, it 
was decided to use conventional dictionary definitions. The fact 
that dictionary definitions must perforce include non -cognate items 
as well as cognate items will influence the choice of the language 
in which the dictionary will be written (bilingual vs. monolingual). 
The principle of Semantic Marker has been adopted to specify cul- 
tural features (Cultural Semantic Markers) and to bridge the gap 
between conventional and conceptual dictionaries. (Conceptual 
Field Semantic Markers). 
CHAPTER VI 
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6. In this chapter we propose to discuss the information from the 
phonological and the syntactic components which is relevant for 
a dictionary of cognates. 
6,1. Information from the Phonological Component. In Chapter IV we 
discussed the rele- 
vance of similarity of graphic substance for the recognition of cognates. 
But similarity of graphic substance does not imply similarity of phonic 
substance. Words in a language are pronounced according to the phonolo- 
gical rules of that language. 
The phonological component of an integrated theory of description 
is only now being developed by transformationalists. (1) No doubt this 
part of the theory will bring new insights into phonology. But at 
present and for our practical purpose the most obvious information to 
be included in a dictionary of cognates is the phonological representa- 
tion of words. (2) This involves the choice of a system of notation. 
The system which is used in training colleges of English in Argentina 
and is therefore familiar to the students, is that worked out by Daniel 
Jones in which he uses the I.P.A. alphabet. This is the system of 
notation which will be adopted for English lexical items in the dictiona- 
ry. The "type" of pronunciation that will be entered will be that known 
(1) cf. Postal, P.N., Aspects of Phonological Theory, Harper and Row, 
(1968); Chomsky, N. and Halle, M., The Sound Pattern of English, 
Harper and Row, (1968). 
(2) The phonological representation to be included in the dictionary 
does not follow ary specific phonological theory but is made at 
that level of abstraction,(from the pronunciation current in Britain 
and Buenos Aires), which will provide maximum practical value to the 
user of the dictionary, i.e. it will follow the deryree of "broadness" 
in transcription adopted by D.Jones in his pronouncing dictionary. 
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as Received Pronunciation. Per Spanish lexical items the system of nota- 
_tior will be according to the phonological system of Porteño Spanish. The 
phonology of River Plate Spanish has been investigated by several linguists 
(notably, L'almber.g, Alonso, A. and Vidal de Battin_i.) with special reference 
to Peninsular Spanish, (1) and within River Plate Spanish a comparison 
of British English and Porteño Spanish has been worked out by Dobel (2) 
The latter will be used as a working model for the phonological represen- 
tation.- of the Spanish cognate lexical items that will be analysed in 
Part II. Oir own pronunciation will be recorded as representative of 
Standard Porteño Spanish. 
A suggestion to be made for the dictionary is that information about 
the phonological systems of British English and Porteño Spanish could be 
entered in the introductory seenim.(see Chapter VIII, 8.3) 
6.2. Information from the Syntactic Component. Before entering into 
the consideration of 
syntactic features the morphological range and their graphological 
realizations of cognates in English and Spanish will be discussed. 
6.2.1. Graphological and Morphological Rules of Correspondence in 
English and Spanish. In most works on Cognates in English 
and Spanish and of Spanish as a foreign 
language written in English, (3) "rules" for spelling correspondences 
(1) See also, The Sounds of English and Spanish, Stockwell, R.P. and 
fQwn, J.D., n É. of Chicago Press, (1965). 
(2) Dobel, A., "The Integration of Phonological Patterns with Vocabulary 
and Structure in the Early Stages of an English Course for Argentine 
Students of 15+ Years, (Parts I and II) ", Unpublished Dissertation 
for the Diploma in Applied Linguistics, Edinburgh University, (1960). 
(3) cf. Ramsey /Spaulding, A Textbook of I'."odern Spanish, Holt, Rinehart 
&:Winston, (1965); Terry, P.T., Terry's Shortcut to Spanish,Houghton, 
Mifflin, (1920); Politzer, R.L. & Staubach, C.N. Teaching Spanish, 
a Linguistic Orientation, Blaisdell,.(1965). 
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of word endings in rnglish and Spanish are found. None of these works 
to my knowledge, has dealt with the problems of phonological correspon- 
dences, with the exception of ßa11- Kiernan's dissertation (op. cit.) 
But ivhrt all these writers. have ignored is the question of "potential" 
versus "actual" realizations. (1) According to transformational theory 
a "rule" must cover all the possibilities for "potential" realization. 
But from the point of view of this work, given the rule, information 
about "actual" realizations is vital, because it is related to the "mor- 
phological range "(2) of lexical items. This information is necessary 
to prevent "the formation of false . alogies from previously learned 
i, C Ave Eart 
morphological derivations" (4066/ U . 266 . Lack of information as to 
actual graphological realizations is what one finds in most works on the 
subject. The "rules" given are for graphic correspondences of endings in 
English and Spanish but no "exceptions" (i.e. information aboùt "actual" 
realizations) are given. In other words, what has happened is that no 
distinction has ever been made between the existence of graphemes, for 
instance, itionl (3) in both languages with "actual" different graphetic 
realizations in both languages, i.e. English (tion), (sion), Spanish 
(ción),(sion), (tión). 
In Ramsey, for instance, we find: (op.cit. pp. 619 -22) 
i. English (tion) Spanish (cion), as in condicion, 
nación. 
ii.. 7:T1nrnli_sh (ble) Spanish (ble), as in notable, noble, 
soluble. 
(1) See " 'actual' and 'potential' Phonological Words ", Lyons, op. cit. 
pp. 119 -20. 
(2) cf. Stockwell et al, The Grammatical Structures of English and Spanish 
Univ. of Chicago Press, (1965), pp. 265 -7. 
(3) f 3 enclose graphemes and ( ) enclose graphetic realizations. 
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iii. English (ance),(ancy) Spanish ( ancia), as in abun- 
dancia, repugnancia. 
but, cf. the following: 
i. English "question" 
ii. English "able" 




Spanish "balance" ; "balanza" 
Related to the graphetic realization of graphemes is the problem of 
morphological rules. Correspondence of morphological endings may be 
"one to one" as (i.) and (ii) above, and "one to many ", e.g., 




where there are different Spanish morphological r» s. Out of these 
only "amaestrar" is an actual rdalization in Porteño Spanish. Both these 
problems are outside the scope of this Eh sts but worthwhile mentioning as 
lexicography would benefit from studies of this kind. In their absence 
and in the face of the problem of "potential" but "non -actual" graphologi- 
cal words entered in both D.R.A.E. and S.O.E.D., which are not systemati- 
cally marked "archaic" or "obsolete" (1) the proposal made here is to 
include a list of "non -actual but found in monolingual dictionaries" cognate 
words in English and Spanish. These will be entered below the head -morpheme, 
in alphabetical order within the morphological range but marked "non -actual ". 
(1) cf. for instance. "professoress" in S.O.E.D. 
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6.2.2. Syntactic Features. The principle of subcategor_ization (sub- 
classification of the vocabulary) into syn- 
tactic features (1) wi1l only be used in the dictionary of cognates in 
cases where it is justified. (2) Subcategorization has been included in 
conventional dictionaries to a greater or lesser degree, but the importance 
of Chomsky's conceptior of the principle is the new awareness that lexico- 
graphers must have towards linguistic problems related to features. 
The choice of which features to include in the dictionary depends on the 
linguistic problems involved. And in some cases these problems will 
not merely be grammatical. One, for instance, involves conventions of 
orthographic realization. Let us illustrate this point. Nouns in a 
dictionary according to transformational grammar are subclassified into 
(amongst other syntactic features) [+ Proper] or [+ Common:). Now, all 
proper nouns in English are written with a capital letter, and, according 
to the rules of the Grammar of the Spanish Academy, all proper nouns in 
Spanish ought to be written with a capital letter. (3). But the situation 
in actual usage is chaotic. For detailed information of cases which the 
Academy has failed to take into account and for deviations from her own 
norms in entries in D.R.A.E. we refer the reader to Moliner's entry 
i 
"mayuscula" in her dictionary. Furthermore, there are cases in which 
usage (deviant from the norms of the Academy) fluctuates but there are 
others in which it is well established. cf. for instance what Moliner 
says about the names of the days of the week, months of the year, seasons, 
(1) For the theoretical principles underlying syhtactic features, system 
of notation, etc., cf. Chomsky, Topic. s 7 and Katz, "Recent Issues" 
(2) This is another point of departure from Chomsky. For an analysis 
and criticism of subcategorisation, cf. "Review of Aspect.. ", 
Matthews, P.N., Journal of Linguistics, III, (1967), pp. 119 -52. 
(3) cf. Gramatica de la Lengua Española, Madrid, (1959), Chapter XXXI, 
pp. 370 -2. The Academy give eleven "rules" but as Moliner points 
out these only cover the "most general cases ". 
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etc., (op. cit.r. 371.) 
"Aunque entre los precertos de la Gramática de 
la Real Academia figuran el de escribir con 
mayúscula los nombres de los meses, de los dial 
de la semana y de las estaciones, asi como la 
letra inicial de cada verso en las composicio- 
nes poéticas, ha dejado decididamente de usarse 
la letra matnzscula en uno y otro de los casos." (1) 
This marks a difference in orthographical realizat:T.on (related to 
the same syntactic feature) and it ought to be specified in the dictionary, 
i.e. that although a noun im Spanish may be marked Proper], there must 
be a convention which shows that it is written with a lower -case letter. 
This may be done by entering all words (in English and Spanish) in the 
dictionary in lower -case letters except all Proper nouns in English and 
Proper nouns in Spanish which are (without doubt) writ +en with a capital 
letter. In cases where usage fluctuates (2) it must also be specified. 
From a theoretical point of view this example seems trivial, but in lexi- 
cography, it is considerations of this sort that have relevance for the 
ultimate choice of the format of the dictionary. 
6.2.3. Categor7 Features. Inherent c-? tegory features axe related to word - 
classes. In the dictionary each entry will be 
marked. with a category fes +"re. (3) In the lists of cognates taken from 
(1) The rnderi ining is ours. 
(2) See, for instance, "norte ", "sur ", "este" end " oeste" in Moliner, op. cit. 
(3) This is traditional pr-ictice in lexicography. 
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the Frequency Lists and the Series of Textbooks (see Chapters III and TV), 
it was found that most cognates (1) belong to four word -classes, viz., 
noun, adjective, verb and adverb. (2) For the investigation of which syn- 
tactic features and syntactic information other th -.i features ought to be 
taken into account for cognates, these have been grouped into the above 
word- classes. 
There is still another question about category features that must be 
mentioned here and that is the possibility of the same graphic substance 
in English and Spanish of being marked with different category features, 
e.g. English "gas ", 0+ Nouns and [-F Verbi; Spanish "gas" C+ Noun] (The 
English verb is translated by "asfixiar cor gas") and the possibility of 
morphological ending correspondences which may be marked differently in 
both languages, e.g. Spanish "combinado -a[+ Adjective]; "combinado" 
E +Noun]; English "combined" [+ Adjectivee. ̀ These cases ought to be rake'L i i-6 
Ree-o6.71t and entered separately in the dictionary. 
6.2.4. Subcategorization Features of Nouns. Nouns in the dictionary 
will be marked for gender, 
countability, and, whenever necessary, for number. (see below). 
(1) There are a few determiners, interjections, etc. which will have 
different features. But for the purpose of generalization it is 
convenient to take theeöur word- classes mentioned above. 
(2) We are aware of presen_t.,day work on word -classes which deviates 
from our "classification ", cf. Lyons, op. cit. and Fillmore, C.J., 
"The Case for Case" (to be published in the Proceedings of the 
1967 Texas Conference of Language Universals, ed. E. Bach and R.J. 
Harms.) 
(3) This is a question of a) the same orthographical word in Spanish 
and English which "realizes" different grammatical words in English 
and Spanish, and b) morphological correspondences in Spanish and 
English which "realize" different grammatical words in English and 
Spanish. 
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6.2.4.1. ?umber. The category feature of number in English and Spanish 
is not generally specified in dictionaries. Tit in a 
dictionary of cognates the entry of the plural forms of nouns which have 
"irregular" plurals (1) would add to the specification of the syntactic 
information. The rules for Spanish and English plural formation could 
be included in the introductory section of the dictionary. 
6.2.4.2. Number and Countability. The most common. manifestation of the 
category of number is the distinction 
between "singular" and "plural ". This distinction rests upon the recog- 
nition of persons, animals and objects which can be enumerated (as "one" 
or "more than one ") and referred to individually or collectively by 
means of nouns. The category of number is found both in English and 
Spanish. But the dictincti -an between "one" and "more than one ", i.e. 
"what counts as 'one object' (singular countable noun) and what #.s 'more 
than one object' (plural countable noun) 'a group of obects'(collective 
nouns; countable)(2) or an unindividuated 'mass of material' (non -countable 
nouns) in the inanimate 'world at least, is to a considerable degree deter- 
mined by the lexical structure of particular languages" (3) From the above 
(1) For the rule for Spanish Plural Formation, see Saporta, S., "Ordered 
Rules, Dialect Differences and Historical Processes ", Language, XLI, 
(1965), pp. 218 -24; Foley, J., "Spanish Plural Formation ", han8uage, 
XLIII, (1967), pp. 486 -93. 
(2) For collective nouns as a subclass of countable nouns, cf. Iannucci, 
J.E., Lexical Number in Spanish Nouns with Reference to their English 
Equivalents, Univ. of Pennsylvania Press, Philadelphia, (1952), p. 25 
"There is an important fundamental difference between these two 
types of logical plurals. Those which we have called mass -nouns 
denote unlimited aggregation; those which we have called collective 
nouns denote an aggregation or collection with definite limits. The 
former imply no unit; the latter definitely imply a un which can 
be pluralized. In a word, collectives behave exactly/1N same way 
as couA tables, and they should be considered a sub -class of countables." 
(3) Lyons, op. cit. pp. 281 -2. 
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it follows that "the lexical categorization of the world in terms of 
'countables', 'collective' and 'mass -nouns' varies considerably from 
language to language, even when the languages in question do have such 
syntactically distinct subclasses" (1). And this is the case in English 
and Spanish. Iannucci, who calls this distinction between countable and 
non -countable nouns a matter of "lexical number" (2) (to differentiate it 
from grammatical number), distinguishes several types of disagreement 
between Spanish and English with respect to countability. He says, 
(ibid. p. 55) 
"The lexical number of a noun may be of any one of three 
different classes. It may be: 
(1) Exclusively a mass -noun: 
Sp. harina, plata, maquinaria, etc. 
Eng. flour, money, water, etc. 
(2) Exclusively a countable: 
Sp. jardin, silla, diente, etc. 
Eng. bridge, lake, pen, etc. 
(3) Both a. mass -noun and a countable: 
Sp. papel (mucho papel, dos papeles); pan (bas- 
tante pan, dos panes); luz (poca luz, dos 
luces)etc. 
Eng. fire (more fire, two fires); hair (enough 
hair, a short hair); crime (more crime, 
three crimes) 
Thus, the relationship between the lexical number of a Spanish 
noun and the lexical number of its English equivalent may be 
(1) Lypns, op. cit. pp. 281-2. 
(2) Iannucci, op. cit. p. 1. 
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of any one of nine different types, in three of which there 
is agreement and in six of which there is disagreement: 
Spanish English 
Class I Mass -noun vs, Mass -noun 
Class II Countable vs. Countable 




Class IV Countable vs. Mass -noun 
Class V Mass -noun vs. Countable 














Mass -noun and 
Countable. 
It must be pointed out that the 'counta.bility' feature of nouns is 
hardly ever recorded in monolingual dictionaries (an exception in English 
is uornby et al's The Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English (1)) 
and never (to my knòwledge)(2) has it ever been systematically recorded 
in bilingual dictionaries. 
Iannucci's table shows the types of congruence (classes I -III) and 
incongruence (classes IV -IX) in English and Spanish which is important 
(1) O.U.P., first edition, (1948). 
(2) On this point see Iannucci, op. cit. pp. 70 -2. 
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for translation dg1iivalence in bilingual (and hero' fir -the dictionary of 
Tannucci's sh_ldy also shows that Spanish has a, much more marked pre- 
ference for countables than English. 
Most of the nouns in both languages fall into the first three 
classes, and,, in general, present no difficulty with respect to "lexical 
number ". In classes IV -IX, "We find the names of things which lend 
themselves equally well to expression as mass-nouns (non -countable) or as 
countables, because, on the one hand they can be conceived of as a mass, 
losing sight of the constituent units, and or the other hand the unit is 
clearly enough defined to be conceived of as an individual. It is in this 
broad intermediate zone that cases of disagreement in lexical number are 
to be found ". (ibid.p. 56) 
"In classes IV and V there is an absolute difference in lexical 
number. The type of disagreement represented by classes IV (Sp. countable 
vs. Eng. mass -noun) is much more frequent than the type of disagrrement 
represented by class V. (Sp. mass vs. English countable noun)" p. 56. 
Some examples a?°e0 
Class IV informe - information; jaboncillo - soap 
( jabón is used both as a mass -noun and 
as a countable, and therefore belongs to 
class VIII.) 
Class V hojarasca - (fallen) leaf 
oleaje - wave 
ramaje - branch " 
"From class VI -IX, he says, "the disagreement in lexical number is 
rot an absolute one. In these (classes we have nouns which function 
in both ways in one language whilst their equivalents in the other 
language function in only one way, either exclusively a mass -noun or 
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exclusively as countables. In Class VT and class VII whet is conceived 
of both as a mass and as an individual in one language is conceived 
of exclusively as an individual in the other language. This type of 
disagreement is not very common. Neither of these two classes yields 
many examples ". (p. 59) 
Some examples are: 
"Class VI pluma - feather 
uva - grape 
tos - cough 
Class VII consejo - counsel 
cana - grey hair " 
As regards classes VIII and IX, he says, "what is conceived of 
both as a mass and as an individual in one language is conceived of 
exclusively as a mass in the other language. Between these two classes 
there is an extreme disparity. Class VIII (Sp. mass and countable vs. 
English mass -noun) yields numerous examples while not a single example 
was found for class IX. Here the greater preference for countables in 
Spanish is revealed very definitely ". (p. 59) 
Some examples of class VIII are: 
" algodon - cotton 
jabon - soap 'u 
Once the importance of subcategorizing nouns with the feature of 
countability has been acknowledged, there remains the decision of how to 
express the disparity in both languages in a dictionary entry. In cases 
of agreement or disagreement the marking is straightforward, it is either 
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[+ countable]or C +non- corntablea The problem arises when a reading of 
a word may be El-countable] or C+ non- counta.blej, in either or both 
la.n .ages. When this is so the feature will read &countable /non- countable,j 
where "/" is to be read as "or ". Notice that the feature ought to be 
included in the translation equivalent whenever there is disparity. In 
cases where the feature varies in different readings of the same word 
it must be specified in each reading. 
6.2.4.3. Gender. "Although the recognition of gender as a grammatical 
category is logically independent of any particular 
semantic association that might be established between the gender of a 
nouns and the physical or other properties of the persons or objects denoted 
by that noun, it is a matter of empirical fact that in most languages that 
havelénder (defined as a classification of nouns for pronominal reference or 
concord) there is some "natural" semantic basis for the classification, This 
is rot necessarily sex. It may be share, texture, colour, etc. i.e. any 
set of 'natural' pooperties. (1) The degree of correspondence between the 
(1) cf. for instance, "The Connotations of Gender ", Ervin, S.M., Word, 
XVIII, (1962)rp. 249 -61, ff. cf. also, the attitude of the speaker 
towards inanimate objects (in some caseska.nima.te + non- human)nouns, 
too) ship, car, etc. On this point see Catford's tre ̂ t*ent of 
gender in "English Grammar ", Mimeographed Notes on Lectures, Edin- 
burgh Univ. (1963). See so, Weinreich, op. cit. and Katz, "Recent 
Issues ", p. 57 ff., where /sustains that this phenomenon is part of 
Performance and not of Competence, therefore it is not to be contem- 
plated in the theory. The question for us, who are applying some 
of the rrinciples of the theory with a practical view in mind, is 
whether the inclusion of features of Performance in any way clarifies 
the issue. Notice that if this is a feature of performance, it is 
certainly not a feature present in a single "idiolect" but shared (at 
least for the above words) by many speakers of English. As it were, 
this is a "Cultural Feature of Performance" and as such we suggest 
that it should be included in the dictionary. 
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the classification of nouns by grammatical gender and a classification 
of the persons and objects denoted by them according to the relevant 
'natural' properties will vary considerably from language to language ".(l) 
These variations in English and Spanish are relevant so that possible 
means for entering them in the dictionary must be discussed. 
6.2.4.4.1. Gender. in English and Spanish. The (category of gender plays a 
minor part in the grammar of 
English by comparison with its role in Spanish. Whilst in Spanish there 
is gender concord which ma.nifèsts itself in morphological variations in 
nouns, adjectives, articles and pronouns, in English there is no gender 
concord and the reference of the pronouns "he ", "she ", "it ", is very 
largely determined by what is referred to as "natural" gender which 
depends upon the classification of persons and objects as male, female or 
inanimate. Although considerations of "natural" gender are very relevant 
in Spanish, this criterion for inclusion into grammatical gender is by no 
means used systematically. It must be noted here that Hispanic-American 
Spanish has a greater "tendency" towards avoiding conflict between "natural" 
and "grammatical" gender than Peninsular Spanish. cf. what Kany, American - 
Spanish Syntax, pp. 5 -6, says, 
"There seems to be a general tendency in American- Spanish 
to differentiate natural gender of nouns, adjectives and 
particles more carefully than in the standard language ". 
(1) Lyons, op. cit. p. 284. 
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He dives as examples: la presidenta (for la presidente)(1), la dependienta 
(for la dependiente), la taquigrafa, la ministra, etc., an,9 adds "these 
forms are current everywhere, though not always recorded in dictionaries." 
ghat we think Kany has in mind is the fact that Hispanic- American Spanish 
tends to "change" Peninsular Spanish morphological endings when there is 
conflict between morphology (according to the rules of the Academy) and 
the syntactic feature of gender. What is needed in the dictionary is 
the specification. in a clear way of the choice of gender in Peninsular 
Spanish words where the morphological ending does not provide a clue to 
gender, e.g. presidente [+ masc. /fern.], or w hen the morphological 
ending of the word does not correspond to the usual morphological ending 
for the gender concerned. e.g. diaC+ mast] The Academy, it must be 
pointed out does this but in a much more complicated way. For instance, 
for [ +Animate + Human]noun.s it enters "corm." (to be read as "comen de dos "), 
i.e. common gender. But, as we shall see below, it does not take into 
account this feature for "epicene" gender, i.e. gender of (+Anima.te + non - 
human]nouns. For + non- animatejnouns with gender feo.ture [+ masc. /fem.], it 
enters "`irb;' which is to be ro -d "ambira.ous ". 
The remmatical fea:thire for nouns in Spanish (2) is binary:[ +Masculine/ 
Femi.nine a From the morphological point of view the endings /-0/0-Masculine) 
(1) But notice ±},o± "rresiderta" is an "actual" word in Peninsular Sp. 
and is entered in D.R.A.E. with readings which differ from the His- 
panic-American readings. The same is the case with " ministra." 
"Ta graf_a ", on the other hand, is entered with the same reading 
as in Hispanic -American. 
(2) cf. Gramática rspa.ñola, ed. de la Real Academia Española, p. 11., 
"E1t género neutro se emplean en castellano el adjetivo y el pronombre 
cuando significan lo genérico y lo abstracto; el articulo er una de 
sus. terminaciones, y rara vez, el sustantivo, adjetivado en cierto 
modo, como lo príncipe. y lo capitán, expresión anAloga a la de lo 
cortés y lo valiente ". 
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and / -a/ Feminine], are in Een_eral markers of gender (1) in Spanish 
b,it there ire innumerable exceptions, e.g. d(a, albaca, etc, and many 
nouns of Greek origin, e.g. diafraPma, dilema, etc.(2) The Academy has 
several rules for masculine and feminine endin s other than / -o/ and 
-a/. (For these we refer the reader to the bibliography cited in 1, 
below) There are many exceptions to these rules but for lexicography this 
is not P. problem as the grammatical gender of nouns is specified (in a 
different way to what is here proposed) in dictionaries. When this 
feature varies in Porteño Spanish (as in presidente - president -) it 
will berecorded in 
tthe 
dictionary. But there is the question of the wiin
need to include /the feature of gender the possibility of choice. For 
instance, a.s was said above, the "common" gender in English has its 
counterpart in Spanish [ +HtmanJ nouns that are morphologically invariable, 
e.g. martir, (el martir, la martir); joven (el joven, la joven)(3) 
These nouns are marked for gender by concord with articles in their 
environment, but the syntactic marker entered in the dictionary should 
show the possibility of choice, i.e.[ +masc. /fem.] This choice is also 
present in some +Non- animate]nouns, for instance, el calor, la calor; 
el mar, la mar (marked amò. "ambiguous" by the Academy) Notice that in 
the above examples, there is no change of meaning related to difference in 
(1) See, Gramática,de la Real Academia Española, op. cit. pp. 14 -18; 
Manual de Gramática Espanola, Seco, M., Aguilar, Madrid, (1967); 
p. 16 ff.; Fisonomía del Idioma Español, Criado de Val, M. Aguilar, 
Madrid, (1954), pp. 17 -20; Gramática Castellana, Alonso, A and 
Henriquez Ureña, P.I., Losada, Buenos Aires, (1441), pp. 56 ff. 
(2) See "Nombres Femeninos en / -o /" in Norfologia del Español Actual ", in 
El EspaiIol de Hoy, Lengua en Ebullición, op. cit.; "On the Expression 
of. Gender in Spanish ", Saporta, S., Romance Philology, XV, (1962), 
pp. 280 -4; "The Morphophonemics of Gender in Spanish Nouns ", Ander- 
son, J.Prï., Lingua, X, (1961), pp. 285 -96; Casares, J. "Femenismo mal 
Entendido ", Obras Completas, vol. III, pp. 302 -6. 
(3) Notice how these words are entered in D.R.A.E., "Joven, adj. De poca 
edad. U.T.C.S. "(Used also as a noun) (no specification of gender) 
"Mártir, com. (común de dos) (common gender) Persona que padece muerte 
por amor a Jesucristo y en defensa de la verdadera religión ". 
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gender. But there are cases in which. a difference in meaning is related 
to a difference in e Eder. cf. e1 corte, la corte; el orden, la orden; 
el capital, la capital; el parte, la parte. In these cases the gender 
feature must be entered for each reading of the word. (1) 
What is here proposed is that the feature of gender should be treated 
feature 
as a grammatical, binary, i.e. [ +masculine /feminine] and entered as 
such in the dictionary. Tr the following section we will. '1is(7.,_7_ss how the 
semantic possibility of choice ought to be handled in the dictionary, 
6.2.4.4.2. Inclus i r'r of Semantic Markers Related to Tr-: tural Gender in 
in Readin!,s of Spgni_eb Words. Certain [ +4nimate; + Pon- human] 
nouns in Spanish are marked for grammatical gender (either( +masculinejor 
[+ Feminine]) but the word may be used for either the male or the female 
of the species. (2) The entry in the dictionary for thesevords in Chomsky's 
framework contains, as well as the syntactic marker for gender the semantic 
Markers (Yale)/(Female), to specify the semantic possibility of choice. 
Practically the same phenomenon is found in nouns in Spanish which retain a 
residue of "dual" number, as, for instance, "junta ", " casal" (which are 
marked [ +Feminine and [ +Masculine]respectively) but in their case the 
Semantic Markers to be included are not (Male) (Female) but (Male) and 
(Female). Notice too, that the noun "padre" [ +Human; +Masculine], in the 
mea 
plural, "padres" (connected with the reading "!parent ." in the singular) 
has two readings a) male parents and h) parents (male) and (female) of 
a child or children of same parents. The second reading must contain 
as well as the gender feature, the Semantic 1`Larkers (Male) and (Female) . 
The same is the case in Spanish with los Condes, los reyes, los marqueses, 
etc. Now, in a dictionary of cognates, where definitions are used instead 
of Semantic Markers and Distirouishers, the semantic possibility of 
choice must be included within the defi.niti.on itself, i.e. the definition 
must contain, explicit or implicit semantic markers. 
(1) Notice that some of thesevords are in any case different lexical 
items as they ared4rived from different roots. 
(2) i.e. there is a clash between "o ammatical "and "natural" gender. 
It must be noted that the Academy enters the grammatical feature 
of gender but does not mark them "epicene ". cf. buho, marked[ +Masculine1 
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6.2.4.4.3. Syntactic Markers for Gender of English Nouns in a Dictionary 
of Cognates. The question of the relationship between syntactic 
markers for gender of nouns in English and 
Semantic Markers (,TSale)(Female) is stiii being debated at present. Weinreich, 
for instance, has questioned Katz's theoretical basis for differentiating 
between them (op.cit) and Katz (in "Recent Issues ") has put forward his 
reasons for the need to distinguish between Syntactic Features and Semantic 
Markers andfór including both types of markers in readings of words for 
purposes of entailment, etc. Lyons has taker_ up the question in "Implica- 
tions of Congruence in Grammatical and Semantic Classification" (op. cit. 
pp. 116 -9) and has put forward his own suggestion but he says that 
"any attempt to implement it (his si?7gestion) would entail a rather radical 
revision of the formalization of generative grammar as this has been deve- 
loped by Chomsky and his followers ". 
For Spanish nouns the feature of gender, it was proposed, was to be 
used to specify grammatical gender. Tt was also said, that whenever 
there were clashes between "grammatical" and "natural" gender, or when 
once the gender feature had been specified there was still the possibility 
of a semantic choice this was to be specified within the definitions. 
The gender feature for English items will be used for the specification 
of the possibilities for selection of pronouns, farms of address, (Mr., Miss, 
Trs.), etc., i.e. mainly as a "Selection Feature ". Indication of the 
existence of the possibility of semantic choice will also be entered 
within the definition. 
houns 
The gender f@atrre or triadic [ +Masculine /Feminine /Neuter] 
as opposed to binary [ +' ^ culine /Feminine] in Spanish. In cases of [+ Non - 
animate] nouns the feature [ ±Neuter) will not be included to avoid redundnroy, 
except in cases like "shin ", "car ", etc., where the marking will read 
El-Neuter/Feminine] . In cases like "child" the marking will be( +Ne.senline/ 
Fenin.ine, /Neuter], followed by explanations within the definition of the 
possibility of cem antic choice. The same will apply to words like "professor" 
"lecturer ", etc. , whose markings will read C 1-Masculine /Feminine.) 
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6.3. Augmentative and Diminutive Endings of Spanish Nouns. Noun_s(a.nd 
adjectives 
too, see op. cit. in footnote 1, below) in Spanish have the possibility 
of augmentative and diminutive trnnsforma.tionsvia morphological rules (1). 
These deriv ̂tior.s of nouns (and adjectives) will be entered in the 
dictionary within the derivational "range" of the head -entry. In some 
cases the augmentative and /or diminutive derivations have a very definite 
pejorative sense. This is a very marked characteristic of Spanish, and 
in this respect too there are differences between Peninsular Spanish 
and Porteño Spanish. The label "pejorative" will be used to mark these 
words. 
6.4. Adjectives, Morphological Endings of Spanish Adjectives and Con- 
cord with Nouns. From the point of view of morphology, adjectives 
in Spanish are of three types: a) Those ending 
in "feminine ending" / -a /, e.g. gorde b) Those ending in "masculine 
4.1. 6ue no 
ending /- o /eand c) Those with any other ending, e.g. amable, ruin, 
azul, familiar, cortés, soez. The latter may collocate with either 
El-Masculine] or [ +Feminine] nouns . It is common practice in monolingual 
(1) See, Gooch, A., Diminutive, Augmentative and Pejorative Suffixes 
in Modern Spanish, Pergamnn, Oxford Spanish Series, (1967); 
Ab uso, A., "Para la Lingiistica de Nuestro Diminutivo ", Nosotros, 
Buenos Aires, (1930); Beinhauer, W., El Español Coloquial, Gredos, 
Madrid, (1930) , (Translated by F.Huarte Morton); Ransom, H.P.T. 
"Diminutivos, Aumentativos, Despectivos ", Hispania, XXXVII, (1954), 
pp. 406 -8; Selva, J.B. "Sufijos Americanos ",Bol. del Inst. Caro 
y Cuervo, V, (1949), pp. 192 -213; Gramática de la Lengua Española, 
ed. de la. Real Academia. Española, op. cit.; Alonso, A. and Henri` - 
nuez Ureña, H., Gramática Castellana, op.cit.; Castro Pineda, L. 
l'diorfologia Castellana,(no ed;.tor; no date), Lima, Peeg; Criado 
de Val,M., op. cit.; Ramsey/Spaulding, op. cit. ancI/ Descr Tntion 
of Noun Suffixes in Colloquial Spanish ", Murphy, S.L. in Descrip- 
tive Studies in SLanish Grammar, (edited by H.Ra.hane and A. 
Pietraa:lgeli), op. cit. 
(2) But notice "belga." where ending / -a/ leads to expect agreement with 
[ +feminine nouns, but the item may collocate with both[Masculine]and 
( +Feminine] nouns. This,again, (plight to be specified in the dictionary. 
Spanish lexicography to enter adjectives of types(a) and (b) in the 
following way! bueno -a; alto -a; "invariable" adjectives are entered 
without indication of the possibilities of collocation. This procedure 
could be followed in the dintiona.ry of connotes only if this information. 
5_s specified in the introductory section. Otherwise the "selection 
restriction" C - -N +Masculine /Feminine](to be rad: in the environment 
of either a +Yasculine] or [ +Feminine]n_oun) should be entered in the 
entry for each of this type of adjectives. 
6.5. Selection Restrictions,. Some readings of adjectives in English 
and Spanish are restricted with respect 
to the nouns they may collocate with. For instance, "educado -a" 
+Animate](l), i.e. "educado -a" can combine in readings of "higher 
constituents" with [ +Animatejnouns. cf. "beautiful" in ..English when 
in the environment of a noun [ +Human], the noun is marked[- Masculine]. 
These restrictions are sometimes made explicit in monolingual dictiona- 
ries within the definition itself. cf. Moliner's definition of "educado -a" 
educado -a Participio adjetivo. Se aplica al que ha reci- 
bido educacion. 
bien educado -a Se aplica al la persona, que, en sus modales 
y comportamiento social, demuestra haber 
recibido educación. (2) 
(1) ,-,here " - - -" is to be read: in the environment of. 
(2) The underlining is ours. 
° (oortóouetau) aa.staa. oRaatdua 
pue Naaaveo uTS 'aptTumu) opeatdua aq-uTaq_u uT aa.sTaq_+, 
:(o+uoq.) atduTs opeptosu pu'a (ottTouas) uogzptos atduTs,, uT SV. 
atduTsu :eau; satduexa äaua.0 ts q_a ttamAoo+s uioa,t sr aZdurexa eu (z) 
'33-9tz sad 
'(V961) 'xoA ' eto,vdsa sTx;+uTS ep aoTaadng osa-n0 'ake1;j TtTo : °+To 
'do 'xeurureaD usTixecís uT saTpn4g aATI.dTaOSad uT 'usTueds TeTnTOOttoD 
uT aaT,tTpoy`S Iznoj.j aua. ,to uoT+Tsod aua "lea c oSuTH f'.Tj Le dd 
a.Todo ttamlooTs :aas 'gsTUEds uT saap.oaCpe jo uowTsod aoa (i) 
(z) (ueuz ap4Tpap re) aagod a4gluou :unou-pod 
(ueu apun4ao,tun ue) aaquog aagod :uz;ou-aad (aood) aaqod 
'°úa 'suornsod 
unou -pod ao -aad g+T4; paared 02 aaT+oat7pe at{+ jo sTtuTpeea q.uaaa,td.Tp 
°a°T 'uotqllsOd O. pave-tea SuTuaaui jo aSuego z sT aaagq. seseo aaqq.o ut 
I.ng 
ieuo-c4do 
aaodaaag+ pue 'oT+sTtñ4s eq 04. p.ves act 'Zed uOT+EUiao,T 
-sueaq. at{q. plxa uoTI.Tsoá o+ pa+etaa SuTueau uT atret{o OU ST aaat{+ uoT+T<sod. 
;zc,ou-+su1 ao -aid uT wn000 lZeui t{oTgnr, saATpaÇpe uT 'seseo q.sou ui 
`e-osiT+tn ''e-ocîuTp a 'reng..oa :unou-pod ao-aad 
i 
'e-ooT+sautop ''e-ooTa+oata ' a-oTxea°'e :unou-q}sod se 
°unou-o.sod/-aad ao -q.sod aat{+ta aq 
Lau saTpaCp-e Sur14-rtaLLL jo uoTa-Tsod ag4. (t) 'usTurzdw ui saATI.oaCpre 
2uTlZ,tTi°anL uti;oü-q ftuoüruoo saaT+o4pe jo sseto at{q. oa. qoaeobaa 
ag+ uT pun(); sellT+ 
-oapz at{4 jo +soA gsTuJds uT seaT+oaCpv ,,.6uT4TtEïiuu Jo uoT+Tsod °9°9 
(s C1itüT .CL:DT+o^aad aas) 
°1Lawa aqa. u; s Tqa. aO,} paAaa ea eoads aqq. r.ït uoTveuuoduT ot+o14ugs 
aag+o paaal.ua aq f447:.w uoT+oTa+saa worpaLas a-qq. 'atgTusod 
aq pu sTc{+ pp-Lolls ° saAtasuzag+ suo-p.Tut,Tap ag+ (1Laessaoaü 
aailauat{m) patdToads aq oq. +gZno saATpaCge jo suo;_+ora+sah uoT+oaTas 
Zlt 
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Once the re.a.dir.g of the word is "chosen" the pr_e- er post -noun trans- 
formation is obligatory. In these cases each of the readings wit 1 have 
an indication of this obligatory transformation in its entry. 
Some adjectives in Sp ̂.nish. have a fixed rositi or (ether pre- or 
post -noun) with respect to tT e ' orr they collocate with and form with it 
an "ind.ivisi.ble le- Ti_cal r, ±" (one si 1i y Gay -., op. cit. p. 221), f 
eti= amr1e, "15 erta "fiierro ,fa.tuo ", "i de ?. fi ja ", "vida airara-" rr,'l.tima. 
Pena ", " litre albedrío" (7) and they are best entered es sinmle erLrin 
in the dictionary. 
7ro indica,ti_on as t'' 2e- i.tion of an adjective with reepect to ot'-er 
adjectives in + -c ?Torn Phr ?,se will be entered in the dictionary, mainly 
because this rueoti.on is still being debated, but we refér the reader 
to Stockwell et al, op. cit. and Bolinger, op. cit. p. 291. 
6.7. Comparison of Adjectives. This is another point about which there 
should_ be information in the introductory 
section of the dictionary. As regards entries of English adjectives in 
dictionaries, Bolinger (Aspects (1968), p. 291), says, 
"1. Under adjectives, the question of comparison_. 
Most Standard d.ictionaries show when an adjec- 
tive can be compared with -er and -est but fail 
to show what is to be done with the others. Some 
as "initial ", "seismic" and "annual ", do not 
admit of comparison with more and most; others 
do. Ore can only guess from the definitions." 
As regards comparison of Spanish adjectives, Seco (Manual de Gramática 
Espanola, p. 30) says, 
"Rettìmi_endo, pues, resulta que en español solo existen 
cuatro adjetivos relativos comparativos de superioridad ... 
(1) The examples are from Gili y Gaya, op. oit., p. 221. 
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(mejor, peor, mwror, menor) y, en cierto modo, dos 
superlativos ( mximo y minimo). has demás relacio- 
nes de calidad no se expresan por medios morfológi- 
cos. Su estudio, corresponde, por consecuencia, a 
Ja Sintaxis. Existe, ademas, una formación de adje- 
tivos absolutos en -isimo y -érrimo, de gran. interés." 
It is common practice in monolingual Spanish lexicography to enter 
adjectives ("superlative") in /- (simo/ and /- err.iio/ as separate entries. 
So these "cuperlati_ve" adjectives will not create misunderstandings. But 
there is a tendency for "unlettered" people to accommodate the four adjec- 
tivesientioned above (mejor, peor, mayor, menor) to the general "Azle" in 
expressions like "el mss mejor" and "el me neor). K_any, in Surtax, (op. cit. 
P. 49) says, "(these expressions) are now relegated to the unlettered in 
popular and rustic usage everywhere, both in Spain and in America ". Thus the 
possibility for mistakes through "false analogy" in theemmparison_ of adjec- 
tives exists in both languages. Térefore Bolinger's suggestion is consi- 
dered appropriate and should be incorporated into the dictionary. 
6.8. Verbs. It is common practice in lexicography to subcategorize 
verbs by including its category feature and features of 
transitivity. As well as the features C +Transitive] and /or +Intransitive], 
the [ +Reflexive] feature will be included for Spanish verbs which are 
reflexive in "form" (e.g. arrepentirse, dignarse, quejarse) and for those 
in which its reflexive use is related to differences in meaning. (1) 
As well as these features, indications as to Selection Features, as 
regards nouns in the Noun Phrase "object of" and "subject of" the verbs 
in question, will he enteredwhenever necessary. 
It must be mentioned that there are certain developments in transfor- 
mational grammar research the outcome of which will provide better means 
for the subcategorization of terbs in lexicography. Some articles written 
on the subject, for example, "The Case for Case ", (op.cit.) by Fillmore 
(1) cf. "acomodarse" in Frorini_go. Diccionario de Americanismos, "Casarse 
el hombre sin recursos con mujer rica ". 
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" se" in Lyons' In+rodnetion... (1) and in particular Corder's article 
"Double Object Verbs ir inelish" (2) wi_l7 no doubt provide better means 
for showing the transformational possibilities of verbs, i.e. the ways 
in rhich. they may be realized in surface structure. 
It must be noted here that there exist two dictionaries, one in 
Spanish and one in.Eneli_sh where verbs -re considered from the point of 
view of their surface structures. They are Hornby's The Advanced Learner's 
Dictionary of Current English. (op.cit.) and Cuervo's Diccionario de la 
Leneua Castellana de Con^truccion y Regimen. (3) 
The dictionary of cognates will distinguish between the different 
prepositions that may be used with verbs in surface structure, especially 
in Spanish entries, as the surface realizations of deep structure relation- 
ships vary in Peninsular Spanish and in Porte-rib Spanish, (On this point 
see Kany, Syntax, pp. 333 -74). 
6.9. Adverbs. Adverbs found in our research are adverbs of manner, (those 
ending in / -ly/ in English and in /- mente/ in Spanish) 
Lyons (op.cit. pp. 326 -7) says that most "adverbs of manner in English 
(and also in certain other languages) are distinct from, but morphologi- 
cally related to "adjectives" (cf. beautiful -beautifully). Furthermore, 
they are transformationally related to the corresponding 'adjective' 
in a variety of parallel constructions: cf. Nary is a beautiful dancer : 
Mary dances beautifully. Since there would seem to be no possibility 
of paradigmatic opposition between the 'adverb' of manner and the 'adjective' 
they are to be regarded as contextually determined variants of the same 
'part of speech'. The attachment of the adverbial suffix -ly (in English) 
to adjectives like beautiful (and in the 'rewriting' of .good as well) is 
to be handled by the rules which convert the deep -structure analysis 
(1) Lyons' analysis of verbs is different from Fillmore's approach. 
(2) To appear in Studies in English, Poznan. 
Paris 
(3) Vol. I and II, Roger et Chernoviz, /(1886). 
ua:TeT ese setduaxa asaqT 
qoTqm woaj 'C,6t d TTodo Ta t-[em3looTS Gas TuTod sTgT up (E) 
' (1756t) 'ssa,xd sTouTttl jo ATUH 'TtaSueaTaTd pue auatl'eH peTTpC!ï (-6) 
lîa2uoTTOTp aaq uT sgaaA ,To TuaruT.eaaT s 4aauTtoA *Jo (t) 
uç TaqT î^es oT sT Tet{I (saVeu2o0 tte) oq.a 'aTuawtTouj aod tTOe.T 
: 
al.uaMaA'ens aod a.atins : aq.uaurepTd'e a aod opTd. a: satdrsexa s'e saATS ay 
uqoaeds xetttidod uT eaaqT 
paeaq ag sZuru wagT do autos ggnogT 'gsTuedS paepuLu 
sainsuTuGd uT ToaaaovuT paaapTSüoJ ag p-[nom 'Tseet 
s'e seseo l,ucuz LIT 'got-Lim 'sqaeApe oTuT sa.nTToqpe 
aaqTo pauiaojsaea:T .gtteTr úoltoO qsTueds ueoTaanv 
's1L6s (E d Tlodo( 'nuex gsTueds ueOTaatay uT l-[Tuanúaa,T 
aaouz san000 [gae.nppl ao [axiTToaPpv+] aagTTa pe,{saru aq lem p,zom 
-ceoT.,otoïjezS alles eqT 'qsTu`adS uT T"egT : T aGgi::a!äGa oT TuToú aagTouj 
-e CoueTOcd uoo -el.[a'C1á)Srij 
opepTtio uoo 'etqeH 
-eTOUanOaaj uoo auaTA 
l-[TuaTT'ed sual.sTt eiï 
4.tn,Taato saraaús aH 
ritTuenLeaj samoo alj 
'aoü4suT ao *Jo 
(E) sgaa.Ape asa4I aod aTnTTTsgns Tuanóaaj 
sT u ° . uo0" as-eagd t-euoTTTsodead aga. gsTueds ui ( (Z ' ugsTueds -[eTaú 
-ottop uT gaaApv agítiu `sureTttTl"0:I aas iaTuadi-/ uT ruTpue sgaewe 
uowucoo JO TSTt -e .zod) gs TtZua uT %At-1 uT ZuTpue sgaa.npe usgT uouzwoo 
ssei aae /aTuaw-/ uT sgaaApe 'gaTUeds uT T^agT paTou ag Tsnw TI 
(tj uTusaw a-[gTonpepu paXsetu 
eq ttTm sqaaA.pe asaql, qaanpe agT aoj auTpeaa e aaTua oT peau ou sT 
aaaqT suoTweutao,Tsu'eaT OTTOeTuñs ,eTA paaTaap sT TT t{OTgm uioaJanTToar-pe 
(PONY VO) 
aqT woad e[qTonpap sT gaa.ape aqT jo uSuTuaeu" eta uagm 'liid'eaSooTxat jo 
maa JO TuTod agT uioaj 'suT. saouaTuas jo asnTo-n.aTs aaedans auLT oTuT 
911 
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American -Spanish the a.dverbiali.zát- or morpheme i_sY.) These ?apt two 
Points are important from the point of view of translation equivalence. 
6.10. To summarize: In this chapter we hove proposed that a dictionary 
of cognates should have an Introductory Section 
in which information as to a) The phonolo ica7 systems of British 1 nglis'h 
and Portend Spanish, b) Information about the gender systems and the 
number systems in both languages, c) Information about the morphology 
of Spanish nouns and adjectives and d) Information - about the comr,arison 
of adjectives in both lenrmages, should be included. 
As regards the "morphological range" of lexical items it was 
decided that all "actual" and "non- actual but found in monolingual 
dictionaries" (the latter to be marked non -actual) derivations of the 
head. -entry were to be included in alphabetical order under the head -item. 
The information to be included from the Phonological Component is 
the phonological representation of cognate lexical items. 
Due to the existing incongruencies between the norms of the Academy 
on the graphological realization of Spanish proper nouns it was suggested 
that all words in the dictionary, except all proper nouns in English 
and those proper nouns in Spanish which beyond doubt are written with a 
capital letter, will be entered with a lower -case letter. When usage 
fluctuates in Spanish it will be stated. 
All entries in the dictionary will be marked with a category or cate- 
gory features. 
Nouns will be marked for gender, countability and number (in cases 
when this is necessary). Information about a) choice of grammatical 
gender and /or b) semantic choice within a specified grammatical gender 
will be included. 
"pejorative" diminutive and /or augmentative endings of Spanish nouns 
and adjectives will be marked. 
For adjectives the information to be included is a) Pre- or post- noun 
11 cit AwyiN6" 
position of Spanish/adjectives., b) About comparison when i) the comparison 
does not follow the general rules, and 2) when adjectives do not admit 
of comparison, and c) Selection Restrictions as to the gender of + he 
nouns they collocate with, 
verbs will be marked for Transitivity. Spanish verbs will b.e:marked 
[ +Reflexive] a) when they are morpholo,i_cally reflexive (dignarse, iueja.rse, 
etc.) b) readings of verbs will be marked.0 }reflexive] when such readi_ns.s 
are related to differences in meanings. Selection Restrictions as to 
the features of the Noun Phrase "object of" and/or "subject of" the verb 
will be entered whenever necessary. Surface Structures with prepositions 
will be included. 
The readings of adverbs of manner_ whose meaning is deducible will 
be marked as such. The fact that adverbs in /- mente/ in. Spanish are 
not so common as adverbs in / -ly/ in English, and the fact that in 
COa 
Porteño Spanish some adjectives have an adverbialization morpheme l(i.e. 
"adjectives used as adverbs ") should betaken into account for Translation 
Equivalence. 
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This chapter will be devoted to (a) a discussion of the para - 
digmatic and syntagmatic relations of cognates within lexical fields, 
and (b) to the relevance of cultural differences for the breaking 
with the word- for -word translation equivalence tradition in a dic- 
tionary of cognates. 
7.1. Semantic Congruence and /or Incongruence of Cognates in English 
and Spanish within Lexical Fields. In our discussion of cul- 
tural features it was 
stated that Cultural Semantic Markers were to be identified, when- 
ever possible, by the comparison of lexical "fields ". The comparison 
of "fields" will yield differences in the réference and differences 
in paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations (1) of cognates in English 
and Spanish. What is required of the lexicographer in this respect 
is an investigation of the way in which the "fields" are structured, 
(i.e. the way in which the vocabularies are "organised" (a) accord- 
ing to general human interests and values, and (b) according to the 
way in which particular practices and institutions are reflected in 
both cultures) and the mapping out of the cognates found in each 
field. 
7.2. Cognates and Lexical Fields. The main problem which arises 
from the choice of "fields" for 
analysis and comparison is the relative number of cognates found in 
(1) For paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations between lexical 
items, see Lyons, op. cit., pp. 70 ff. and 428f. 
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them, i.e. the conclusion arrived at in 5.1; above about the need to 
take into account non -cognate items is also relevant here. That is 
to say that if the meaning of cognates within a "field" depends upon 
reference and upon the paradigmatic and syntagrnatic relations they 
enter into with respect to other items in the lexical "field" all 
items within the "field" whether cognate or non -cognate must be con- 
sidered. But because of (a) the points of cultural "contact" and 
(b) the related origin of the languages involvedlcertain "fields" 
will have a considerable number of cognates in common. (1) 
7.3. Fields and Subsets. For the purpose of the comparison of 
"sections" of the vocabularies of English 
and Spanish we will use the term "field" to mean the larger, more 
inclusive set of vocabulary items. These "fields" or "sets" will 
be more or less equivalent to the conventional dictionary labels 
which divide the vocabulary into a Universe of Discourse. These 
"fields" will then be divided according to relevant dimensions (which 
may vary from "field" to "field ") into smaller sections which we will 
call "subsets ". Thus, for instance, the "field" of Education will be 
subdivided into "subsets" such as "Persons engaged in Teaching ", 
(1) For instance, Education, Politics, Government, etc. cf., for 
example, Nunn, M.E. and del Valle, R. "A List of Engineering 
Terms in Spanish and English ", liodern Language Journal, XXX, 
(1946), pp. 590 -3; "Home Economics Terms in Spanish and English ", 
IMIodern Language Journal, XXI, (1947), pp.089 -93; Pottier, B. 
"Le Langue du Football en Argentine ", Les Langues Néo- Latines, 
LXV- LXVIII, (1951 -4). 
"Persons engaged in learning ", "Location where the teaching -learning 
process takes place ", etc. And these subsets will be liable (in 
some cases) of further subdivision into smaller lexical subsets. 
In Education, for instance, each of the above mentioned subsets 
may be further subdivided according to the dimension "Stages in 
Education" (see Practical Analysis). 
The comparison of the fields or sets required a previous 
research into background information which will make overt the 
dimensions which ought to be taken into account. Once the fields 
are mapped out the cognates in each field may be identified and 
listed. Previous work along these lines must be carried out if 
the dictionary is to include cultural differences. It is precisely 
the lack of information about the reference of items within the 
lexical subsets and information about relevant syntagmatic and 
paradigmatic relations that renders existing studies on cognates 
so subjective and anecdotal. 
Two points must be made at this stage. First, not all unambi- 
guous cognates (from the point of view of the number of readings) 
will "fit" within lexical "fields" and second, that in the case of 
ambiguous items (i.e. those whose meaning consists of more than 
one reading) there is a possibility that only some readings will 
"fit" into lexical fields. These readings will be marked (as in 
conventional lexicography) with a label stating the vocabulary 
"set" or "field" (Universe of Discourse label) to which it "belongs ". 
7.4. Syntagmatic and Paradigmatic Relations. The principle that 
"linguistic units 
have no validity independently of their paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
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relations with other units" underlies the theory of structural 
semantics. Lyons (1) has investigated these relations (which he 
calls sense -relations) of items witin environments (restricted con - 
texts) and contexts (which include relevant situational features. 
He has developed several principles notably his own about an item 
"having meaning ", (Introd. 9.3.1.ff.) and the relations of syno- 
nymy (op. cit. 10.2.1.), antonymy, (10.4), complementarity and con - 
verseness (10.4.ff.) hyponymy (10.3.1.ff.) and incompatibility (10.3.5). 
The findings of structural semantics may be applied to the in- 
vestigation of cognates, i.e. the lexicographer may put these prin- 
ciples to use in the investigation of the relations that hold bet- 
ween items in the lexical "fields" and lexical "subsets ". It must 
be stated that relations like synonymy and antonymy are not new in 
lexicography ( ) and that the use of these relations in dictionaries 
is perforce (to use Lyons' distinction between a looser and a stricter 
interpretation of the terms), a looser interpretation of these rela- 
tions. Dictionaries must generalize, i.e. musttry to cover, for 
instance, all cases of synonymy but cannot take into account each 
and every restricted context of the word in question, and so, more 
subtle distinctions (for example the distinction that Lyons draws 
between synonymy, complementarity and converseness (op. cit. p.463ff.) 
(6 Site StRucL.uRal 
si op.c1E. ciad INrRoauefiòN, 
.át. 
(%) cf. Types of dictionary de'_'initions in Casares, op. cit. 
pp. 158 -61; Moline'', op. cit., Prólogo, and Waldron, op. cit. 
pp. 55 -7. 
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are not taken into account. (1) 
Of all the relations mentioned above, hyponymy was found most 
useful, and to a discussion of this relationship we turn below. 
7.4.1. Hy onym. ,Though the notion of hyponymy is not new, for it 
has long been recognised as one of the constitutive 
principles in the organization of the vocabulary of all languages, 
the term " hyponymy" formed (by Lyons) by analogy with "synonymy" 
and "antonymy ", is of recent creation. Hyponymy, which is often 
referred to as "inclusion" (on this point see Lyons, pp. 453 ff.) 
is one of the most important paradigmatic relations between words. 
Lyons himself describes it as "... the "meaning" of scarlet is said 
to be "included" in the "meaning" of red; the'fneaning" of tulip is 
said to be "included" in the "meaning" of flower." From this it 
follows that there is in lexical "subsets" a superordinate, more 
inclusive, less specific term ( "flower" and "red" above) and other 
items ( "scarlet" and "tulip" above) called hyponyms, whose meaning 
is included within the superordinate term. In the Practical Analysis 
(1) It must be stated too that the use of synonyms in definitions 
is rejected by Katz on the grounds that it is a "redundancy 
introduced to save the user the effort of discovering the 
synonyms of a lexical item by comparing its sense character- 
izations with those of every other item of the language" (The 
Structure ... p.185) For our practical purpose the use of 
cross -reference via synonyms is a useful device, for our aim 
is to provide the most economiclay for presenting differences 
between cognates. Synonymy, admittedly, is a shortcut towards 
this aim, but its use is based on the assumption of the user's 
competence or knowledge of his language which, together with 
the "universality" of "projection Rules" will enable him to grasp 
the differences between cognates. See also, Bolinger's criti- 
cisms of Katz, op. cit. pp. 565 -6. 
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when analysing the "subset" "Persons concerned with Teaching" and 
within this "Persons engaged in Teaching ", a disparity between 
English and Spanish was found, Spanish has two superordinate terms: 
"docente" and "educador ", whilst EnglishYas only one: "teacher ". 
And within the smaller subsets (according to the dimension "stages 
of education ") more differences were found. The relation of hypo - 
nymy is responsible for part of the difference in the "cultural 
function" of "professor" vs. "profesor ". Thus hyponymy was found 
useful in the previous work to be carried out before the practical 
analysis. 
7.4.1.1. Syntagmatic Modification of a Superordinate Term. The 
syn- 
tagmatic modification of superordinate terms will frequently res- 
trict the more general "meaning" of the superordinate term and will 
convert it into a co- hyponym. As Lyons says, "It is frequently the 
case that the situational context or the syntagmatic modification 
of the superordinate term will determine it in the sense of one of 
its hyponyms." This situation is implicitly catered for in conven- 
tional lexicography by the inclusion of the syntagmatic modification 
of the superordinate as a separate entry. 
For instance, 
Master 
of Arts, etc. 
Chancellor 
--- of England 




- -- de orquesta 
- -- de escena 
- -- de escuela. 
In the dictionary these readings will be entered separately. 
7.5. One -Word Translation _:. ivalence to Translate Cultural 
Differences Found in the Comparison of Lexical "Fields" 
and /or "Subsets ". A consequence of the identification and in- 
vestigation of the "cultural functions" of 
items within the lexical "fields" and "subsets" and the inclusion 
of Cultural Features in the dictionary is the need to break with 
the word -for -word translation equivalence tradition in bilingual 
dictionaries. Thus, when seemingly congruent cognates (so.con- 
sidered in bilingual dictionaries) are found to have cultural differ- 
ences (which may take the form of Cultural Semantic Markers) these 
differences must be included in the translation equivalence. Thus, 
the presence of a cultural difference will act as a Translation 
Equivalence Selector for a translation equivalent other than merely 
the cognate word, i.e. it will mark a departure from and an enlarge- 
ment of the word- for -word translation equivalence tradition. 
Another point to be noted for translation equivalence is the 
need to include "dimension discriminators ". Take, for instance, 
the translation of Spanish "profesor" into English: 
profesor professor, lecturer, teacher, 
instructor. (Cassell) 
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As we see above, the practice in bilingual dictionaries is to list 
translation equivalents without any "clues" for discrimination. (A 
point noted by Iannucci, in "Meaning Discrimination ... op. cit.) 
Only labels for the "fields" (or Universe of Discourse) are included 
in bilingual dictionaries and not really systematically (See Iannucci, 
op. cit.) The practice to be followed in the dictionary of cognates 
is that when items have more than one reading, or when within one 
reading there is more than one translation equivalent, "Dimension 
Discriminators" (understanding by this labels to mark either "fields ", 
"subsets" or Cultural Semantic Markers are to be included before the 
translation equivalent. (1) 
7.6e To summarize: A lexicographer engaged in the analysis of cog- 
nates ought to investigate the "cultural func- 
tions" of words within lexical "fields" and "subsets ". He ought to 
exploit the findings of Structural Semantics for the specification 
of the sense -relations which hold between lexical items, in order 
to include Semantic Cultural Features in the readings of cognate 
lexical items. The presence of a cultural feature will act as a 
Translation Equivalent Selector for a translation equivalent other 
than the cognate word. Thus, by taking into account cultural feature s, 
a dictionary of cognates breaks away from the word -for -word transla- 
tion equivalentetradition of bilingual dictionaries. 
(1) The language (either source or target) in which these discrimi- 
nators are to be included will be discussed in Chapter VIII. 
CHAPTER VIII 
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In this chapter we will put forward proposals about (a) what 
the Introduction of a dictionary should contain, (b) which language 
(or languages) the dictionary ought to be written in, (c) the format 
of the dictionary, (d) whether the dictionary ought to be inclusive 
or restrictive, (e) the question of head- entries, (f) the question 
of the inclusion or exclusion of "compound- words" aneidioms, 
(g) what an entry in the dictionary should contain, (h) the ordering 
of readings in entries, and (i) the inclusion of labels used in con- 
ventional lexicography. 
8.1. Bilingual Dictionaries and a Dictionary of Cognates. Aims. It 
has 
been said (1) that the bilingual lexicographer "must have as his un- 
swerving ideal the goal of bringing side by side the words and ex- 
pressions in the two languages that are equivalent not only in mean- 
ing but in usage and caste ". The aim of a bilingual dictionary is 
therefore to provide a word for the "source" language in the "target" 
language, or, in cases where no such equivalent errists, a definition 
of the "source" language word in the "target" language. The aim of 
a dictionary of cognates, on the other hand, as we have stated in the 
Introduction, has as its aim the codification of all the relevant in- 
formation from the three components of a linguistic description plus 
translation equivalence, in order to facilitate the comparison of the 
components of such information. 
(1) Williams, E.B. "The Problems of Bilingual Lexicography Parti- 
cularly as Applied to Spanish and English ", Hispanic Review, 
XXVII, (1959), pp. 246 -53, P. 246. 
8.2. A Dictionary of Cognates Monolingual or Bilingual? Dictionaries 
which have 
translation equivalence as their chief aim are bilingual, i.e. they 
consist of two parts: (a) translation equivalence from the source 
language into the target language, and (b) translation equivalence 
from the target language into the source language. But translation 
equivalence is only one of the components of an entry in a dictionary 
of cognates (see above) and, as the main aim of our dictionary is the 
codification of information to enable comparison, it is doubtful 
whether some of the users will have acquired the necessary competence 
in the target language to be able to grasp differences. We must also 
bear in mind that the "circularity of the vocabulary" is a factor for 
the inclusion in definitions, etc. of non- cognate items as well as 
cognates. Ile therefore propose that a dictionary of cognates should 
not follow the traditional bipartite division of bilingual dictionaries 
but should be directed towards either speakers of Spanish or speakers 
of English. In this case everything in the dictionary with the ex- 
ception of the entries themselves (orthographical and phonological 
words) and translation equivalent(s) should be entered in English if 
the dictionary is intended for speakers of English, and in Spanish if 
the dictionary is intended for speakers of Spanish. (1) 
(1) cf. what Williams says about bilingual lexicography: "It would 
seem clear that all definitions, particularizing words and 
phrases, synonyms, subject labels, and explanatory matter, used 
for purposes of discrimination in the English- Spanish part 
should be given in English." op. cit. p.251. See also Iannucci 
"Meaning ..." , Modern Language Journal, XLI, (1957), pp.272 -81. 
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3.3. The Introduction of a Dictionary of Cognates. 'What it should 
Contain. It is here proposed that the dictionary should have 
an Introductory SeeLiokin which the following will be 
included: 
a) Definition of Cognateness. 
b) A statement about the Phonological, Syntactic and 
Semantic theories on which the codified data of 
the dictionary is based (as mentioned in Chapter VI 
in particular). 
c) A description of relevant systems (phonological; 
rules for plural formation, etc.) in Spanish and 
English. 
d) A definition of "compound- word" and the criteria 
for inclusion of "compound- words" in the dictionary. 
e) The "type" of "idioms" which will be included and 
any relevant data about them. 
It must be noted that there exists in Spanish a dictionary 
with an Introduction similar to the one proposed. (Seco, M. 
Diccionario de Dudas de_1a::Le ua E aiola,) 
8.4. +ormat of the Dictionary. 'According to the aim of the diction- 
ary the information is to be pre- 
sented in such a way that it will aid the user in the comparison of 
cognates. Out of the two possibilities: (a) to present the infor- 
mation about the English cognate (or Spanish (2)) first, and below 
(1) According to the language chosen. 
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the information about the cognate lexical item in the target lan- 
guage, and (b) to present the information abuethe target language 
cognate lexical item alongside that of the source language cognate 
lexical item, we propose the latter as the more adequate to our 
purpose. Thus, a page in Ove dictionary will be divided into two 
halves (vertically), the left hand side will be reserved for in- 
formation about the source language cognate, and the right hand 
side for information about the target language cognate. (1) 
8.5. A Dictionary of Cognates, Inclusive or Restrictive? As was 
said in 
4.6. above, we consider that similarity of graphic substance is a 
crucial criterion for inclusion of cognates in the dictionary. 
Within this criterion the question whether or not to include all 
cognates in English and Spanish similar in graphic substance, or 
only those found in language teaching situations, will ultimately 
be dictated by who the dictionary is intended for and by the size 
of the dictionary itself. What must be remembered is that, no 
matter what the final decision is, the investigation of cultural 
differences will perforce include all lexical items, whether cog- 
nate or not, in the vocabularies concerned ( and therefore all 
cognates). In the practical analysis it was found that once the 
mapping out of the subsets was carried out and the cognates listed 
(1) This proposal breaks away from the format of conventional bi- 
lingual and monolingual dictionaries. For a non -conventional 
format in bilingual dictionaries see Bellows, IJ., Dictionary 
of french and English, English and French, and other dictionaries 
of the series, Longmans, (1916). 
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not all of these were either included in the series of Textbooks 
which was analysed nor were they all included in the frequency lists. (1) 
Another possibility for the choice of which items to include in the 
dictionary would be to identify lexical fields which are included in 
textbooks and analyse them exhaustively so that the dictionary will 
be "inclusive" within lexical field restrictions. 
8.6. The Question of Head- entries. In the practical analysis 
ort' ographical words which 
were found in the subsets investigated were entered as head- entries. 
But our proposal for a dictionary of cognates is that the head- entries 
should be the cognate root -morphemes (entered in alphabetical order) 
and the sub- entries should be all the "actual" and "potential but 
non- actual found in monolingual dictionaries" orthographical words 
entered in alphabetical order and indented from the head -entry. 
8.7. The Question of the Inclusion or Exclusion of0 Compound- words° 
and "Idioms: Although in the practical analysis only a few 
'bompound- words" and no "idioms" were considered, 
we propose that a dictionary of cognates should include information 
(1) For the purpose of checking this point the convention of marking 
the items found in the series with the symbol /x/ was adopted. 
le have also included the frequency indexes found in Juilland 
and 'Liest. See Introduction to practical analysis. 
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about them. (1) Although "compound- words" are not so common in 
Spanish as in English, they exist and provide interesting cases of 
cultural differences between Porteíio Spanish and Peninsular Spanish. 
And again idioms are another source of cultural differences. (2) 
Two points are important for the inclusion of "compound- words" in 
the dictionary: (a) what to consider a "compound- word ", and (b) 
which "compound- words" to enter in the dictionary. As regards the 
first point the lexicographer should choose and apply systematically 
a set of criteria for their definition. (3) The second point demands 
the decision of including onlyficompound- words "formed by two cognate 
"components" or with only one "cognate component ". 
8.8. What an En.try,_in the Dictionary Should Contain. According to 
the conclusions 
arrived at from the relevant features for the lexicographical treat- 
ment of cognate lexical items an entry in the dictionary of cognates 
is seen as bomposed of: 
(1) Both Williams and Iannucci advocate the inclusion of idioms in 
bilingual dictionaries. 
(2) For Compound -words and idioms see Casares, op. cit. Chapter IV, 
pp. 92 -100; see also Abraham, R.D. "Fixed Order of Coordinates, 
A Study in Comparative Lexicography ", Modern Language Journal, 
XXXIV, (1950), pp. 276 -87. Rosenblat, A. "El género de los com- 
puestos", Nueva Revista de Filología Hispánica, VII, (1953), 
pp. 95 -112; Selva, J.B. Modismos Argentinos, Bol. de la Acad. 
Arg. de Letras, XVII, (1948), PP. 226 -94; Caballero, R., Diccio- 
nario de Modismos de la Len "ua C tellana, El Ateneo, Bs.As.(l942). 
(3) cf. Casares' opinions as regards this point in opt cit. Chap. IV. 
See also Marchand, H., The Categories and Types of Present -Day 
English Word-Formation, Harrassowitz, VIesbaden, (1960), Chap. H. 
AN ENTRY IN THE DICTIONARY OF COGNATES 
a) Orthographical Words. 
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Cognate Root- iorphemes. 
Cognate Words. 
Cognate "Compound -Words ". 
"Idioms" containing the Cognate Head - 
Word. 
b) Information from the 
Phonological Component Phonological Words. (phonological 
representation of the orthographical 
cognate words, "compound- words ", etc.) 
c) Information from the 1. Category Features. 
Syntactic Component 2. Subcategorization Features 
(whenever necessary). 
3. Information about the "morpho- 
logical range" (including infor- 
mation about "actual" and "non - 
actual" words) of the Cognate 
Root -Morphemes. 
4. Information about Nouns: 
a) Subcategorization Features for 
Gender, Countability and Number 
(whenever necessary.) Any 
other relevant information 
connected with these features. 
b) "Pejorative" endings of nouns 
to be marked. 
Information about Adjectives: 
a) In Spanish items, information 
about morphological endings 
and concord with nouns. 
b) Selection Restrictions regarding 
the features of nouns they may 
collocate with. 
c) Position of "Qualifying" Adjec- 
tives in Spanish. 
d) Information about "irregular" 
comparisons. 
e) "Pejorative" endings of adjectives 
to be marked. 
d) Information from the 
Semantic Component. 
1 "DA 
Information about Verbs; 
a) Feature of Transitivity. 
b) In Spanish Verbs, feature: 
[*Reflexive]. 
c) Selection restrictions as to 
the N.P. "object of" and 
"subject of". 
d) Surface structures with 
prepositions. 
Information about Adverbs; 
No reading to be included where 
the meaning is deducible. 
1. Readings. (Seen as definitions 
in conventional lexicography). 
2. Cultural Semantic Markers. 
3. Conceptual Field Semantic Markers. 
4. Labels to mark lexical "field" or 
"subset ". 
5. Other useful labels in conventional 
Lexicography, (see below) 
e) Translation Equivalence Not necessarily word-for-word. In 
some cases a Translation Definition 
(see practical analysis). when 
necessary it will include "dimension 
discriminators ". 
3.9. Ordering of Readings in Entries. In monolingual dictionaries 
readings of words are ordered 
according to either "historical" or "logical" or "genetic" or "fre- 
quency" criteria. (l) But in a dictionary of cognates we propose 
that readings should be ordered according to congruence, i.e. the 
readings ought to be ordered so as to enter congruent readings first. 
In such a way incongruence in (a) number of readings, and (b) con- 
(1) See Casares, op. cit. p. 67 
gruence, partial congruence and incongruence of reference, and (c) 
congruence or incongruence of "grammatical realizations" of the 
orthograPhical words will be evident. 
8.10. Inclusion of Conventional Labels. Certain labels in common 
use in lexicography ought 
to be included in the dictionary, for instance "rare ", for there is 
disparity between cognate lexical items in English and Spanish in 
this respect. The disparity is not only related to frequency but 
also to "Range of Usage" (as understood by Juilland and Chang - 
Rodríguez). Other labels to be included are "formal" and "informal" 
(referring to "style "), "figurative ", etc. For the sake of uniform - 
ity, labels will comply with those used in S.O.E.D. 
8.11. To summarize: In this chapter it was proposed that a diction- 
ary of cognates should have an Introductory 
Section where all relevant theoretical information will be provided. 
The dictionary should be monolingual. The format should allow for 
both Spanish and English lexical items to be placed side by side in 
order to allow comparison. The question of whether the dictionary 
is to be inclusive or restrictive is left open and will be dictated 
by how much space is available, and the aim(s) of the dictionary. 
The head- entries should be cognate root -morphemes. All "actual" and 
"non- actual but found in monolingual dictionaries" derivations are 
to be entered in alphabetical order indented from the head -items. 
It was sugJested that "compound- words" and "idioms" should be in- 
cluded. Each entry should contain all relevant information from the 
three components. Readings of items must be ordered according to 
"congruence ". Useful conventional "labels" will be included. 
P AR T I I 
CHAPTER DC 
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9. This section consists of an attempt to map out some of the "lexical 
subsets" in the "Field of Education" as structured in Britain and 
Argentina with a view to the identification and listing of cognate lexical 
items which will later be "analysed ". 
It must be noted that the choice of. "dimensions" for the comparison 
of the background information is subjective insofar as the latter was 
compiled from available reference books as well as from consultation with 
native speakers of both languages and from teaching experience in Argentina.. 
But it is justified on the grounds that no socio -linguistic comparison 
of the field exists. Introspection will be avoided as far as possible, 
though, as Lyons says, (op. cit. p. 458) "At the present time semantic 
theory can do little more than appeal to the bilingual speaker for 
intuitive judgments of equivalence in the area of 'cultural overlap' ". 
9.1. Background Information. The information about the organization 
of Education in Britain and Argentina 
was taken from: 
Britain, an Official Handbook, 1968, Prepared by the Central 
Office of Information, Her Majesty's 
Stationery Office, London, (1968). 
Edinburgh University Calendar, 1966 -7, Published for the Uni- 
versity by J.Thin, Edinburgh, (1966). 
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El Simposio de Cartagena, Informes y Comunicaciones, 
Inst. Caro y Cuervo, Bogotá, 1965. 
Guía del Estudiante, 1966 -7, Published by the Departamento 
de OrientaciSn Vocacional, Buenos 
Aires, 1966. 
The Scottish Educational System, Hunter, S.D., Pergamon 
(1968). 
University Choice, ed. Boehm, K., Pelican, London, (1966). 
An important point to remember is that Great Britain is really 
four countries in one, viz. England, Northern Ireland, Scotland and 
ïales, so there will be differences between these countries as well 
as differences with Argentina. The information has been grouped 
under the following headings: 
a) Compulsory Education. 
b) Stages in Education. 
c) Public and Private (Independent in Britain)Education. 
d) Fees. 
e) Co- educational or mixed schools. 
f) Educational Administration of Primary and Secondary 
Schools. 
g) School Hours. 
h) Nursery Schools in Britain and Enseilanza Pre -escolar 
in Argentina. 
i) Primary Schools. 
j) Secondary Schools. 
k) Special Educational Treatment. 
h) Higher Education in Britain and Enseñanza Superior in 
Argentina. 
1. Technical Colleges, Business and :`.secretarial 
Colleges and other Further Education Establish- 
ments. 
2. Adult Education. 
3. Universities. 
4. Colleges of Education. 
9.2. Compulsory Education. There is a longer compulsory term in 
Britain, (between the ages of 5 -15), 
covering both Primary and Secondary Education, as opposed to only 




Primary and Secondary 
Education, ages 6-15 
ARGENTINA 
Primary Education,oles 6 -12- 
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9.3. Stages in Education. The stages in Education in Britain and 
Argentina are four. One point to notice 
is that in Spanish the item "enseñanza" is preferred to "educación" 
when it collocates with the different stages, e.g. enseñanza pre -esco- 
lar, enseñanza primaria, etc. (1) 
Graphically: 
STAGES IN EDUCATION 
BRITAI N 
Nursery Primary Secondar Further 
Schools 
Higher Adults 





Pre -escolar Pr,maric.SecundoriCk Suferlor 
Aclultos Universidades Institutos del 
Profesorado 
9,4, Public and Private (Independent) Education: The distinction 
between Public or 
State maintained Education and Private or,privately owned (called 
(1) The use of "educación ", meaning "systematic instruction" is a 
Porteño Spanish Anglicism. See analysis of Educationí-*Educación. 
Independent in Britain) Education exists both in Britain and in 
Argentina. The main difference from the point of view of Cognates 
is the use of "public" in England (1) for privately owned schools. 
Another difference is the type of schools both in Public and in 
Private (Independent) Education as outlined below. 
Graphically: 
TYPES OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATEQINDEPENDENT) PRIMARY AND 
SECONDARY SCHOOLS IN BRITAIN 
Schools 
Public 
County Schools Voluntary Schools \ct\ Public Schools Grant -Aided Preparatory Schools Public Schools 
(Engl and, Wales (Englond,Wales Schools (Scotland) Schools (England,Wales (England,Wnles 
and N. Ireland.) and N. Ireland.) (EnglandvWales) (Scotland) Scotland 9- N.Ireland) Scotland aN.Ireland) 
TIPOS DE COLEGIOS Y ESCUELAS PRIMARIAS Y SECUNDARIAS, 
PUBLICAS (0 DEL ESTADO) Y PRIVADAS EN ARGENTINA 
Cole3ios y Escuelas 
Publicas (0 del Estado) 
Nacionales 
\ 
inciales Monolingües Bilin i es 
Sin Subvención Subvenuo- Fÿ La Lengua B)LaLengua 
Primarias Secundarias Primarias Secundarias Oficial nadas Extranjera Extranjera 
Privadas 
Se Enseña Se Enseña 
Como si Fuese Como Lengua 




Del Estado Aunque 
hay Excepciones 
(1) There are some "public" schools of this type in Scotland and 
in Northern Ireland, but "public" is mainly used in Scotland 
for State maintained schools. 
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9.5. Fees. In England and Wales fees are not charged to parents 
of children who attend schools maintained by local 
authorities and equipment and books are supplied free. In Scotland 
fees may be charged in State maintained schools. In Public schools 
in Argentina fees are not charged but books and equipment are not 
supplied free. Fees are charged in Private (or Independent) schools 
in both countries. One outstanding difference is that in Britain 
the State provides scholarships in Independent Schools whilst this 




Pu -61íc Schools Private or Public Schools Private Schools 
(State maintained Independent Schools 
or aided.) 
England,Wales 4'N.Ireland: 
Free; Books and equipment 
supplied free. 
Scotland: Fees may be charged. 
Fees are charged. 
Scholarships are 
available. State 
provides some of them. 
Free. Books and 
Equipment are not 
supplied free. 
Fees are charged. 
A few scholarships are 
available.5tate does 
not provide them. 
9.6. Co- educational or 1lixed Schools. The main difference is that 
co- educational Public schools 
in Argentina are rare. The situation in Private schools varies. 
Graphically: 
CO- EDUCATIONAL OR MIXED SCHOOLS 
BRITAIN 
Public Schools Independent Schools 
The majority are for 
boys or9irla ony. 
Common in Wales and 
Scotland. In N.Ireland 
and England morethan 
half the schools are 
for boys Of girls only 
WTI NA 
Private Schools Public Schools 
Very few are 
co- educati oncd 
adBilingual 
Type a) The majority 
are -For boys or9ìrls only 
b) Monolingual 
and bilingual type b) 
Mixed.(except monolingual 
Catholic 
9.7. Educational Administration of Primary and '3econdary Cchools. 
In both countries there are central government 
departments in charge of Education, as well as local authorities. 
In Britain there is more freedom for the planning of curricula 
and the choice of methods. In Argentina curricula are planned by 
the National Ilinistry of Education and are compulsory in all (Public 
and Private) schools throughout the country. 
Argentina are strictly supervised and 
General de Enseîíanza Privada. 
Graphically: 
Private schools in 
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9.8. School Hours. Public State schools in Argentina and some mono - 
lingual Private schools function either in the 
morning or in the afternoon, thus British schools have longer working 
hours. Private Bilingual schools in Argentina have longer hours and 
function both in the morning and in the afternoon. The morning is 
devoted to the compulsory Spanish curriculum and the afternoon to 
the foreign language taught. 
9.9. Nursery Schools in Britain and Lnsedanza Pre -escolar in 
Argentina. Most of the nursery schools and kindergardens 
in Argentina are Private. Pre- primary education seems to be more 
systematically structured than in Britain. 
Graphically: 
STRUCTURE OF PRE -PRIMARY EDUCATION IN ARGENTINA(i) 
Age of Pupils 
Z -3 Guardería English Equivalent: Nursery 
They provide care for the children 
as Well as play facilities 
4 Jard n delnfantes Informal education and some 
Systematic instruction in oral 
English. 
5 Pre- escoIar Further instruction in English. 
Rudimentary instruction in 
Reuclinq q Writing .(Mainlyreco9nition 
of letters and numbers 
(1) Two Private schools in Buenos Aires have been taken as models, 
viz., Pilgrims' College and Instituto Bayard. 
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9.10. Primary Schools. There is only one type of Primary school 
in Argentina (in both Public and Private 
Education) as opposed to several types in Britain.(See diagram 
below.) The curriculum for Spanish is planned by the Ministry of 
Education and is compulsory for all schools both Public and Private 
as opposed to Britain where the planning of the curriculum and 
choice of method rests with the school itself or with the Head -teacher. 
A certificate is granted in Primary schools in Argentina, the 
° Certificado de Sexto Grado: The age of transfer from Primary to 
Secondary education varies, viz. 11 for England, Wales and Northern 
Ireland and 12 in Scotland. Argentina coincides with Scotland in 
this respect. The age of entry to Primary schools is 5 in Great 
Britain and 6 in Argentina. 
Graphically: 
England, gales 
4 N. Ireland 
Infant. Schools or 
Departments 
S- 7yeors of air 
junior Departments 
7 -11 ears of age() 
Age of Transfer 
from Primar to 




5-Ili ears of aC e. 
A9¢ of Transfer 
from Primary *4 
sec.ond0.ry SC11oo1:12. 
Primary School 
(Only one t jpe ìn both 
Public 1- Private 
Ecluciat.i onj6-I bears 
of 0-3e 
Degree: ri; f i codo 
de scatto grado 
Age of Transfer 
from Pri mo.ry to 
Secondary S ool : 11. 
(1) Preparatory schools (one of the types of Independent schools in 
Great Britain) cover part of Primary and part of Secondary School. 
Ages: 8 -13. 
9.11. Secondary Schools. The organisation of Secondary Education 
in Britain and Argentina differs along 
several lines as follows: 
a) Curriculum. In Britain there is much more freedom for the 
planning of the curriculum and it is generally 
left to the schools themselves or to the Head -teacher. In 
Argentina the curriculum planned by the Ministry of Education 
is compulsory in all Public and Private schools throughout the 
country. 
b) System. One separatist system with three years in common for 
the four types of Secondary schools in Argentina as 
opposed to the Comprehensive and Separatist systems in Britain. 
c) Types of Schools. There are four types of schools in Argentina 
as against more types in Britain. (See diagram). 
d) Entrance Exams. Accor ng to the Separatist system in Britain, 
children are allocated to different types 
of Secondary schools according to the results of the "eleven 
plus" examination. In Argentina there is a compulsory 
entrance examination in all Public and Private schools. The 
Ministry of Education sets the exam and the date for it which 
again is compulsory throughout the country. Private Secondary 
Schools are controlled by the Dirección General de Enseñanza 
Privada who sets the exam and the date for the same. 
e) Examinations. Examinations in Britain are,for the most part, 
written ( in some cases there are also oral 
exams, for instance, in foreign languages). In Argentina 
there are compulsory written term examinations set by the 
Ministry of Education. The final yearly exams are based on 
the yearly average mark. Each subject (12 as an average) is 
taken separately. If the yearly average mark is 7 or above 
(the highest mark is 10) the student automatically passes to 
the next grade. If it is lower than 7 but higher than 4 he 
must sit a written exam, and if he is successful in this, 
an oral exam on the subject. If he fails he must sit the 
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exam again just before the start of the next Academic 
year. If the student's average mark is lower than 4 
he is not allowed to sit the exam until the beginning 
of the next Academic year. The student is allowed to 
fail two subjects which he must pass at the end of 
the following year. If he fails to do so he must 
repeat the year. In schools affiliated to the Univer- 
sity students are not allowed to repeat grades and should 
they fail to pass the examinations they are automati- 
cally out of the school. The exams on the different 
subjects are set by a board of teachers from the schools 
concerned. From the above we see that in Argentina 
exams are both oral and written. 
f Def,rees. In England and `.dales there is no national leaving 
school examination, but Secondary school pupils 
may take the General Certificate of Education (GCE) or the 
Certificate of Secondary Education (CAE). In Scotland 
courses in Senior Secondary schools lead to examinations 
conducted by the Scottish Certificate of Education Examina- 
tion Board. School pupils in the fourth year of secondary 
courses sit an examination at 16 for the award of passes 
on the Ordinary Grade, and pupils in the fifth year can 
obtain passes on the Higher Grade of the Scottish Certificate 
of Education. In Northern Ireland candidates may take the 
Junior Certificate Examination at about the age of 15, and 
the Northern Ireland General Certificate of Education at 
about the age of 17. In Argentina degrees vary according 
to the type of secondary school. (See diagram). 
Graphically: 
I COMPREHENSIVE 
a Ful l Secondary School 
auje-ran9e 11-18 
6) Two Tier System 
SCHOOLS 
c)Ase -range 11 -16 combined 
with 5ixt 14orm college for 
pup'iIs over 16. 
Junior Comprehensive 
Schools 01-15 or 14) 
Senior Comprehensive 
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5EccADARY ScHOoLS IN ARGENTINA 
CoIegios y Escuelas Secundou-ia: 
cole3i os Nociono.les Es cuelas 
Li ce.os deSeF.oritas Normales 
England 9.1Íale$ 
ES 
I e1a` la.s 
de Cornercio Inc! ustriodes 
First. three years in common, called Ciclo ßosIto 
two fur}.heryears of specìalìzed work. Total 5)ears 
(6 in Se.conclarISchools of- RI iak.ed to universitj) 
SECoN DARY CERTI FIcATES 
General Ccrtite CC\catt. of 
of Education SeconáanJEdu.stion 
(G.G) (C. S.E) 
ordina. Advanced 
Level 1-eve1 
Col e9ios NacionaJes 
y Liceos cleSénorita.s 
9achi11er Notional 
Seo tland N. I reland 
Junior Certificate Examination Scottish Certificate 
of Education 
ordinary \her N.Ireland General Certifi.cuke. 
rade, Gnade of EcJucati 
Argenti nct 
Escuelas Norinol es Esc,Ael as de 
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Peri to-a. Mereanki I Mo-es Era. Normal 
No.ciona.l 
Escuelas Industriales 
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9.12. Special Educational Treatment. The e stem of special educa- 
tional treatment for handicapped 
children is much more organised and on a wider scale in Britain than 
in Argentina where there are only a few "Escuelas Diferenciales" 
which cater for these children. 
9.13. Higher Education in Britain and Enseñanza Superior in Argentina. 
Further Education is used in Britain as a cover 
term for all education beyond the Secondary stage; 
It includes Adult Education and Higher Education. Most of the 
Technical Colleges, Business and `+ ecretarial Courses and other further 
education establishments in Britain are either maintained or aided 
from public funds. This is also the case in Argentina. One impor- 
tant difference is that there exist establishments for the Primary 
and Secondary education of adults, which establishes a difference in 
the level of education between the two countries, for adult education 
in Britain, as we see above, is carried out beyond the Secondary 
stage. In Argentina the State also provides Business and Secretarial 
Courses, courses in foreign languages and other specialized subjects. 
Another difference is that there are no residential Colleges for 
adults in Argentina. Furthermore, the types of courses and degrees 
offered are different in both countries. 
As regards Universities the main differences are as follows: 
a) There are many more Universities in Britain than in 
Argentina. 
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b) There are Public and Private Universities in Argentina. 
c) There are no residential (i.e. where accommodation is 
provided by the University itself. e.g. hostels and 
student houses) Universities in Argentina. 
d) The organisation of Universities differs along various 
lines, viz., entrance examinations, government, teaching - 
staff, courses and degrees. (see next page.) 
As regards Colleges of Education, they differ in admission, 
duration of the course; government and administration. (see below). 
Graphically: 
FURTHER EDUCATION IN BRITAIN 
Higher Education 
Umversities Non -University 
Institutions of H i9her 
Education, Art, e.c. 
Adult Education Further Edu o.tion 
EN SEÑANZA SUPERIOR EN ARGENTINA 
Universitarie{ Institutos riel Profesorado 
UNI VERSITI ES 
BRITAIN ARGENTINA 
a) Many more .Total number'. 43 o) Fewer. Toted number: 12 
6)Thou3h universities are la) There ore Privo.te(Privo.kel owncd) 
autonomous they are all and P146 1;c Universities. Of these 
aided by Public funds. some ore Nat.ronal and others 
are Provinti a 
c)There, are some Residential Universities c) No Res dentia.l Un erSitleo 
(l) Adult Education, though not equivalent to British Adult Education 
is included under Ensefianza Superior for convenience sake. 
Differences in Universities: 
Britain 
a) Many more. Total number: 43 
b) Though Universities are 
autonomous they are all 
aided by public funds. 
c) Universities usually 
provide some accommodation 
for students. (hostels, 
student houses, etc.) 
d) Admission is by examination 
and selection. There is no 
religious test and no colour 
bar. Women are admitted on 
equal terms with men. (1) 
e) University teaching combines 
lectures, practical classes 
(in scientific subjects) 
and small group teaching 
either seminars or tutorials, 
the last being a traditional 
feature of the Universities 
of Oxford and Cambridge. 
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Argentina 
Fewer. Total number: 22. 
There are Private (priva- 
tely owned) and Public 
(State) Universities. Of 
these some are National 
and others are Provincial. 
No student accommodation 
is provided by Universities. 
Admission to some Univer- 
sities is by entrance exam. 
It all depends on the number 
of places available. There 
is no religious test and 
no colour bar. '. Tomen are 
admitted on equal terms 
with men. 
There are no tutorials. 
(1) Except at Cambridge where their numbers are limited by statut. 










All Faculties Doctorof Philosophy (Ph.D) 
Divinity Bachelor of Divinity (B. D 
Laon Bachelor of LawS LL.B.) 
Doctor of Laws (LL.0) 
Medicine Bachelor of Medicine t 
Bachelor oFSun9ory 
(M 
Bachelor of Dental Sur try (B. D.5) 
M*Ster OF S1.41 (Ch ,M) 
Doctor of Medicine (M. 0) 
Master of Dental Surser/ (M. D.S) 











(D. M us) 
Midi cinev5ur3e.r7 0B.Y.M.4S) 
Doctor of Vetere nary 
Medicine .Surgery 1DMM -5) 
Master of Letters 
Doctor of Letters 
5oual Sciences bachelor of Commerce 
bachelor of Education 
Bachelor ofArchitecture 
Master of Architecture 
Bachelor of Science 
Master of Science 
Doctor of science 
Music Bachelor of Music 
Doctor of Music 
Veterinary Medicine Bachelor of Vekerina.ry 
Sci once. 
Agronomia y Veterinaria 
Arquitectura y Urbanismo 
Ciencias Económicas 
Ciencias Exactas y Naturales 
Ciencias Médicas 
Derecho y Ciencias Sociales 
Farmacia y Bioquímica 
Filosofía y Letras 
Ingeniería 
Odontología 
A9ronoiniay Veterinaria lnenlera A9roñemo 
Ve erinario 
Argi.ár ecturuy Urbanismo Aryuiteeto 
Ciencio.s Económicos Licenciado enEconomia Politices 
Contador Público 
Licenciada en Administración 
(Actwo.ri o 




Ciencios Exactas v Natan:de Licenciado en Qu(n1ico./ 
J Licenciado enCientiesrlslcos., 
i u Moat& ni4t i co.S 
" " Geoid: leas 
" Biológicas 




Pro nosti cado r 




Visitodorg_ de Higiene 
Fonoau.diolo90 
Asistente %n(coenRo4 ologia 
Deredio7Genc'asSocicdes Abc, o4edeOftalmol05% 
Procurador 
Asistente socia, l 
/. Escribano 
Farmacia y Biogwmica Fax maceeutico 
r Bioquímico 









Ani,roPo lóy i at 
Licenciado en Ciencias de la Eáwcaei in 
Lìcenciado en Ciencias de la Artres. 
(1) For the purpose of comparison we have taken Edinburgh University 
and the University of Buenos Aires. 
In9eni er o 
CERTIFICATES ANA DIPLOMAS 
Medicine 
Psych io try 
Pkb I i c Health 
Radiotherapy 
R4diodia9 noses 
Tropical Medicine v Hygiene. 
Medical Services Administration 
Veterinary Medicine 
Tropical Veterinary Medicine 
Veterinary State Medicine 
Arks 
Applied Ling w1stics 
English Sk.u.dies 
Fine Arts 




Archikectw -al Acoustics 
Civil Design 
clinical Psychology 
Ed t .- c.a_tion 
Geoaph 
an me M  nt. Studies 
Social Anthropolo5l 












Electronics a Radio 
Fluid 1Dynarryics 
Forestry 
Phjsics v Element Particles 
Plant Tax onorn 
Ru.raI Science 
CEaTIFI CATES + LI(ENT IATESHIP s Arts 
En9hs1-1 5ttidies 
DIvIMtEY 
LICeril -late 5t eiies 
Social Science 
child Care 
Edycakional 5t_ud ics 
Medical Social Work 
Ps sick iatric Social Work 
Public Adln(nlstra+'on 
5ocioJ stcudiits 
Nursil /3 Stv.46LS 
') 







" I' Hi5tona de InSArke5 






" Electrocneca ni co 
" N aval 7 Mecan i co 
" Qk(mico 
A9 rim en SOR 
Agronom(a y Vek.erl new i n; 
i Prlcbi co en FloricuJt.l..ra 7 So r di nerlo, 
Arquikecto Urbanista o In9eniero *Is anis4a (Po s! Grad) 
Especialización de Anal isluecEsto,disticbts 
Especìalización ÿ.oóre 1'4akeria lmPoaikidw 
Diplomado en SoJMCI P4;b4ica certificado en Aneskesiolo9ra 
certiFlcado en Cirugw.1Vr9encCo. 
n a " Infoo-Itil 
Mtrd ice Higienlsta 
5uperin Lenden te de Nigiene IndusL.r+al 
Espeiolist,a en EnFermedades Infecciosgs 
Psiqui at=ra 




" de Fábr,(ca 
° Oftalmolo90 
Especialista. en Roenk9en- vialnéstico 
" Rad lélo9aEspecialistaen Rad-iokeraPia 
óptico Técnico 
F arm aceí..tiw Ind us Lr .1 al 
Farmacét.k.lco ßioclu(mico 
Especialista. enSociolo9iaAPlicada6bst-Grad 
n Ingeiero en Petroleo J 
Doctor en Fisica. 
Doctor en Clancias aturaJes 
" " G col ógicas 
In9enìero en Petróleo o Doctor en Quimica 
In9enieroEspecializodo en Ferroviaria 
Nidreíullco, 
" banitAr(o.. 
In5oniero Geodes }R-Geof(slc* 
In9eniero Geodesta. 
Inyeniero Hldróyrafo 
Ingeniero Especializado en Elec trón i ea 
II n " Het-c.IKrla 
/ 
Mecartico Para- Dertti5ta5 
odontólogo Especi alista. en Cirgi4 
Max; 
0 don kól090 Ortodoncista. 
n 244 .30 
" Cs.,^cialrsta en ,Ijentaducas Complek.as 
q " Od e n6o Ped i akrl q 
Arclwtesku,ro-y Vrbantsino 
clflna i.ts Eton dint ca-e. 
Cienc1.a5 Méd1 cas 
Post -Grad wate 
Farmalra7 Bioyuimica 
Filosofi&y Le bras 
In9enierra- (post-Grad) 
1 





h) The University of Edinburgh is 
governed by: 
The Chancellor 
The Acting Vice -Chancellor 
The Rector 
The Principal 
The Acting Principal 
The University Court 
The Curators of Patronage 
The Senatur Academicus 
The General Council 
The Scottish Universities' 
Committee of the Privy Council 
Each Faculty has a Dean and one 
or more Associate Deans. 
The University teaching -staff 







Part -time Lecturer 
State Universities in Argentina 
are governed by: 
El Consejo Superior de la 
Universidad. 
El Rector (appointed by 
the Government) 
Rectors of National and 
Provincial Universities 
are members of the 
Consejo Superior de 
Rectores. 
Each Faculty has a Decano 






Jefe de Trabajos Prácticos 
Ayudante Diplomado 
Ayudante Alumno 
Colleges of Education. For the purpose of comparison we will take the 
Colleges of Education in Scotland and Colleges 
of Education in Buenos Aires. 
In Scotland Colleges of Education 
train Primary, Secondary and 
Further Education Teachers. 
In Argentina Colleges of Educa- 
tion train Secondary Education 
Teachers, and Teachers of Techni- 
cal Subjects both for Primary 
and Secondary Education.(1) 
(1) Primary School Teachers are trained in one of the four types of 
Secondary schools. "Escuelas o Colegios Normales ". See above. 
Courses last: 
Primary Education Teachers 
3 years for women who come straight 
from school to college. 
1 year for men and women who already 
hold a degree of a University in the 
United Kingdom or an associateship 
or diploma of a central institution. 
One year and in some cases one term 
or equivalent for men and women 
who hold a Teacher's Certificate (Se- 
condary Education). 
Seconds y Education Teachers. 
1 year for men and women holding an 
approved Diploma, associateship or 
degree. 
There arecourses of one, two or three 
sessions for candidates for the Certi- 
ficate in Technical Subjects and 
courses of three sessions for men and 
women leading to the award of the 
Certificate in Physical Education. 
Further Education 
2 months' full -time study, followed 
by a session of supervised teaching 
employment in further education and 
completed by a further 2 months' 
full -time study. 
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Courses last four years for 
Secondary School Teachers. 
Courses in Technical Subjects 
vary in length from 2 to 4 
years. 
Admission is according to qualifications. Admission is by entrance 
examination. 
Qualifications conferred are: 
Teacher's Qualification (Pri- 
mary Education) 




Training Colleges in Scotland are 
autonomous. 
They are governed by a Governing 
Body composed of the Principal, 
representatives of relevant 
educational authorities, univer- 
sities, teachers, churches and 
the Secretary of State. 
The teaching -staff in a hierarchy 
is as follows: 
The Principal 
The Vice -Principal 
The Head(s) of Department(s) 
Senior Lecturer 
Lecturer 
Profesor de Ense5anza Secundaria, 
Normal y Especial. 
Profesor con especialidad en ... 
In Buenos Aires Training Colleges 
are autonomous. 
They are governed by a Consejo 
Superior composed of the Rector, 
Directores de Sección and 
Consejeros (elected from the 
teaching -staff). 
The Rector -a 
Directores de Sección 
Profesores (of the different 
subjects) 
9.14 The relevant information for the identification and listing of 
cognate lexical items for analysis may be subsumed under three 
headings: 1) Persons Concerned with Teaching; 2) Persons Engaged in 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Names of EdtAca.tiono-I Esta.blishnLents where Teaching takes place 
ARGENTINA BR ITAt N 
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Pre - Pr-II-nary I Ensartat+:c Pre-Escolo_r 
IJt,rSery School I 
ftinder9arten 
I 1 GtA.ardef ú I 
I Jc.rd ñ de Irz fan kes 
Pre - Esco lay 
Primary 6d.,.co.4.ion Enseñanzr Primaria 
1Enyyland, Wal es Infartt. School 1 
4- N.Irelan cl : or Deparkment 
Scot.lnnd: Primarj School 
Schools for Handicapped Children 
I 
I Esci AelA Pr, maria 





I Co.-) Comprehensive Schools 
(b) Separatist... Syskern 
En9Ianda-4 ales (t) Carc.mmo.r School 
(1) Sec.ondar Modern Sc},00l 
(3)Secondar3Technical Sch ool 
(4) ßi latero-1 sch ool 
(5) Mu1tJla.tero.l School 
Scot.] o.n d 
CI) Tunior Secondar School 
With courses IPoclir,9 u to 
5wttiol, Certificate of Education 
of four, -five or six .Jecars 
N.Ireland 
Co Gramm a.r Sch ool 
(z) Semndar,j InE.ermedtàke schooJ 
(3) Te din i cal Intermedì a.ú 5c.1,00l 
I I 
I 
I I I 
Li ceo de Sei or' 6c.s 
I 
Colyio Nacional 







H1.9har Edul.a,tón I Enseñc-nza. S (Ape rtor 
I ! 
I Colley, of Educ_akion, Art, etc. i 
Universit.y of /- Uni versi ty 
Eac..ItJ of ---- 
Departrnent of- - -- 
Sch ooI of - - - - 
I 
C 
Inskikt,.ko Plau.onal i 
I Superior clot ('rofesorado 
I 
uni/ersdad de - - -- 
Fa cul 6 ad de - - -- 
I Depa.rt.arneni`.o / Esc.uelc. / Insk¡tt..to de---- 
AdulEEdt,.cu#..ion 4 E..rbher Ed4cu64.6n 
t 
Adultos 
t Esc.uzla.Primar7a (keEnseñanpñmavìa) 
I 
Escuela Secunclario,.(seeEnse?'anzcA Ser.m-ndaria) 
I 
[ 













































































































































9.15, List of Cognates for Analysis. It is to be noted that all the 
cognate lexical items taken from 
the "subsets" mapped out above are marked with the category feature 
[noun). In order to include some verbs two smaller "subsets" have 
been compiled: a) Verbs related to "Persons engaged in learning" 
and b) Verbs related to "Persons engaged in teaching" (1). The 
adjectives which are included in the list are all "related" in graphic 
substance to either nouns or verbs on the list. No adverbs are included, 
for, as it was seen in Chapter VI, the meaning of most of the adverbs 
of manner found in the research have deducible meanings. (2) 































(1) Notice that by using "engaged" rather than "concerned" we are 
excluding part of the "field: 
(2) This does not imply that all cognate adverbs in English and 
Spanish are congruent in meaning. cf. "presently "4-9 "Presentemente ", 
"presentáneamente" (Both entered in D.R.A.E., but "non- actual in 
Porteño Spanish). Translation Equivalents: pronto, luego, ya, 







docent, n. (non-actual) 
docent, adj. (non -actual) 
don, n. 
don, v. 





















curador -a, adj. 
curador -a, n. 
decano -a, n. 
dean, n. 
diputado -a, n. 
diploma, n. 
director -a, adj. 























lector -a, n. 
lección, n. 









































maestrar, v. (non -actual) 
maestrear, v. (non -actual) 








pupilo -a, n. 
calificar, v. 
calificación, n. 
rector -a, adj. 









sujeto -a, adj. 
supervisar, v. 
supervisor -a, n. 
supervisión, n. 
titulo, n. 
tutor -a, n. 
universidad, n. 
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9.16. Practical Analysis of Cognate Lexical Items. The analysis which 
follows is a sample 
of what a dictionary of cognrtes should look like. As it is intended 
for learners of Spanish .-those mother tongue is English, everything. in the 
dictionary, with the ex_cention of Spanish graphological and phonoloe-i.c ̂ l 
words, si?rfa.ce structures and translation equivalents, will be written 
in English. 
9.16.1. Format of a Dictionary Page. As was suggested ?.bove, information 
about English cognate lexical items 
will be entered on the left hand side of the page, and information about 
the Spanish cognate lexical items will be entered on the right. The 
setting out of the information will be as follows: 









1. TJ.e ̂ .d- entry: X = English cognate lexical item. 
A-4= Symbol for cognateness. 
Y = Spanish Cognate lexical item. 
A = Category features. 
2. E:lglish graphological word. 
3. English phonological word. 
4. Category feature. 
5. Syntactic irformati_on. 
6. Different readings of the item. 
7. List of graphological words derived from the same root -morpheme. 
8. Ditto for the Spanish cognate lexical item. 
9.16.2. Readings of Lexical Items. The setting out of each of the readings 
of cognate lexical items will be as 
follows: 
1. Surface structures. (whenever necessary). 
2. Universe of Discourse label.(if any). 
3. Definition. 
4. Cultural Semantic Markers. (if any). 
5. Conceptual Field Semantic Markers. 
6. Translation Equivalent(s). 
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9.16.3. Head- entries. Each of the cognate lexical items listed above 
will be entered as a head -entry. The items will 
be marked with a category feature. Their frequency indexes (from A General 
Service List of English Words and A Frequency Dictionary of Spanish Words) 
(if any) wil]0e entered after the category feature. The symbol /x/ before 
an English item indicates that it was found in the Oxford Progresalve ENGZ1SH 
Alternative Course. 
9.16.4. Notation of Features. In the discussion of category and subca.te- 
gorization features in Chapter VI, the 
conventional (as used by Chomsky et al) notation of features was used. 
In the practical analysis which follows we will adopt the conventions 
of traditional lexicography, i.e. use abbreviations (n., v., etc) for 
category features as well as for subcategorization features ( c. for 
countable, u. for uncountable, masc. for masculine, etc.) 
9.16.5. Conceptual Field Semantic Markers. All conceptual field semantic 
markers entered in the analysis 
refer to Roget's Thesaurus. A list of conceptual fiel semantic markers 
used fol*ed by the numbers according to Roget's classification and the 
"class" to which they belong is included at the end. 
9.16.6. Translation Equivalence. As was stated above (7.5) the concept 
of translation equiválence in a dictio- 
nary of cognates departs from the word -for -word translation equivalence 
of bilingual dictionaries. In some cases the translation equivalence 
entered could be rightly called "Translation Definition" for, in the 
absence of a translation equivalent word or due to the need to translate 
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cultural semantic markers, they are really definitions of the cognate 
lexical item in the target language. But, for the sake of uniformity, 
we have entered both translation equivalent words and "Translation Defini- 
tionsunder the same abbreviation, i.e. T.E. 
9.16.7. List of Graphological Words derived from the Same Root -Morpheme. 
In the discussion of "Graphological and Morphological 
Correspondences of Cognate Lexical Items" (6.2.1. above) it was proposed 
that graphological words derived from the same root -morpheme should be 
entered as subentries. In the practical section which follows these 
words are listed after the last readings (of the English and Spanish items) 
of the cognate -head entries. No analysis nor translation eou;valen_ts are 
given. It will be found that though some of the head-entries in one lan- 
guage do not have a cognate lexical item in the other language (cf. Spanish 
"don", from Latin "donum ") the list of graphological words for the English 
cognate "don" from Latin "dominus" includes "donary ", "donate ", etc. which 
are derived from Latin "donum ". The apparent discrepancy arises from the 
fact that the head- entries in the analysis are not the cognate root -mpr- 
phemes but lexical items found in "lexical subsets ". In a "complete" 
dictionary these entries will appear1as was suggested under the cognate 
head -morpheme. 
Within the list of graphological words derived from theme root 
"non -actual but found in monolingual dictionaries" c^raphological words 
(see 6.2.1. above) are marked (non -actual). It might be argued that 
the use of the term "non- actual" is bound to create misulderstanding by 
virtue of the incongruence of the cognate item "actual ", i.e. its 
meaning in English is "real" whilst in Spanish it is "now, at presk.t" 
But it must be pointed out that "actual" is here used as a technical 
term (cf. Lyons, op. cit. p. 119) and as such it has the same meaning 
in English and Spanish. (cf. Moliner's second entry: "Filosofia. Real 
por oposición a "potencial ") Non -actual is to be read: "Potential ",i.e. 
formed in conformity with the "rules" of the language but not in use 
at present. For the Spanish items there is a further qualification: 
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"Potential" but not in use at present in Porteño Spanish. This is relevant 
because throughout the practical analysis we have considered both the 
items and their meanings from the point of view of Por_teño Spanish. As 
such some of the Peninsular Spanish readings (cf. " maestra: mujer del 
maestro ") have been omitted and some Porteño Spanish items and readings 
of items (cf. egresar, egresado) not included in D.R.A.E. have been 
entered. Whenever possible, justifications for inclusions (in the form of 
quotations from articles, rulings of the' Argentine Academy, etc)have 
been given in footnotes. Readings of both Spanish and 1glish items 
have been omitted on two accounts: 1.) When they were found to be obsolete 
(cf. C.O.D. "master, v. to address by the title of master ") and 2) when 
their usage was found to be too restricted and as such of little interest 
to the would -be -users of the dictionary. (cf. C.O.D. "title: fineness 
of gold as expressed in carats "). As mgards these last two points there 
might seem to be a certain discrepancy between the above statement and 
the inclusion of the "(Very Rare)(Very Restricted Usage)" reading 1. 
for "Lyceum ", i.e. "name of a garden with covered walls at Athens in 
which Aristotle taught ", especially because'a similar reading for "academy" 
( "the name of a garden near Athens where Plato taught ") was omitted. 
The reason for this was that because of the fact that "Lyceum" has only 
one reading, if the item was to be entered at all its (Very Rare)(Very 
Restricted Usage) reading had to be included. 
9.16.8. Inclusion of "types of schools" in the Practical Analysis of 
"School HEscuela'1 At the end of the analysis of "School H 
Escuela" syntagmatic modifications of the 
superordinate terms "school" and " escuela" were entered. These items 
which refer to "types" of schools may be considered "compound- words ". 
They are absent from bilingual dictionaries and their meanings are 
hard to find even in monolingual dictionaries. (cf. D.R.A.E. It only 
enters "escuelas normales and escuelas Pias "; C.O.D. lists the "types 
of schools" without indication as to the differences between them.) 
definitions nor translation equivalents are given for these items. 
T1leir inclusion. was merely tó point out that a dictionary of cognates 
must take into account hypondtis relations. 
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9.16.9. Inclusion of Surface Structures for the item "lección ". At the 
end of 
the analysis of "lesson>1ección" a series of surface structures con- 
sisting of verbs and the item " lección" as the "object of" the verbs 
concerned was included. Thesesirface structures are very frequent 
in PorteAo Spanish and the semantic differences between them (cf. dar 
leccion; dar la leccion; dar una leccion) are interesting from the point 
of view of language- teaching. 
Points 9.16.8 and 9.16.9 were included in the dictionary to point 
out the need for the lexicographer to a) investigate the structure of 
the vocabulary and b) the awareness he must have of language teaching 
problems. 
9.16.10. Definitions. The definitions of the English cognate lexical 
items were taken from either S.O.E.D., or C.O.D., 
or P.E.D., followed to compare 
the definitions and decide on the less "formal" more "understandable" 
for the would -be -users of the dictionary. The next step was to look up 
the definitions of the Spanish cognate lexical item in D.R.A.E., D.U.E., 
Alonso, and Lexis. If these were found to be congruent (and it must 
be remembered that this is a subjective decision (cf. 9 above)) the 
same definition as that of the English item was entered for the Spanish 
item. Porteño Spanish readings were justified whenever possible. The 
inclusion of Cultural Semantic Markers for readings of items within 
the "field" of education was prompted by the comparison of the background 
information outlined above. Native informants of English and Spanish 
were consulted but the responsibility for the inclusion of these Cultural 
Semantic Markers must rest with us. 
Finally, the reader must be warned that translation definitions, 
translation equivalents, etc. in Spanish are entered in Porteño Spanish, 
i.e., it must be remembered that what we are attempting is an analysis of 
the items in Porteño Spanish, and as such what we are describing is 
"what is actually used" and not "what should be used" in Buenos Aires 
1í 
according to the rulings of the Spanish Academy. 
9.16.11. Practical Analysis. 
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AB3RE 1IA ̂IC 1''S & SYMBOLS 
adj. adjective 
adv. adverb 
Alonso Diccionario del Español Moderno 




C.O.D. Concise Oxford Dictionary 
cont. Continued 
Cult.Sem.Mark. Cultural Semantic Marker 
D.R.A.E. Diccionario de la Lengua Española, Edición de la 
Real Academia Española 





Por . fore'ìsi c 
Geom. geometry 
Hornby The Advanced Learners' Dictionary of Current English 
ibid. ibidem 
i.e. id est. 
int. interrogative 
-L. From Latin 
lit. literary 
masc. masculine 
Morinigo Diccionario de Americaniimos 
n. noun 
nn. nouns 
non -actual is to be read "potential" but not in use at present 







Pot-.Sr. Portglo Sranish 
-cos. rnsition 
reflexivc. 
3110r4--r Oxford 7,-In-34sh 7iction2ry 
S-ani rerican 
Standard 





nie States of America 
uTually 
unconntaUe 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LIST OF CONCEPTUAL FIELD SEMANTIC MARK aS. 
Accompaniment, 73; Abstract Relations, I. 
Accounts, 843 ; Volition, VII. 
Adult, 127 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Agent, 779 ; Volition, VII. 
Aid, 783 ; Volition, VII. 
Amusement, 876 ; Affections, VIII. 
Art, 572 ; Intellect, VI. 
Assemblage, 74 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Assent, 520 ; Intellect, VI. 
Association, 786 ; Volition, VII. 
Attention, 528 ; Intellect, VI. 
Authority, 737 ; Volition, VII. 
Beginning, 68 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Behaviour, 735 ; Volition, VII. 
Book, Periodical, 603 ; Intellect, VI. 
Botany, 411 ; Matter IV. 
Building, (See Abode, 191) ; Space, II. 
Business, 654 ; Volition VII 
Category, (Order in General,1); Abstract Relations, I. 
Celibacy, 932 ; Affections, VIII. 
Change, 139 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Choice, 635 ; Volition, VII. 
Circumscription, 233 ; Space, II. 
Circumn.stance, 8 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Classification, 61 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Clergy, 1036 ; Affections, VIII. 
281 
Combatant, 798 ; Volition, VII. 
Command, 750 ; Volition, VII. 
Commission, 778 ; Volition, VII. 
Confinement, 759 ; Volition, VII. 
Correspondence, 602 ; Intellect, VI. 
Courtesy, 934 , Affections, VIII. 
Degree, 29 ; Abstrect Relations, I. 
Departure, 300 ; Space, II. 
Deputy, 779 ; Volition, VII. 
Description, (See Speciality, 80 ) ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Direction, 289 ; p2oe, II and 745. Volition. 
Disapprobation, 967 ; Affections, VIII. 
Drama, 609 ; Intellect, VI. 
Eating, 306 ; Space II. 
Education, c.; Intellect, VI. 
Engraving, 576 ; Intellect, VI. 
Entrance, 301 ; Space, II. 
Evidence, Proof, 504 ; Intellect, VI. 
Excretion, 309 ; Space, II. 
Experiment, 488 ; Intellect, VII. 
Falseness,614 ; Intellect, VI. 
Fear, 889 ; Affections, VIII. 
Finance, 834 ; Volition, VII. 
Giving, 816 ; Volition, VII. 
Goodness, 672 ; Volition,VII. 
Government, 739 ; Volition, VII. 
Healing Arts, 686 ; Volition, VII. 
Hearing, 447 ; Sensation V. 
Heating, 328 ; Physics, III. 
282 
Importance, 670 ; Volition, VII. 
Inducement, 646 ; Volition, VII. 
Information, 555; Intellect, VI. 
Intellect, 465 ; Intellect, VI. 
Intelligibility, 546 ; Intellect, VI. 
Interpretation, 550 ; Intellect, VI. 
junction, 47 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
justification, 1004 ; Affections, VIII. 
Knowledge, 474 ; Intellect VI. 
Law, (See legality, 996) ; Affections, VIII. 
Learning, 562 ; Intellect, VI. 
Legality, 996 ; Affections, VIII. 
Legislature, 740 ; Volition, VII. 
Liability, 174 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Liberation, 761 ; Volition, VII. 
List, 88 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Logic, (See Reasoning, 481) ; Intellect, VI. 
Management, 745 ; Volition, VII. 
Mankind, 416 ; Matter, IV. 
Materiality, 375 ; Matter, IV. 
Medicine, (See Healing Arts,686); Volition, VII. 
Memory, 535 ; Intellect, VI. 
Moderation, 162 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Money, 833 ; Volition, VII. 
Motion, 266 ; Space, II. 
Motivation, Inducement, 646 ; Volition, VII. 
Musician, 463 ; Sensation, V. 
283 
Navigation, 274 ; Spáce, II. 
Navy, (See Combatant, 798;)Volition VII. 
Nomenclature, 581 ; Intellect, VI. 
Obedience, 764 ; Volition, VII. 
Occupation, 654 ; Volition, VII. 
Permission, 775 ; Volition, VII. 
Person in Authority, (See Authority and Control,IV) ; Volition, VII. 
Philosophy, 499 ; Intellect, VI. 
Plants, 410 ; Matter, IV. 
Power, 156 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Presence, 185 ; Space, II. 
Preservation, 699 ; Volition, VII. 
Pretext, 647 ; Volition, VII. 
Printing, 601 ; Intellect, VI. 
Production, 166 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Protection, 697 ; Volition, VII. 
Public Speaking, 597 ; Intellect, VI. 
Pursuit, 653 ; Volition, VII. 
Qualification, 506 ; Intellect, VI. 
Reading, (See Interpretation, 550; Intellect,VI. and Vision, 438; Sensation,V.) 
Record, 568 ; Intellect, VI. 
Register, (See List, 88; Abstract Relations, I. and Record, 5hF3; Intellect,VT) 
Religion, 1018 ; Affections, VIII. 
Remedy, 685 ; Volition, VII. 
Resolution, 622 ; Volition, VII. 
Right, 956 ; Affections, VIII. 
Securities, 832 ; Volition, VII. 
Silent Reading, (See Reading) 
Skill, 731 ; Volition, VII. 
Stability, 142 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Strength, 158 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Student, 564 ; Intellect, VI. 
Subjection, 762 ; Volition, VII:., 
Superiority, 36 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Taking, 820 ; Volition, VII. 
Teacher, 563 ; Intellect, VI. 
Teaching, 560 ; Intellect, VI. 
Therapy, 687 ; Abstract Relations, I. 
Title, 915 ; Affections, VIII. 
Topic, 483 ; Intellect, VI. 
Training, (See Teaching) 
Unchastity, 987 ; Affections, VIII. 
Vision, 438 ; Sensation, V. 
Writing, 600 ; Intellect, VI. 
2A5 
GENERAL COTTCLUSIOTvS 
The main conclusions arrived at in this study are as follows: 
1. The research work carried out to investigate the 
relevance of cognate lexical items in language 
teaching has proved that cognates constitute about 
5O of the total number of lexical items which the 
students of either Porteño Spanish or British 
English will be exposed to. 
2. Three factors are important when considering cognates 
in English and Spanish as a problem in language 
teaching, (a) Cognateness (understanding by this 
etymological cognateness in which borrowings are 
included), (b) similarity of graphic substance, and 
(o) meaning. 
3. Lexical items in English and Spanish which are not 
historically related. but which are similar it graphic 
substance are very few in number. This, together 
with the fact that if they are presented to the students 
in the environment. of other items, within situations, 
they will not create misunderstandings, renders then of 
little importance in actual lan.tage teaching situations. 
4. Two relatively new phenomena are becoming, by virtue of 
their increasing number, worthy of consideration in a 
study on cognates: (1) Lexicalized trade- marks, and 
(2) Acronyms. 
5. When considering the meaning of cognates across languages 
286 
four factors must be taken into account: 
(a) The number of "readings" the cognate items 
may have. 
(b) Readings of Cognates may be classified into 
Congruent, Partially- Congruent and /or 
Incongruent. 
(e) Differences in the "culture" of the two 
langiva.ges communities are of great relevance 
for a _ lictionary of cognates. A method for 
the identification of these differences is by 
the comparison of lexical "fields" and/or 
"subsets" in the two languages and such 
differences must be specified in the dictionary 
by means of Cultural Semantic Markers and /or 
Conceptual Field Semantic Markers. The latter 
will bridge the gap between traditional 
dictionaries and conceptual dictionaries 
(Thesauri). 
(d) The consideration of paradigmatic and syntagmatic 
relations of lexical items within the structures 
of the vocabularies concerned contribute to the 
specification of differences in their meanings. 
6 A dictionary of cognates must contain: 
(a) Codified information about relevant syntactic 
features of each item. 
(b) Information about the pronunciation of the cognate 
lexical items 
(c) Semantic Information_. 
Thus, an entry in the dictionary must contain information from 
a 
all the three components of etheory of linguistic description. 
7. A dictionary of cognates must depart from: 
1. The traditional bipartite division of bilingual 
dictionaries, i.e. it must be written (bar the 
exceptions noted in 8.2 above) in only one 
language. 
2. By virtue of the inclusion of cultural features 
287 
translation equivalence in a dictionary of 
coÿnates abandons the word- for -word 
translation equivalence tradition of bilingual 
dictionaries. 
8. The format of the dictionary must be such that it will 
allow for ready comparison of the readings of lexical 
items. The proposal put forward is that the readings of 
both the English and Spanish Cognate lexical items should 
be entered on the same page; the ordering of the readings 
to be based on "congruence". 
9. The dictionary should contain an Introductory Section 
containing relevant information about the phonological and 
syntactic systems of English and Spanish. 
The main conclusion is that the task of the lexicographer is not 
merely (as has been the traditional position) that of compilation 
but of investigation into the semantics, phonology and syntax of the 
languages concerned. Thus the requirements to be met by the 
lexicographer are competence in the two langzages ea knowledge of 
their lexical, syntactic and phonological structures, i.e. 
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(1966), pp. 3 -26. 
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